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ALIBRATED COIL RANGES
The NC -200 has ten calibrated coil ranges.

Six of these ranges provide continuous coverage from 490 KC to 30 MC. The remaining
four ranges cover
the 10, 20, 40 and 80 meter bands, each band being spread
out over the major
portion of the dial scale. Each bandspread range is independent of the
other
ranges. Its calibration is fixed, it is tuned by the main tuning
control and its

frequency

is

read from the big sweep pointer on the dial.

RANGE CRYSTAL FILTER
An improved wide range crystal filter is used in the NC -200. Selectivity is
adjustable in six steps, corresponding to total band widths of approximately
200, 1000, 2200, 4000, 5800, and 7600 cycles respectively for IO to I attenuation. The phasing circuit has been given particular attention with the result
that rejection ratios as high as 10,000 to I are available when the interfering
signal is only a few hundred cycles from the desired signal.

BLE COIL TUNING SYSTEM
The NC -200 employs the movable coil tuning system which has thoroughly
proved its soundness on the NC -100. RF and Oscillator coils, together with

their associated padding condensers, are mounted in separate pockets in a
heavy cast aluminum shield. This shield moves bodily on a track, bringing the
desired coils into operating position directly below the tubes and condenser,
and taking unused coils out of the way. The shield is shown at the left without
its heavy cast cover. Ranges are selected by the same knob on the front of
the receiver that is used for tuning.

ABLE OR AC OPERATION
Typical of the refinement of detail in the NC -200 is the provision for operating
standard AC models on batteries for emergency or portable use. All that is
necessary is to plug in a battery cable in place of the dummy plug supplied with
the receiver. This makes all necessary connections, and leaves the speaker and
standby switch in operation. The B- supply filter is left in circuit to assist in
filtering vibrator and dynamotor B -power units.
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Get my sample lesson Free. Examine it, read it
-see how clear it is. how easy to understand.

Find out how I train you at home in spare
time to he a Radio Tonhniinn. Or, r. now.

Radio repair jobs. Throughout your course I
send plans and directions which have helped
many make $5 to $10 a week in spare time
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show you how to conduct experiments, build
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Radio is already one of the didintW, large .ttdustries even though it is still young and growing. The arrival of Television. the use of Radio
principles in industry, are but a few of many
recent Radio developments. More than 26,04)0,000
homes have one or more Radios. There are more
Radios than telephones. Every year millions of
Radios go out of date and are replaced. Million more need new tubes, repairs. etc. Over 5,000.000
auto Radios are in use and thousands more are
being sold every day. In every branch, Radio
offers opportunities for which I give you the
required knowledge of Radio at home in your
spare time. Yes, the few hundred $30, $40. $50
a week jobs of 20 years ago have grown to
t hotu -ands,
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SPRAYBERRY Training starts right at the beginning of Radio
unfolds
simplified, logical, understandable style. You easily learn TeleFrequency Modulation, Signal Tracing, Mobile Radio (Auto -Tank).
Aviation Radio. Electronics, Facsimile Radio. Radio Set Rettair and Installation
Work. You learn quickly in your spare hours
AT HOME OR AT CAMP.
each subject in a

vision.
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Training Prepares You for a Business of Your Own
Or Good Radio Jobs at Excellent Pay!
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The great, fascinating and progressive field of Radio and Television offers many opportunities to the man who wants to get ahead. There is good money to be made. My
Training is designed to give you quick access to these opportunities. SPRAYBERRY
Methods are thorough and practical. Your Training will not interfere with your
present work.

You Get Professional Test Equipment
Plus Experimental Outfits!
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BACK IN THE DAYS when the
stagecoach careened through
the "wild west," highway bandits
were the terror of travellers. Inadequate communications slowed reports of robberies, made capture of
criminals difficult.
Had radio been available at the
time, this lawlessness would not
have flourished. Today, radio aids
highway patrols and police everywhere in the important task of
stamping out crime.
Radio today gives vital news to
the world almost as soon as it happens. In making and keeping modern Americans the best informed
people on earth, an RCA Service,

the National Broadcasting Com516

17TID
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parry, operates two nation -wide
networks 35 hours a day.
Vitally important also is the role
of R. C. A. Communications with
its direct transmission to and from
43 countries, and between leading
U. S. cities.
So that all America may keep
tuned to the pulse of the world by
radio
so that quality will
be ever higher... prices ever
lower...the RCA Laboratories continuously engi-
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RADIO KNOWLEDGE
PAYS
By

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor

L
TIII`, radio im :ostry has Leconte
such a ling, ,; tirtt it is ;uitd
hopeless for the average individual to know- everything that
is going on in the many branches of radio.
;

unt imAs this is also an age of specialization, it is of paramount
portance to those who wish to become identified with the radio
industry, that they should make themselves letter -perfect in the
particular brauch in which they are most interested. Should you
wish to become identified later on in any one ,livision, -such
as radio transmitters. radio tubes. radio broadcasting. radio
receiver design, television, aviation radio, or se'eral dozen others.
it is of the utmost importance that you know all al,out this particular endeavor and make it your business to learn everything that
there is to know about it in one way or another.

While it is necessary to have a general knowledge of radio in
all its branches. this eau tit hest he only superficial. and very few
embrace the entire radio art today. It is much too big
for that and far too complex -yet what this country needs today
Wren can

mostly is specialists. This can Lest he demonstrated in that branch
of radio known as "radio amateurism."

For over two decades American radio amateurs Went along
unmindful of foreign strife and war. Siuldenly the present emergency comes along when hundreds of thousands of young men will
be drafted for national defense. It is quickly found that instead
of the fifty odd thousand licensed radio amateurs. the ..\ rim. Navy
and Aviation branches will require over 101000 signaling men
who not only know transmission and code, but who know signaling
right from the ground up. Tt is one thing to know the code but
quite another to know- how to handle a rig -1).4h transmitter and
receiver -in theory and practice. how to put them together and.
when either gets out of order. know how to hunt for trouble and
eliminate it successfully. This is the kind of knowledge needed
by men in the service, acid these Wren camnt know too much.
Particularly during war times does this lurid doubly true. because
then not only knmvledce. but speed becomes the order of the day.
When T talk of "specialization" in any given branch. I mean
just that. and T repeat that it is necessary- to know all about it.
"Thus. for instance. the amateur who may know how to transmit
and receive at a fast clip may not be a good radio technician. He
might know the theory of radio but lie may not be a practical
radio man. If, let ns say. he gets into the Army and has a chance
for early promotion. he might Le handicapped on account of
deficient knowledge in technical radio matters pertaining to signaling, and this alone might disqualify him. That is the reason
why I lay such great emphasis on the term "specialization." It
means that you cannot he haphazard in your chosen work -yer
must be letter-perfect in it. I repeat it because it is so very Minorfor January,

1941

t

h-.
it is
instantly being overlooked by so
many other isc ambitious young men who later on \yonder vhythey have not advanced ntre rapidly.

i

-if

at

you wish to get somewhere in
Ti
wish to specialize
your particular endeavor -you must leave no slime unturned to

get the last ounce of knowledge out of your subject- theoretical
of which will, in due time. be of treas well as practical
mendous importance to you. Theoretical knowledge is. of course.
important and you can get that from books, from radio courses.
magazines andI the printed word in general. lust as important is
the practical end -whether in the field or at home makes little
difference. V. must constantly train yourself with both mind and
hands and you must keep everlastingly at it. {yen a single week
of neglect will make itself felt, because during that time you may
have overlooked a certain magazine or nevvspaiier article which
is often the information that you need most When you \\ant it
later (al. You will say that all of this is difficult and a liard task.
Very true. tut there is nothing that you or anyone else can do
about it. This is in the nature of things and something that cannot
he avoided. 'FIii' e who get Li the top are the ones who strive
incessantly and make great sacrifices to get tiare. ?ver\thing has
its price and success is no exception to the rule.

all

1

1

In radio particularly. due to the liege expansion of the art and
due to its great ramifications, the radio expert today is in demand
Nether in the industry or in the Army. It is not
everywhere
easy to bcctIme an expert and it is not an easy road to travel to
Iwo Ma* one. but in the end it pays huge dividends.

-a

\ \'hat should he of particular interest to those who take radio
seriously. is that there is one outstanding point to he considered.
Of all endeavors, the radio art is perhaps one of the least costly
in which to acquire knowledge- theoretical as \cell as practical.
Neither the theoretical learning nor the practical is expensive
anti you do not necessarily have to go to college to become a radio
expert. Very frequently you can do it in your leisure hours at a
cost that is low. Thus. the theoretical knowledge can 1e readily
obtained through hooks, correspondence school courses. magazines.
etc. The practical knowledge can also be so obtained. and it it
cannot be done at home. it is possible to get a position in a factory
or laboratory. if you offer to work as an apprentice without cost.
This often appeals to the employer. who might take you on
even at a minimum rate if you are persistent and show hint
that you want to get into the game badly enough. Remember.
the expert is not worth his salt if he cannot sell himself and if he
is not persistent enough to make others see that he has a sufficient
knnw-ledge in his chosen endeavor.
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"WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION "?
/Curer Feature,
The possibility that homes may be lighted
tore dc'el. gnuent f the "Kly str. m. a new with power picked up from the air, as ly developed tube which transmits power
we now receive radio programs, is seen by
through space. The accompanying photoWestinghouse engineers as a potential fu- graph shows I. E. \louronnseff. a company
research engineer, staking some final adjustments on one of the tubes. The energy
from such a tube may he focused like a
light beam with the aid of a copper -lined
horn.
A recent demonstration held in the company laboratories for a group of university
deans and professors demonstrated the
tube's ability to light electric light bulbs
at a considerable distance. At the demonstration, visitors were given flashlights to
which short antennas were connected and
these were lit by means of the Klystron
waves.
Other possible uses suggested by Mr.
\louromtseff were to supply ultra- shortwave heat for medical treatment, to increase
the number of television channels, and to
serve as airplane beacons. This tube was
described at some length in a previous issue
of R.anto & TEI.EvIsroN.

MORE FCC
The Federal Corn nwnications Commission

keeps busy not only with regulatory
work, but also in answering just oodles of
letters from listeners who have complaints
to make or "axes to grind." It explains that
it lacks authority to help such persons as
(1) those who do or do not want Father
Coughlin on the air: (2) a Louisville man
who complains about the "commercial" on
a tobacco show: (3) the Cincinnati listener
who worries that a certain show "might
influence children against law and order ";
(4) residents of Lowell. Mass., and Duluth.
Minn., who want liquor advertising banned;
(5) several persons in Baton Rouge. La..
who want all but religious programs banned

+tl''

MAIL

on Sunday

; and finally
(6) a Connecticut
man who is angry because his receiver is
not working properly.
The Commission also cannot supply the
following items which have been requested:
(1) A list of radio stations which issue
membership cards to listening clubs; (2)
a list of approved schools; (3) a certain
radio script; or (4) program schedules.
Incidentally, remember that Jimmy Stewart was given the set of call letters which
were KHJL1!? Now it might interest you
to know that Charles Rogers. motion picture actor, has been given the license for
his airplane radio. His call letter, are
KHB(D -his nickname is Budd
.

ONAI BROAOcASTIN

i%..a7_-L i:.i

i
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TELEVISION'S GALA COMEBACK
lerision
with bang
th,
T \ew
York area fir the last gasp of the
came back

a

in

Inesidential race. NBC went on the air
with a remote control from Madison Square
Garden to cover the address of President
Roosevelt at the hang -up Democratic rally
and followed a few nights later from the
saute point with the Republican rally starring one Wendell f.. \Villkic. (Remember
hint ?)

Although the television trucks had been
torn apart for reconstruction, they were
hastily re- assembled in a week less than
the time which had been allotted for the
job, in order to make these broadcasts.
On election night, television really went
to tow n with the most comprehensive coverage of election returns ever put on the air.
W2XBS commenced its program at 6:45
P.\f. with Lowell Thomas and continued
with election returns straight through until
À.M. Among the personalities featured
in the show were Leo Rosenberg, who
broadcast the world's first election returnon radio (and who is now Vice- President
of Lord & Thomas) ; Graham McNamee.
pioneer radio announcer ; John B. Kennedy;
Raymond Clapper ; William Godwin: H. V.
Kaltenhorn; "Baukhage"; "Red" Barber.
and, of course, that pioneer television as
nouncer, Ray Forrest. But the star of the
show by a long shot was an Associat6
l'ress teletype machine which ticked away
merrily for the larger portion of the
time, showing the televiewers latest returns as fast as they came over the AF
tickers. Also interesting were various little
gadgets and the map which the Televisior.
Department had prepared to make the coverage even clearer. The sketch below
shows how NBC's largest studio was seup not only to put the election returns or
the air with the least possible delay, bu:
also to serve as a reception room for some
25110 members of the radio industry anc
other guests at the broadcast.
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SIX -WAY DIRECTIONAL MIKE USES TWO SETS OF ELEMENTS IN SERIES
Anett directional inicruphoue known as
639I1 has been developed by an engineer of the Western Electric Co. its in-

ternal structure combina in series the out-

puts of a moving coil and :t riblon micro
phone element. \When a sound strikes this
combination from the front. the output volt ages of the two elements are in phase and
therefore additive, but when the sound arrives from the rear, the phase of the ribbon
element is reversed while that .i the moving
coil element remains unchanged, and the
outputs tend to cancel each ether. The
plwtograph shores the external appearance
of the uticroplune, while the drt\tilg is
a three -dimensional diagram shoving the
directivity pattern of this new unit.. quarter section is Cut 0t1í t. reveal the i.rmt1
of the surf ace. At any angle, the sensitivit\
is proportional to the length of the radius
drawn to the center of the solid. as indicated by the crossed lines. The microphone
has many applications for pickup. It tua'
be used whit great efficiency for speakers
in a hall where a large audience is assembled when the sensitive side is directed at
the speaker and the inen -iti ve side towand

the audience. it thu- permit, the t. íc,
the speaker to dominate any applause
other manifestation from the audience,

CONTROVERSY OVER COLOR IMAGES ROCKS TELEVISION INDUSTRY
the major change pos,ill\
Mg that "color tcict ision is terrific` and
Charles Chaplin. e. utedi :m, saw a reel of

e.l.r Illnt televised on black and white
and color receivers standing side by side
in a

('ItS dennmstration r.,.nn. .l r. Chap-

lin, according to (IIS, said. The color teleision I have just seen is an . \merieam

product and is a striking argument for
democracy.- The last phrase refers to a
statement he Dr. Peter C. ioldntark that
Nazi scientists had failed to produce color
television and finally abandoned it as impossible. (In /rifting hna,'eeer, Jahn Louie
Baird had demonstrated c l 'r images almost
two vear.c ago; here in MI' ()Id I St.:f es.
Bell Telephone Lah,.raturie.e had presented
full color television mare than fen years
I

ago.-

1

{clit.'r

I

\Ir. Chaplin

is.

however. quoted as san-

concltuling with, "I think that now that you
has c got color you can st:trt tel. vision off
on its right foot.- ilowe\er, other television engineers claim that, while color television tua he suited to film transmissions.
it \till require such light intensity laud
resulting heat that in it, present stage it
indoor ''live' pickt\ ill be impractical
ups. They also criticized the use of the
Gol.lma rk color \thcvl and compared it to
the oh,olcte scantling disk abandoned
all Labi ratories many years ago.
t .I.'r will probably be one of the subjects
under discussion \vlun the Federal Communications Commission goes into a htt,Idlc
ith the Nationtal'Feb.\ision Ststen,s Committee early in Ltnuuar -. 16mors are that
1

l

to he nta.lc in
Ielevision is that wanes will he rerlieol/v
polat'izvd rather than horizontally polarized.
as at present.
Interviewed in hi, office, T. S. Ilutehin,.n. Nitt. television program directs,
pointed out that 11..rizontal dip. de, aerials
are highly directional and are desirablewheat lint one station is .n the air, but that
multi- directional vertical dipoles are fan'
more practical when several television transmitter- surround a point .f reception. It
is expected that the 441 line. ,ill f:'aur..
,tatedard will be maintained although it is
possible that the 525 line, ,ill frame, or the
15 frame method with transmitted s\nchrouizing pule, may win out.
t

1

PIONEER STATION GETS NEW PLANT TO BOOST SIGNAL

WFAF..ne.1 the r.l.lcst ;tatiols

in the

Eastern United States. has just built
itself a handsome new home at Port Washington, L. I. One accompanying illustration
the building, together
shows the ut,.idc
with the hauin used for the water ,upplt
entpinved t. c.ol the tubes; the other
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interior of the
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ttsmission 1-.11.

It is btlievtd that the station
m thte north shore of Long Island

l,cati.n.

and \vith
direct .ver- \cater paths t4 Westchester
County autel (.cncctictlt. will late do\vn a
fat- stronger signal in densely populated
\ia,thatttan. Tw, quarter- wayeleugtb an-

still gite
.seen ill the background
the ,tatlion's signal a slightly directional
effect in the direction of this h.rough,
stItich has frequently reported some diflìcult in receiving the old \\ I:. \I signal
strongl enough to over -ride local inter
ierence.

testa.
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RADIO ENLISTS FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE AS FACTORIES ORGANIZE
Radio from research to assembly line is
geared and moving as never before in
its history to provide Uncle Sam with the
most efficient and extensive communication
system ever operated on land, sea and in

the air.
The recent $7,605,773 order placed by the
United States Army with the Radio Corporation of America was the largest order
of its kind in the records of radio manufacturing. The industry is gearing the machinery of manufacturing to accelerate production of all types of radio apparatus.
Vacuum tubes now are being turned out
by the industry as a whole at the rate of
400,000 daily.
So vast has the radio industry become
since the first World War that it is estimated military orders for radio equipment
in 1940 will he fifty to oac compared with
1917. It is pointed out that vacuum tubes
in 1917 were limited in number and highly
expensive, yet today more than 500 different
types are manufactured at prices that represent only a fraction of those prevailing
twenty years ago. Also during the first
World \War an aviator "just looked at the
ground" to find his way or get back to his
base. Today, radio provides him with a
voice that travels far, with "blind" flying
instruments, and with direction finders.
Further, development of auto radios, short
waves, microwaves and broadcasting, unknown or little used during the old World
War, are now powerful "weapons" in communication on land, sea and in the air. The
massive alternators of 1917 have been re-

"FM" CONTINUES

placed by the more efficient vacuum tubes
that hurl spoken words around the globe.
It was a real achievement in 1917 -18 to
toss dots and dashes across the Atlantic on
long wavelengths. To a large extent, radio
men confess, their activities must be couched
in secrecy at this time, especially in regard
to the development of secret communication.
But they are quick to add, "national defense
is our No. 1 theme song."
In addition, through broadcasting and
continued improvement of the American
system, the public is being informed quickly
of all new developments at home and
abroad. Since broadcasting as a public
service was a "by- product" of the first
World \Var, such simultaneous contact with
the populace was not possible when the
A.E.F. was overseas. Also, today, radio is
an important Pan- American link of friendship that helps the Americas to act "all
for one: one for all."
The key to putting the United States far
in the lead in radio is generally recognized
as research, out of which it is expected to
.1.ring forth new instruments, if, as and
when world peace lifts the curtain of mystery behind which the radio research experts are now at work.
Evidence of RCA's policy of "full steam
ahead" is found in the recent announcement
that the corporation has arranged with a
group of banks to borrow $15,000,000 at
1% per cent for five years, for expansion
of research and production facilities to
speed national defense orders of the Government.

Recognizing the tital role of communication in national defense, the radio companies
last summer placed large orders for tool
machinery and took steps to remove any
possible "bottlenecks" long before actual
orders were received. In the case of RCA.
throughout the entire organization national
defense is the "must" program bulletined
as .Vo. 1 all the way from television research to manufacturing, front domestic
broadcasting to international communication. It is no secret that the National Research Council at a time such as this calls
in the experts of all fields, and that the
RCA Laboratories have been enlisted to
help the United States Government.
"As a leader in radio, we are conscious
of our obligation to the Government in the
speedy advancement of the defense program," said Meade Brun et, manager of
engineering products. who is also in charge
of the company's Washington office. "For
more than six months we have been training
additional personnel, while expanding research and production facilities in a program that has added considerably to employment.
"The program was carefully mapped last
June," said Mr. Brunet, "and we are following it to the letter. Thoroughly coordinated all along the line. it has entailed an
expenditure of several million dollars in
tools and in expanding manufacturing space.
We recognize defense as self -preservation.
and that is why plans were so elaborately
made early in 1940."

SPREAD IN MIDWEST

DON'T FORGET NEW
FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS

-ju,t

3larch 29th
a few short monts
off-862 radio stations now operating
in the standard broadcast hand (550 to 1600
kc.) in the United States will be affecter'.
by allocation rulings by the FCC.
Here is a summary of the shifts that will
be made: Stations operating between 740
and 780 kc. will move up 10 kc. Stations
from 790 to 870 kc. will stove up 20 kc.
Stations from 880 to 1450 kc. will move up
30 kc. Clear channel stations will shift from
1460 -1490 kc. to 1500 -1530 kc. Local stations now on 1500 kc. will move to 1490 kc.
Stations between 550 and 720 kc. will remain
On

unchanged.

Thblic acceptance of frequency modulation
A in the Duluth, Minnesota, area has exceeded expectations, according to W. C.
Bridges, manager of Station W9XYH. The
picture herewith shows C. B. Persons, chief
engineer, at the controls of the \V9XYH
and WEBC transmitter room, which
utilizes 250 watt Generàl Electric apparatus for FM that has been in operation
since early March. 1940. Reports are that
perfect reception day and night is heard
40 miles south of the station, where two
AM stations are inaudible. W9XYH is also
heard in the Mesabi Iron Range about 60
miles north.
520

According to the latest reports from the
FCC, 15 radio stations have been authorized
tu engage in frequency modulation broadcasting on a commercial basis as soon as
they are equipped to do so. The stations
are located in New York City, Binghamton
and Schenectady, New York; Detroit,
Michigan: Los Angeles, California; Baton
Rouge, Louisiana: Salt Lake City, Utah;
Chicago, Illinois: Mt, Washington, New
Hampshire; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Evansville, Indiana; and Columbus, Ohio. Thirty five other applications are being considered. -Photo courtesy G. E. Co.

All this means to the average radio listener is that, if his set is manually tuned.
he may have to tune to a slightly different
position on the dial. If it is tuned with
push buttons, some of the buttons may have
to be reset. It is believed that the new
changes in frequency will do much to
eliminate interference between stations in
the United States and in Canada and
Mexico.
Approximately 777 of the United States
862 stations will be affected, those moving
up 10 kc. will number 20; those moving up
20 kc. will be 26; those moving up 30 kc.
will be 614; those moving up 40 kc. will
be 25 and those moving clown 10 kc. will
be 64, while 28 will have irregular shifts.
Then everything will he hunky -dory until
the next shake -up.
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MACHINE MEASURES FILM BEHAVIOR
Agadget known by the cute appellation
of " integrating -sphere densitometer"
has been developed by the radio wizards
of the Electrical Research Products, Inc., to
tell motion picture technicians just how film
will behave during the development process
In principle it is similar to the exposure
meters used by amateur photographers but
is far more sensitive and accurate. Not only
does it relieve eye strain on the part of the

Lies turcs herewith .how the device in use and
photographic
them to get nwre aecuraat result -. Tile pic- give a glimpse of its innards.

"works"

The

FCC TAKES UP DIATHERMY

integrating

-

of

the

sphere

densitometer. nset:the instrument ready
for operation.
I

A

sthis issue goes to press, the Federal
Conununications Commission is conducting a hearing on medical short-wave
radio apparatus used to generate artificial
fevers and to produce local heat. It is hoped
that certain frequency bands will be specifically allotted for the use of such apparatus.
which often causes interference with the
radio receivers if it is permitted to operate
on an adjacent channel.

TELEVISION BOOMS IN HOLLYWOOD WITH 525 LINES

CLUB MEETING CONDUCTED

VIA TELEVISION

,,Accidentally"

,lela\oi

in

mid-town

Manhattan when he was to have
opened a meeting of the Radio Club of
America in session at Pupin Hall, Columbia
University campus, John L. Callahan, vicepresident of the club, took advantage of

Corer leutur,'
The Dun
uordiag to Konstantin Kaiser, noted
)

A

Holly-wood photographer, newsreel
cameramen are the most sought after for
television operation because of their almost
uncanny accuracy in following action with
a camera. As a television show cannot be
cut, once it is on the air (like a movie is

facilities under construction at the Allen
B. Du Mont Television Station, W2XWV,
in New York City, and conducted the first
portion of the meeting via television!
A routine demonstration of television
images had been scheduled for transmission
to the Radio Club meeting in advance, but
the conduct of the session by means of television cause as a startling surprise to the
assemblage of radio men gathered at Pupil'

Hall,
Since the sound unit of W2X \ \A' is not
yet completely equipped, a telephone line
was connected to Pupil' Hall and an amplifier permitted Mr. Callahan to address the
several hundred men in attendance. Mr.
Callahan ventured the prediction that longrange conduct of meetings in the future ria
television may yet come to pass.
He then introduced Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, Jr., director of research for the Du
Mont Laboratories, who was present at the
meeting. Dr. Goldsmith delivered a technical paper.
Dr. Goldsmith outlined the flexibility of
the Du Mont synchronizing signal characteristics and how they can be applied to
images transmitted at 441 lines at 30 frames,
525 lines at 30 frames, 343 lines at 60 frames
for color television, and at 625 lines at 15
frames with the Du Mont persistent or
"memory" tube.
He emphasized the multiple advantages
inherent in this flexible television system,
claiming that with it obsolescence of receivers is completely removed, standards
can be altered at any time without necessitating changes in receivers and, highly important, the system permits incorporation
of color television, a factor which looms as
a possible future adjunct to the electronic
as

visual art.
for January,

cut
and as retakes are impossible, the
cameramen must have thorough experience
in getting "takes" right the first time. On
the cover, Nelson McEdwards, veteran
newsreel man. is seen focussing a telephoto
television camera with a special non-flare
lens.

The picture above shows a view of the
Don Lee monitoring room in Hollywood.
Here the engineer controls the visual portion of the program. In front of him is the
control panel which consists of three television receivers as the main constituent.

Lee station has pioneered in
many television techniques since that December 23, 1931, when it tìrst went on the
air over \\r6XAO with an 80 -line image.
It has televised the "Soapbox Derby," the
"Tournament of Roses" and other notable
events. It transmits fights from the Legion
Stadium and this is one of the most popular
of its regular broadcasts.
In addition to its well equipped studios
the station, under the direction of Thomas
S. Lee and Harry R. Lubcke, maintains
trucks for the transmission of images from
outside events and remote points. From
these trucks the images are picked up by
the hayrake antenna (illustrated below)
located on top of the Don Lee building and
relayed from there into the stationary amplifier (in the transmitter roost ) by means

of co -axial cabre.
From the transmitter, the amplified signals are retransmitted from another antenna on the same roof while the associated
sound is sent over a third antenna. The
station transmits its images on the 45.25
megacycle band and the accompanying
sound on 49.75 megacycles. 'Transmission
detail has recently been shoved up to 525
lines but the standard, 30-60 frames, is used.
Most of this station's programs are specialty numbers, and recently the first musical show in true Hollywood style was telecast. But, in addition to its live talent shows,
the station is equipped to send out images
taken from motion pictures.

Two of these are directly connected by wire
with each of the two television cameras.
The other one receives the program over
the air exactly the way some 500 home
receivers within the telecasting limits of
the Don Lee Television System do. The
engineer also focuses the cameras by remote
control. and switches from one camera to
the other at certain intervals, to change the
picture from a long shot to a close -up. Often
two or more sets are built on the same
stage .und, by simply turning the camera
from one to the other, the locale of the
action is changed.

1941
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Left -Here we are at the "eception center." Here's where you sign up and get
lined up for proper placement. Then the Sergeant is going to give you an
intelligence test, after which you'll have a chance to show just how good a radioman you are and whether ycu need more code practice or some special schooling

Xadio

in theory and testing. Center -"You're in the Army now" -and your uniform
important, it must look well on you! So the tailor fits it carefully. You'll
look better and feel better. Right- You're a recruit now, you've got your outfit
of clothing and you're on your way!

is

Radio-The Army -and
Lieut. Myron
So you're

in the Army now-or think
you may be soon -and you are definitely
"radio" and you want ti) know what you
can get out of a year's service. The answer
is, "Plenty!" The Army needs radiomen.
So does the Navy. If that is your back ground and you enlist or are selected for
military service, tell the Sergeant. He'll
It-11 the Lieutenant and the Lieutenant will
tell the Captain. for the Major wants to
know who's :ho and . :hut's ,:hat, and if
you can handle radio in any any that's fine
for this new highly selective Army we're
getting. Its line for you, too! If you're
thinking about "joining up' before your
number comes up, and have something on
the ball when it conies to radio, remember
this: is year from now ti,'r, will he a lot of
new ruen farm!! in; the time to get a
'.rat:" is T //'s year-.
For the benefit of our readers, RADD) &
h ELEtl roux lias commissioned nie to find
out just what happens to you when and if
you are inducted into the service.
I found out this at once: whether you
enlist or are selected, you will be given an
opportunity to demonstrate your radio talent
and then you will be detailed to duties that
will give you an opportunity to develop
this talent.
y

Here's another favorable report: After

you have completed recruit training, which
is the sanie for all hands and helps a man

to familiarize himself with service conditions, every recruit will receive equal consideration for admittance into service radio
schools.
Suppose you are one of a group of 1000
new men, just selected for service. ALL of
these men have been SELECTED -hand
picked from a long list of available men,
men of every degree of education and
training in every walk of life. Remember,
it is known ahead of time how many clerks,

F.

YOU!

Eddy, U.S.N. Ret.

buglers, cooks, radiotelegraph operators,
etc., are required within this specialist
group. The selection board carefully puts
on record all data concerning the selected
man's capabilities along these occupational
lines.

We'll say you are a licensed radio amateur and the man in line ahead of you is a
commercial operator; yon will see him

Whether you're just a radio fan or
a fully licensed Ham -of what advantage is this to you in the Selective
Draft, or in the event that you
should enlist? So many readers
asked this question that the Editors
commissioned Lt. Eddy, author of
numerous books on the subject of
military radio, to prepare an up -todate comprehensive article on the
subject. Whether you intend to go
nto military service or not, this
article on what radio can do fc c
you, will prove of unusual interest.
tagged as a potential corporal or sergeaCt
in the signal corps. Or, if he expresses t
preference for the Navy he will be inte.
viewed l'y some Navy officers and probabi
sent to sea after a brief period in 'boo:
camp" and a short stay in some class in
Naval Communications.
If You Can Do 15 Words Per Minute
Now, it's your turn! If you can do fifteen
words a minute you may be sent to an
Army Signal Corps school for a short time
until you can do twenty, then made a Corporal or given a specialist's rating with an
advance in pay. You are going to have to
show some ability as a leader of men and
some theoretical knowledge of radio to
make this rate, but the rate is there, waiting
for you from the time you put on a uniform.
The next man up says he is an amateur
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but has never secured a license. After he
gets into recruit camp he is called up with
others and takes an operating test, then a
quiz on theory. If ht shows up well he'll
also go to school and will be given three
months to acquire the speed necessary for
a rating. It may be that in this same general class there will be found servicemen,
experimenters, radio set- builders and the
like. They represent a type that will be
given an opportunity to qualify for any
number of jobs requiring mechanical skill.
These men will firs: he given a mechanical aptitude test. it may look silly at first,
this test; you put a lot of odd shaped blocks
of wood into holes that they fit. Then you
fill out blanks on a pa_ier as rapidly as you
can. The answers are easy IF you know
tools and mechanical equipment. If you've
never worked in a shop you'll not think this
test so silly you'll find it hard. The main
point is that you'll be assigned a place
among the other men in exact accordance
with how well you have dune un these
things in comparison with their efforts.
;

Radio Men May Classify as "Specialists"
We must remember this in considering-

this new type of Arniy the "line" officers
which includes the executives, the drill
masters, the discipline "non- cimss,'' will be
of the regular service. but the "specialists"
like yourself, who repair and operate a
radio set will all come from among a group
of ex- civilians like yourself, some pretty
well advanced in radio, some just gettingstarted. The Army doesn't know yet just
what it is going to get in the way of
specialists. Once inducted. everyone will be
on a competitive basis for the good jobs.
If a man beats you out for a corporal's job,
you will have discovered
you've been
with him-that he's a faster, more experienced operator than you are; lie's some
one you can turn to for help anti guidance
:

-if
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Left -You're working with another radioman, a Signal Corps radioman, and he
is going to give you a chance to decide for yourself whether or not you
can
handle his work.
Center -Here you get "code!" You copy in plain English and cipher. You send

professionally-, if he makes Technical Syr!;cant. This means that your year's service
is going to build you up in a professional
way ; you'll go in as an amateur and conic
out with a commercial ticket if you want
that.
You May Fall into One

of 3 Groups
Readers of l:.tmo & TEI.ECIsinx probably fall within three groups: 1. Operators.
both commercial and amateur 2. Servicemen; 3. Experimenters (potential operators and radio repairmen).. \Il of these men
will be termed "specialists" in the Army.
Ilcre's the way one West Point instructor*
explains `specialist ":
"The term specialist in its military meaning dues not indicate. as it dues in civilian
terminology, that the individual is particularly outstanding in his profession or trade.
It simply means that he has a trade or skill
useful to the Army, above and beyond the
basic military requirements demanded of
the buck private. For his extra qualification he receives extra pay. The bugler. for
instance, usually has a rating which gives
him from $3.00 to $10.00 extra per month.
The cooks, mechanics. clerks, and so forth.
come under this group, which we shall call
;

the usual specialists.

"Rated higher than the usual specialist
of their technical education and
scarcity are the unusual specialists, such as
topographic draftsmen. radio operators. instrument repairmen, and photographers.
"The unusual specialist will be the one
sent to the replacement centers from the
first group inducted under the Selective
Service Act. There will be to, great a
demand for good radiomen to hold them in
an enlisted replacement center. Most of
them will receive their basic and disciplinary
training as soldiers in Unit training renters.
"First, at the replacement center, the unusual specialists will he given whatever
basic military training is considered necessary for their understanding of the branch
to which thee will be assigned. Then follows a one to three months' course in their
nrcupatiomal sf euialty. After this, the radioman will be assigned to duty with troops."
Modern armies are made up of specialized
teams, or branches, which have different
because

'Wm. II. naum,a. Jr.

{nr January,

.

to yourself, fo other soldiers and to your instructors. Later

field. That pack contains both transmitter and receiver.

functions, ttse different weapons, and apply
different tactics. The combat branches -the
arms that collectively stake up the "line"

of our \rmy -are the Infantry, Cavalry.
Field Artillery, Coast Artillery Corps. Air
Corps, Corps of Engineers. and Signal
.

Corps.
As a radioman you'll Tirol
elect ditty
in the Signal Corps where 69% of the
personnel are specialists. You'll be classified at the reception center where you first
report for duty- as `skilled." if you have a
commercial license, or the equivalent serviceman's standing, and "semi- skilled" if an
amateur or serviceman's helper. What
you'll want to do next is to qualify for a
specialist's rating. Their pay is shown in
Table I. Please note that this pay is in
addition to that of your rank. It is evidence
of your professional skill. You can be disrated by your commanding officer for either
military or professional delinquencies.
Chances for Promotion

Now

as tu promotion. One earns promoa military outfit as the result of

ARsir

Monthly rat,

?ad

1st Class
S3(i.00

C

h;e1 Petty Oli:cer

tl osti

_kiln).-

Se r, sea m t

5126.pó

N at'y-

.\rllle-

Grade 4. Inferior intelligence. , \bout 24
Ire'rcent of the amen fall in this
group.

Grade

l'. \ISLE:
l'AV OF

I'.at

!th Class
515.00

Rh Class

btii ('lass

S,,.uu

55.00

-'

E]LIïI ED \lea
J'."V ()gip,
2nd Class

Staff Serttranl

Teelnreal Sergea ut

.7'.00

Seaman

1'n;'ot,'

$54.00

Very inferior intelligence. This
remaining group (7%) will
have to be discharged or placed

1

SS-1.00

Corporal

5.

on labor assignments.

$20,00

1st Class

'

Grade 3. Average intelligence. About 38
percent of the soldiers are so
classified.

?n! Cl,,. rs

Petty Officer

the

Grade 2. Superior intelligence. About 24
men earn this rating.

TABLE

\lusrul_v

Navy-

in

.

Srecl.tilsrS EyiR.t

Class
S25.00

to use
come.

\bout enlisting instead of waiting to be
drafted. If a ratan expects to serve his year
sooner or later, and wishes to do so at once,
he may enlist for one rem' in any branch
of the services in st
vacancies exist.
As a matter of fact the Navy, Marine Corps,
and Army \ir Corps expect to keep full
ong this group of volunteers
up from among
who feel they possess special qualifications
or a desire for these specialized branches.
Unless the draftee is at pilot he probably
will nut find a vacancy in the . \ir Corps.
Even a radio operator who is drafted may
find it bard to get into the Air Corps.
Army intelligence, trade and aptitude
tests are very important. No matter how
you enter the service, the carious tests
given you at the start influence your career
right from the beginning. All men are rated
according to their intelligence examinations
in the following categories:
Grade 1. Very
superior
intelligence.
Alxnit 7 raven of each 100 earn
this rating.

tion in
service. The first year's service is devoted
mostly- to learning HOW to serve. Selected
men will get a lot of training, not much
service in the field. This is true of the man
who enlists for one year. Naturally- the program and plans for handling these men
must be different than for the three year
regular, because the whole idea back of
this selective service plan iS tu build up a
potential war -tine army as fast as possible.
The pay of the various grades for first enlistment are sl uten in Table (See below).

R,iva

on you learn

"mill." Finally you get to be a good operator -as good as they
Right-You're a "walkie-talkie man" now -a full-fledged radio operator

a

-

1st (-lass
1st ('lass

536.110

Petty ()Peer
3rd Class
.NI'alfarll
560,00
Seaman

Pr

-.hod Class

'ate
530.00

..Thu ni, nleh!y 1.:, -e pay of culi.rcd oleo with Irs th:ul f"ur mouths service during their
fir,t rnli hnrnt peri "d. and of enli-tcd men of the seventh grade, whose inefficiency or other
until nu-. ha. Lees determined ruiler regulation, precrihe,l Ly the Secretary of War. .hall
be $21.00. .\pprenticv u.unan (roe'.',:t- iu mining at -boat cane') a..; rrceirc S21.00
per month.
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/%iazct
\ man's rating furnishes as fairly reliable
index of his capacity tu leant, to think
quickly and accurately. and to analyze a
-ituationk it indicates to a certain extent
the state of lilt
alertness and shows his
probable ahility to understand orders and
instructions. Schooling lias little influence
on such tests.
By this test of general intelligence, the
men are given an immediate and dependable classification which will aid in dis tu\ering those eligible for aultancement.
special training, and special duties. Conversely, it will sham- up those inIerinr persons who are suited for selected assignments or who mast be eliminated as a burden tir menace to the service. Normally, in
making assignments tu permanent organizations in the . \tiny, it is important that

oi X4d[O

i

each tuait have ils proportion of superior,
average. and usable inferior men. as rated
in the intelligence tests.
Four types of aptitude tests have lmvn
devt-Ipt' I. Thcsc arc the oral, riese, per iornl:ntce, and written.

the hoods and materials of the
occupati,ni and the applicant is asked
to make a slxciti1(1 product. The applicant is given a grade on his work
in this test. Typing :applicants are
git en the standard exercises.
,I
The written tests may consist, for
example. of a list of questions with
Mn)! or four answers shown, and
the applicants are asked to check
the current answer.
Thee tests and all the information on the
soldier's qualification card are considered
in classifying him: schuuling, age, civilian
experience. military training, Iirni worked
for. leadership, intelligence, licenses held,
and so on. If you're thinking of joining the
service you should talk these things over
with -one officer NO \ \'.
t

ta) The oral test

list ,á questions
pertaining to a particular job.
The picture test contains pictures of
the tools or apparatus used in the
occupation, and the applicant is
asked to natte tuent, and descrilr
their use, : \n electrician, for in-tance, is shown the parts of an
electric motor and asked tu name
them.

peri.,nnance

tc

t

is a

11,4-

$8,000,000 TO SPEED UP TELEVISION
1)EA-ELOP \I ENT of television tu a
tturkable unilie(I system is heing speeded
by an aggregate of S8,0011,0(10 which has
heen budgeted fur that purpose by sonie
two score individuals and firms tthich, lo
date. have been authorized by the Pe<Icral
Communications Commission to engage in
-nch practical research and experimentation
it a nation -wide basis.
Expenditure of toute than S3,(ntt.o1111 is
proposed by 111
tcicyisit
projects which
received C'.nunissiun approt:l on Noyember 15th. Tm, of these grants are to the
lingues Production I)iyision of the i[ughcs
Tool Company. which has S200(11100 available for stations in Loos . \tigelcs a11,1 San
Francisco. The establishment of }i ' and
Hughes proposes tu experiment in pr,zrani
production development in cagxration with
Ilughcs Productions of Hollywood: stm'.y
studio lighting effects seek improvement of
televi sion transmitter -. c: nieras. and synchronizing generators: test transmission of
varions numbers of lines hrtteeen 421 and
525 compare different types of synchronizing signais, and try P \i frequency modulation) for the sonna accompanying the pictures. In hotte cities the Hughes concern
will ,'ingrat on Television Channel No. 2
(61,0la 1- 06,1100 kilocycles) with 111 kilowatts
aural and visual power.
At the sanie tinte the Commission ¡1 uthorized like experimental operation for
live other Los . \n,geles applicants:
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.. to
operate on Channel No. 8 (1(2,000 -168.11011
kilocycles). 1.000 watts aurai and cisttal
potter: for the purpose o1 transmitting
programs to ascertain public reaction and
otherwise conducting a program of research
in Los . \ngelcs in Co :ljttncti ni tvitli that
of its New York television station.
Earle C. Anthony. Inc., to operate un
Channel Nn, 6 (96.000- 102,0011 kilocycles),
1000 watts aural and visual power; tu study
the relative merits of horizontal :mol yerti:

(

;

polarization in the Lus .Angeles area.
ou research by developing data on Chiwith particular study of the effect of igni- cago Conditions that may assist in the
tion au td diathermy interference, and trans- uitimae eterminati i of polarization and
mission cater salt water. tu Catalina Island. synchronization for a national service.
Leroy's Jewelers, to operate on Channel
Kansas State College of Agriculture and
io (18(0100-192.000 L 11100 watts :aural
\pplied Science, Manhattan, Bans., to use
and cisttal Power; 'to further improve the Channel No. 1 (50,000- 5(,000 kilocycles),
quality of pictures transmitted by
100 watts annal and visual power; tu dei -ion
front the standpoint of reception quality termine propagation characteristics. study
and tu determine the system of television Horizontal and vertical polarization, and
transmission which will prtsluce the best experiment with carious synchronizing sysresults for widespread use from a visual tems using varions numbers of lines and
and optical stamIpnirt...
f runes.
May hl:antntcnt Stores C. I., t "perte
The
iiintission recently (designated
iti Channel Nn. 12 (2111,000- 21(.1100 kilo- Monday, J:untau y 27, as the tinte to receive
cycles), with 1 kilowatt aural and vista' a formal over-all progress rcpnrt from the
potter, for general research and experi- full committee. Members of the Commission
Mentation ill the Los Angeles area.
plan tu visit the New York area on January
Television Productions, Inc., a subsidiary 24 tu see iate televisiun developments firstof Paratmtunt Pictures, to operate a tele- hand prior to this conference with the Navision relais station on Channels Nos. 13 tional Television Systems Conunittee.
and 14 (234 ,000 -240,0)0; 240.0(10-246.0s)
An investment of 55,000,000 is reprekilocycles). 250 watts visual power,
sented in previous television authorizations
supplement television broadcast station by the Commission. This list, which shows
\V6XYZ, also in Lus Angeles, for which the tide distribution of facilities, includes
applicant lias a construction permit. The fiai :dx :n & Katz Corp., Chicago; Bamberger
latter, using Channel No. 4 (78.000 -84.000 Broadcasting Service. Inc, New York;
kilocycles), proposes experimentation with Columbia Broadcasting System. New York;
the "1)tt \lotit standards'.
Cr. slcy Corµ,rtioli, Cincinnati; :\ilea B.
In addition, the Commission granted sta- I)u\lont Laboratories. New York, \\'ash tions to New fork. Chicago. and Man- iagt,m and Passaic, N. J.; Don Lee Broadhattan, Kalis., as f.11ows:
casting System. Los Angeles. Hollywood
Metropolitan Television, Inc.. New York. and San Francisco; First National Teleto operate on Channel No. 8 (162.000 -168.- vision. Inc., Kansas City, Mo.; General
1)00 kilocycles), 1 kilowatt aural and visual
Electric Co., Schenectady; General Telepower; to develop program techniques fur 'isi,nl Corporation, Boston; National
determining public tastes. including the use Broadcasting Co., New York. Philadelphia
of two television theaters where daily pro- and Washington; RC.-\ \fanuiacturing Co.,
grams will he projected for free public Camden. X. J.; Philo. Radio & Television
viewing. This applicant is associated with Corporation, Philadelphia
Purdue Unitwo department stores, Bloomingdale liras, versity. \Vest Lafayette, Ind.; Radio Picand Abraham & Straus.
tures. lung island City, N. Y.; State UniColumbia Broadcasting System. inc., versity of Iowa. lova City; \\ C.\U BroadChicago, to operate on Channel Nu. 4 (78,- casting Co.. Philadelphia; Zenith Radio
I100- 84,000 kilocycles).
kilowatt aural and Corporation, Chicago, and The Journal
visual power; 1,, trticipat,- itt CRS tekMilwanl:ee. Wis.
cad

j
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"DIRECT PICK -UP" IN COLOR TELEVISION ACHIEVED
DR. PETER C. IiOLU\L\RK. CBS
Chief Television Engineer, reve:dtd tu
the joint Fall meeting of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and the Radio \Buiufacturers Association at Rochester. N. Y.
that direct pick -lip in color television lias
been achieved experimentally in the Colum-

bia Broadcasting
dcasting System's lh:horat ries.

While developmental work un direct

pick -up for full -color television lias been
under way at CBS for some time, this announcement was the first public indication
th;.t the radio network's theories on direct
pick -up had been verified. This announce-

v;

',l term

_

:'.:c

principal obstac!,

-

fTom the path of color teeevision.
"Direct pick -tap of full colon telet ision."
1)r. Goldmark said. "has definitely gradu-

ated Irvin the drawing hoard and formula
stage, and appears to require only straightforward engineering effort."
\Vith the particular equipment used in his
experiments, no more intense light let cl was
required for color pick -up than has been
needed for black and white equipment in
the CBS studios. Dr. Goldmark added. Although it is probable that with the sanie
kind of equipment, color pick -up will rc-

524

t than if black and white
were picised up alone, the amount of light
needed (Ise: nut appear to present a problem.
I)r. Goldmark said his staff of engineers
already i- cnnstructi:ig equipment with
which it is hoped labor ;ltory demonstrations
can be given for the Federal Communications Commission. the National Television
Systems Committee and the press
"The results Of our experiments," Dr.

Goldmark declared. "a-e most encouraging

and augur well for the complete practicability- of full color television. But under stand -we are still in the laboratory."
RADIO
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PROGRESSIVE
SERIES PLAN

Howard's revolutionary direct factory
conversion set -up enables you to own
at all times the finest receiving equip
ment
without loss or unfavorable
trade -in deals. It is the most flexible
and all -in- your -favor purchase plan in
existence. Inquire today!

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

-

"437"

MODEL

tubes. Provides RF preselection, 2 IF stages, crystal filter,
noise limiter, electrical band
spread, built -in speaker and
other important features. A
top performer.
(With Crystal 562.00)
9

"436"

MODEL

tubes. Contains
of Model 435 but
limiter, flywheel
ing controls and
band spread
dial.
7

MODEL 11435"
An outstanding performer on all bands.
6

tubes, electrical band spread, ceramic

coil forms, BFO, AVC, built -in 61/2 inch
speaker and iron core IF's. Tunes 540 KC
to 43 MC in four bands. The finest low

all features
adds noise
inertia tunmicrometer

$5450

$3995

HOWARD Receivers
at Your Dealer Today!

See these

$2995

priced receiver

available

Sluvzi

Wave .2ateile44. aid
4atewi OpeAcilau
Quality at a price that isn't "loaded" will always command
a buyer's attention. That's why HOWARD Communication
Receivers sell in steadily growing volume. Every HOWARD
Receiver is truly a triumph of design, performance, beauty
and engineering craftsmanshipteach developed to meet the
exacting demands of today and tomorrow.

Model "490"
For those desiring a single unit receiver that establishes new
standards of performance, the new 14 tube HOWARD 490 is
outstanding in every respect. Has sensitivity that never knows
crowding and selectivity that may be varied at will from the
hairline sharp position required for CW to wide range for
high fidelity reproduction. 2 RF stages, calibrated band spread,
9 position variable IF selectivity, air -tuned IF transformers,
temperature compensated oscillator, automatic noise limiter,
variable audio fidelity, 8 watt push -pull output. Comes complete with 14 tubes, crystal filter and 10
inch external dynamic speaker in matching

Owners everywhere have been literally amazed by the
abundance of exclusive features found in the 1941 HOWARD
Communication Receivers. Dollar for dollar, the outstanding
performance of these great receivers is unsurpassed -they
represent America's finest values- Be sure to see the brilliant new HOWARD Models before you buy any receiver.

HOWARD
1731-35

fl

for January.

m
1941

a

$14950

cabinet.

Export and Pacific Coast Prices Slightly Higher

COMPANY

RADIO

Belmont Ave., Chicago, Ill. Cable Address: HOWARDCO.,
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JntQlnatiOnal Xadio
Building Multi -Range Meters,
1S

.l Psirahlsian Radio

"17 a.

°rid

cited by R in Fig.

1.

Simple Task for Radio Man

If

S

.\ formula for calculating shunts follows: Let the resistance of the shunt be
S ohms, the main current I nta., and the
branch currents I, and L. \\'ith S across
it, the meter will measure a current X-ffull- scale deflection. . \s I
I, -I- L. and
-f- I,
I tt r may substitute for I in

=

FIG 2

M(METER)

(\

first equation: I,
-11
1..
Substituting for I, from this equation we get
the

.30

M(MLTER)

.

a

in titis ligure is
ohms. the meter will read 1/2 ma.. when
I
nia. flows as half the current will go
through R and half through S. Thus the
range of the meter has been doubled, for
full -scale deflection will indicate 2 ma.

points out. a multi -range meter is nothing
but a sensitize millianuncter with various
resistances connected in series or parallel.
With the resistance in series, the instrument is a voltmeter; if in parallel it is used
as a milliammeter or ammeter. The article
suggests that the experimenter Secure a
good meter which has a full scale deflection
of one milliampere and has low internal
resistance.
Most 0-1 ulillianmaeters have an internal
resistance of about 30 ohms, which is indiFIG.I

XQViQw

WA'

N-1

-

--

r
y

E

4

' - -v ' -

!

Rf

i
.

R

RIr
/F

in which R, is the unknown

being measured and R, is the limit-

``

FIG

R,

ing resistor.
A means of measuring low resistance is
found in Fig. 4. In this case the test prods
are shorted and the resistance R, adjuster
to give exact full -scale deflection. R, is them:
shunted across the meter as shown, diverting part of the current. The value of R, is

12

M(METER)

=

i

E

+ R,
resistor

A --Rt

FIG.3

=

R
R,
(or 1 /1000 ampere) the final formula is
R -}- R, -1000 E.
Fig. 3 shut%; how the apparatus is set
up as an ohmmeter. The formula used

I

'J+

R'

R

1

--:

In measuring voltages the circuit show].
in Fig. 2 is used. where R equals the resistance of the meter and R1, the resistanct
of the series resistor. If E is the maximum voltage to be measured, the curren:
E
i and as I
1 nta. in this meter

.

r

-.
R

S

R1

R

2

calculated front the formula

T

I

I max- I
In this formula R is the meter resistance.
I is the current reading, and I max. is tit(
full -scale deflection current.
It will, of course, be most convenient if
a home -made meter of this sort is calibrated

L

E

R,:=

ll

against the standard, which
need of calculations.

IM(METER)

will obviate

the

Direct -Coupled Circuits
THE Australians

are

tchi'11 all e....i radio men possess.
Fig. 2 illustrates a 2-tube direct -coupled
receiver which was quite popular in the
Antipodes back in 1931.
What is said to be a greatly improved
circuit appears in Fig. 3. 'l'he author of the
article in The Australasian Radio World
claims that good output is had when a simple tuner is connected across the posts
marked input.

again turning
their attention to direct -coupled circuits
such as were popular in the United States
some ten or twelve years ago. Fig. 1 shows
the old reliable Loftin -White amplifier circuit, which gives such excellent results
when carefully built with precision parts
-but which caused considerable nervous
tension to careless constructors or those who
took the circuit components from the junk
/24

1.ox

45

6

OL TE

Newcomers to radio, who do not recall
previous experiments with direct coupling.
might like a word as to the theory. Studying the diagrams, you will notice that the
grid of each tube is negative in respect t.
the plate of the same tube, although a positive voltage is applied to the grid. The
voltage drop in the coupling resistors
caused by the current drawn in the plat(
circuits affords the desired bias.

45

0.5MFT

SPEAKER
2

r

10125.000

MEG.
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150
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25V.
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8.000

15000
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2
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I
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PRE -STAGE

Y1QVttQ((I

AMPLIFIER

.\ l'R1:- AMPLIFIER stage with band sprcad,featured for use on short waves.
as described in 1'op (laer Radin of Denmark, is extremely simple in design and
construction. The circuit is illustrated in
the accompanying diagram.
Coils LI, I.2 and 1.3 may e lint, wound
for whatever wave band is desired. Condensers T and T are trimmers. while the
values of all others are given. The preamplifier. connected ahead of a short wave
receiver, may be fed either from batteries
ur from a power pack. The 1.5 Hantent
voltage given is for a multi -grid Danish
tube and must be varied if necessary to suit
the requirements of Whatever egiiitalent
American tube is substituted.
Binding post AI connects to the antenna
and A2 connects tu the antenna post of the
receiver with which the pre -amplifier is
used.
l

P

-

A

,IOOMMF

R2

11

25é..MF

T

TCnAMER

C5

100

MMF

!I
C4

20

J

MMF,

%
_420

MMF

I

"MP

.25-

MEG

C

L.2

7,

C9
0.5-

20

MF

MMF

Pupulm- Radio.

in

The first. shown in Fig. I. is a comparatively simple two- circuit non- regenerative receiver which makes use of a dual
tube. By taking advantage of the two sets
of elements in this tube the set is made to
provide one stage of audio amplification in
addition to the detector.
Even more efficient is the une -tube cir,nit shown in Fig. 2. This receiver Mow-

ean
I.

2.

t.

1.
5.

6.

=if.

variable condenser cunt rolled feed hack. The four clement section of the tube
is used as an audio amplifier. the three
clement portion being employed as regenerative detector.
:\ two -tube circuit, also making use of
dual purpose tubes, is seen in Fig. 3.
This circuit provides a stage of R.F.
detector and two stages of audio with but
two tubes. \\-hile the tubes used in these
sets were foreign stake, their equivalents
can be found in the American market tvitholit difficulty.

you iglsuret

1941

it

iu Fig.

1

C1-1000 mmf.; C2-5000 nnnf.: ('3.100 uunf.:
C4-23 inf.: CS-111,000 mint.: C6-3000 nuni.: C7dG
R3.5
ntf.t ('8-16 ntf.: R1-1 mec.; R2-175
meti.

In Fig.. 2 ill, patrt, are s. f,lhne,:
CI-1000 nunf.: C2-5001) mmf.: C3.12 ti,nif.:
('4-175 nunf.: ('5-1011 mini.: ('6.25 mf.: C7-_5 mi.:
C8-10,000 nunf.; C9-3000 mud.; ('10. C11-1r, mi.
each: R1-1 'neg.; R2.150 oltm+; ILi..I mec.: Rt.
50.000 lints; R5-.5 nier;.; R6-.2 mtg.
Part> used in Fig. 3 are as follow.:
CI-1000 mnif.t C2-5000 mntf.: C3-1_0 :anti.:
C4. C5. C6-.1 mf.: C7-100 nunf.; ('8-500
C9-Padding cmndcnser; C10-.1 mf.; C11-500 mf.:
C'12-10,000 mint.: C13.25 mf.: ('14-100 nnnf.;
C15-100 ntmf.: C1(,-500 amni.: R1,300 ,hm: R_
20.000 ohm,: R3-30.000
R1.50,u0n
R5-.1 'neg.: R6-.5 moti.: R7-2
R,'-1
R9-175
Rla-.5 nm:.
,

These /{Ccd[o 2uestion3?

Hots t.as television used in describing the results of the
presidential election? (See Page 518)
Name two advantages of the radio -trained Army man. (See
Page 522)
Why is it important to use a high fidelity audio amplifier
for F -M? (See Page 532)
How far have 21/, meter signals been heard? (See Page 538)
What is the me:
of the international "Q- signal --QTH?
(See Page 543)
In a modern television receiver are any of the tube, used for
both video and sound reception? (See Page 548)

for January,

MF

azó

DANISH ONE -TUBE CIRCUITS HAVE MANY INTERESTING FEATURES
used in tilt circuit
DESPITE the war, Denmark still car- p, ,rates regeneration by making Pise of a 175 areThe:, parts
fIltrr:

ries on with its radio experimental work
and a une -talc circuit, not particularly unusual, but none the less interesting. is down

i

L3

What is the average width of the line used in reproducing
modern facsimile images? (See Page 554)
8. Can you draw a diagram showing how three tubes can do
the work of five? (See Page .564)
9. Can you explain briefly the principle of the new Gold -ntith
television invention. which employs a number of small cathode -ray tubes instead of a single large one? (See Page 568)
10. Name two companies other than RCA who have recently
brought out small camera type portable receivers. (See
Pages 570 and 573)
7.

'
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This

Emmett Brightwell

7 -Tube Superhet

nl

Rolli .cin
super -fine receiver for the Shortwave and Broadcast
is provided, when necessary, by the
use of a television receiving type tube in the first stage. All of
the parts are standard, and can be obtained from the regular
sources of supply.

Here is

a

voltage variation. It dues not get upset by
excessive A.v.c.
But its oscillator triode demands less voltage than other converters. Most manufactured coils available are designed for the
6A8. That is true of the coils used in thi,
hook -up. They are stock coils regularly included in a kit for home assembly.
They were adapted to this design simply
by reducing the oscillator plate voltage.
The same result could have been achieved
by removing a few turns from the primary
winding of the oscillator plate coil. However, the result is almost the sanie, whether
you remove twenty per cent of the primary
winding, or reduce the plate voltage an
additional twenty per cent. And resistorare a lot easier for me to figure than in
ductances.
Before we go into other matters, I should
like to say here that I have found the noise

"fan." Additional sensitivity

ALTI IOL-GH designed primarily for
high efficiency on 15 to 50 meters, this
seven tuber performs miracles of sensitivity
and selectivity on the broadcast (200 -550
meters) band.
How would you like a set that with normal setting will du better than the average
seven tuber. yet by turning a knob you
could cut in additional sensitivity comparable to booster stage? That is what we have
here. It is obtained by using a television
receiver tube in the first stage and putting
a variable sensitivity control in the cathode
circuit.
The

The 6AB7/1853 was chosen because of its
remote cut -off characteristic, facilitating the
use of AVC in the R.F. and converter
stages. This is left off the I.F. stage, first.
because it is not needed there; second, because when used on I.F. stages it often is
a source of feed -back. And the second consideration in designing this set was to keep
it simple'
6K8

Is

a Superior Converter

The oK8 as a converter is the best of
them all. It is least subject to oscillator
frequency drift. It is affected very little by

schematic and picture diagrams below make it easy to build this

ANT
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OHMS
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,
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t852 1853.
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75.000

superhet, which has many unique and valuable features.
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IT'S NOT JUST

BIGGEST

THE

RADIO CATALOG

IT'S THE BEST!
15,000

212

ITEMS

PA6E5

lou'll wen tu see the
KNIGHT 1941 "Radio
lilts!" 83 new models to
from -new "camera" and 3-way Portables;
Plastic models: Worldwide sets: Farm Radios.
choose

Also

appearance of the
-tube superhet with loudspeaker; another view
the chassis removed from the cabinet- and
finally, a bottom view of the chassis.

The photos herewith show the
7

Recorders,

new

Phono-Combinat ions. Phonograph Players and accessories, Auto Sets. etc.
No liner radio set values
anywhere: .lust compare
these KNIGHT "headers:"

-of

get more for your
I'. A. dollar when you buy
(5 li T Sound
1941 K N
Equipment. Never before
so wide a selection; never
so many line features. 24
You

eliminator qualities td the 1853 to be superior to any so- called noise-silencer circuit, and you hare no reduction -but gain,
ill signal volume. and no tricky bridging
to get out of balance.
Before you start thinking about this set,
there arc one or two things which I would
point out which make it different from any
other set you have seen in recent years.
The chassis is not in the circuit at any
pain/. It is grounded, merely. very efficiently
at two points. The tuning eye is biased for
greatest and most sensitive response un the
short-leave channels covered. The shadow

angle will overlap on practically any broadcast station. but this does not bother tus
much, and this shadow will van' appreciably
on relatively feeble short -wave signals,
which makes it a useful guide to R volume
'test' chum; ls.
and efficient tuning
This set is free of dead -spots On the
short-wave channel. Don't understand this
to mean that any band will tune with equal
ease, at any hour of the day or night. What
I do mean is that a generated signal of a
given intensity will show almost a level
meter reading all the way acros. the dial
from 15 to 5(1 meter..
Fading Reduced

This set does not climinate lading completely. It reduces it to a greater extent
than any receiver I have ever sects. \ly
reception on it here in San Francisco of
European broadcasts is said by listeners
(my wife not included) to be as free, or
freer, of this fault than the regular rebroadcasts of the chains. And they pick theirs
tip at lloundbro<k. New Jersey.
Because this set's extreme flexibility in
tube adaptation with no change in voltage potentials should make it of extreme
interest, Mot only to the fellow who wants
to build a real listening set, but to those
who like to compare the characteristics of
different tubes.
t

tor January.

1941

1

For instance, you mac use a 6SK7 in
place of the 6.117/1853. There'll be less
gain and more background nuise. You may
use an 1853 or 1852 in the LF. stage. If
there's feed -back, cut down the plate voltage. But remember the price of one of
these television tubes will buy three 6SK7's.
I.et your pocketbook as well as your curiosity be your guide. That's why I decided.
everything Cu nsidered, that one 1853 was
enough! Besides, the gain now is all the
output will stand -and moire, in sonie cases.
All Parts Standard
It is simple to assemble because the parts
are all stock parts purchascable from any

new

15

or

First, study the parts list.'\'ou may have

sary to use a larger or lesser resistor in
the oscillator plate lea(!. Better stick to
the chassis and tuning condenser specified.
This chassis is ready cut and we've got
soniething for every hole.
Mount everything first. Take the mounting plates off the \mphenol sockets and
lock them in with. the washers. Use the
mounting holes for tie points as needed.
.

Picase Mev tio- TIJi S.42ga77no Wee-

VJ -; +¡

-q P.d:e!'s^
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never seen a
better Service

big

-

Sec-

salue 100
Parked pages of new Test
ter
ion!

Over

-

more
Equipment. tools.
than 13.000 quality parts

for sers icing every
of set. Studio's best

Prices! Also

taras

.. tt

mg.

l'ert-

and big-

new

Bargain Section- cor
don't miss it: See the big
Fluorescent Lighting Listings:
Amen
most

urs-you'll
complete

fled the
Amateur

listings you've ever seer

tills 1911 ALldt]r
Catalog: See them all
the latest rommunicationreceivers, new transmitters, all the newest gear
in every leading line.
Really a catalog in itself
-Jan'- packed with Amateur values that you rant
afford to miss. Time Pay-

-

in

ment,

IOW,!

B U

L D E

I

R

24-Latest

brand -new kite. Complete
listings of the latest
builders and experimenters supplies. New diagrams. Newt Red to
DICTIONARY Complied
leading authorities.
by
Gives ronclso definitions
of all commonly used radio uords and terms. his t ral data. etc. Everyone
ur Radio should hare it

-

BUILDERS

a lot of them on hoed. I used some resistors
out of an old 1925 battery set!
Don't substitute coils. It may he neces-

-7

Day Trial!

Truie

concern which handles standard eu't.dn
radio devices.
No "tricky" aerial installation is called
for. In fact, the set is not designed for use
with a doublet -just ally old kind .á single
wire and ground -there must be a rood
ir'uund! Ii you want to use a doublet, you'll
have to figure it out p.m-self. I never have
been able to get an ' thing on a doublet, that
I could not get on an L or a T or a
vertical! My present antenna is a hundred
feet of cornoded seven- strand wire, that
some bygone tenant left tied to the window
kill. I thank him, for it links me with the
wide world!
How to Build It

Systems

tts

-for every kind of
I'. A. application. Complete acrrssuries listing
Get the details of our
Easy Payment Plan and

SUPPLIES

-

rU

Fluorescent

.end

coupon

only tor.
See Our

Today-

Listing

Jackson Blvd. Dept. 8 -A -1
Chicago, Illinois
Send me your FREE 212 Page
833 W.

1941

Catalog.

I enclose 10e for Nov Radio Di.
t

louars.

NAME
Address
City

state
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Whenever
NEW or
BETTER
RADIO APPARATUS

is built
WE HAVE IT

FIRST
Take for example the

Have plenty of tlm >c Icr :ut -c ctcr thing
must be fastened rigidly -no resistors or
heavy bypass capacitors floating around.
That causes trouble on the short waves.
Solder No. 14 busbar to all shell terminals of tube sockets. Cse same for B or
plate current, extending through unused
holes in switch wafers inside.
Use same bus bar for A.v.c. bus. mounting in unused holes of switch wafers on
outside next to chassis wall. Run spaghettied bus from aerial terminal on switch to
aerial post.
\\'ire in switch and coils, following diagram supplied with sante, except as to
condenser and resistor values. As to those,
follow instructions in accompanying diagram.
Notice particularly that all grounds go
finally to a 50 -ohm center -tapped resistor.
shunted across the filament winding of the
transformer. Don't follow any other arrangement.
Use short leads, ground to the ground
bus. then ground the ground bus to the
center of the S0 -ohm resistor, to which the
center tap of the high frequency winding
of the power transformer is directly soldered.

Take off leads for pilot lights and tuning
eye from the end terminals of this 50 -ohm

BOGEN EXPANDER
If you really love good
music, connect the EXPANDER to any amplifier
or rodio and you will get
the greatest thrill of your
life. It RECREATES original volume levels. Operates on symphonic -dance
records. It has no time log
and chopping effect.
Model V.E.2 Complete

BOGEN
new
High
Phono Amplifier with
Expander.
Price

$21.00
Fidelity

built in

$29.40

Excellent for F.M. Tuners

CABLE ADDRESS: "HARADIO"

530

resistor.
Note that when the speaker is disconnected, no P. current is admitted to the
tubes. which is good.
This choke input filter is designed to be
both inexpensive and efficient. The filter
condensers are all the card -hoard case type
and mounted beneath. The input choke is
mounted on) two bolts holding the power
transformer. Not a square inch of space
is wasted. yet there is no crowding.
Lay out your bypass condensers and resistors so that they fall toward the center
of the chassis in an orderly manner, but
do not sacrifice short leads and "safety
from interaction" to looks.
Keep all carriers of radio frequency as
far as possible from power cumpnncnts to
prevent hum. Tie down everything that
. nd.s to swing or sway. Tie leads to volume
enrol and tone control back as far away
possible from the power -pack.
If you do this right no shielding of any
leads will he necessary. Any radio that
requires shielding of leads is designed
wrong. Shielding of leads introduces degeneration, and should he avoided wherever
possible.
To

Line Up

The coils used in this set were lined up
at the factory for the frequencies involved.
After you arc sure your wiring is right
and every soldered joint is really soldered,
plug in the speaker and the power line.
Turn the chassis up edgewise and watch
for smoke as you turn un switch. If there
is no smoke, listen for characteristic hum
in speaker. Turn volume control. to which
switch is attached, full on. Try for stations
on the l'roadca!I band. Tune in a station
as near 1400 ke. as possible, then adjust
lower trimmers in R.F. coil cans for loudest
volume.
Then tune in station around 600 kc. and
adjust oscillator tracking condenser for
BC band for loudest volume. Repeat to
make sure.
Please Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

Then trim the i.,. transformers for peak
volume. All this gill be indicated on the
tuning eye. The narrowest shadow will
shore the most sensitive adjustment.
Now throw band switch to shortwave.
Search for station in 20 meter band (at
right hand end of dial). Adjust upper trimmers in coil cans for greatest volume. Then
do as before with the tracking condenser.
There will not he much change here as
only ten per cent of this gadder is adjustable.
Regardless of conditions on the shortwave section. you will be able to get stations here when you are able to get stations
on the B.C. band.
If you have an all -wave service oscillator. proceed as usual.
If it doesn't work note, you probably forgot to ground the chassis to the ground bu.c.
Use a strip of thin copper and he sure your
iron is hot. If you note hand capacity after
chassis is grounded, ground the cabinet
also; usually the screws holding the two
parts together are sufficient. It was on mine.
You will find that a speaker in a separated cabinet snakes for less tendency to
motorboat and nticrophonic feedback.
Don't forget a good grounding strap from
ground bus to ground post. and ground this
post to the ground!
Operating Notes

Now that you have the set working, let's
it down and look it over. You see five
control knobs. On the extreme left is the
Land- switch. Next is the sensitivity control.
In the middle is the station finder. Number
four is the tone control. On the extreme
right is the combined A.c. switch and volume
control.
A lot of controls, eh? Okeh -but once
set, yon don't concern yourself with anything but the station- finder.
For all ordinary "fishing" and listening
you operate the sensitivity control fully retarded. For that dim, distant signal advance
it slowly to the point of greatest volume.
This sensitivity control is also used for
micrometric turning on the short waves.
Tune in with the station -finder. then use
this control to line up the signal "on the
nose." If advanced too far you will get
oscillation in the 1853. A little practice will
show you how far to go. This oscillation
is due to apparent buildup of the screen
voltage on this tube as the control is advanced toward "cut -off."
Listen for Europe from 4:00 p.m. to
3:00 a.m. Listen fer Asia and Australia
from 3:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. The 49 -meter
land is "hottest" from 6:00 p.111. to 10:00
11.111. The 31 -meter band from 4 :00 p.m. to
8:00 a.n1. The 17- and 19-meter bands from
12:00 n1. to 5 :00 p.111., while the 25 -meter
bancs seems most active from 3 :00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. This is " \\'est Coast" experience.
Parts List
MEISSNER MFG. CO.
No. 11- 8213 -Chassis for 7 -tube A.C.
Nn.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

11-8212-Cabinet
11- 8217

-Panel

-3

21- 5222
-gang 365 mmfd. T.C.
23. 8208 -Dial assembly
14. 7476- Antenna dual band coil
14- 7478 -R. F. dual band coil
14- 7480 -Osc. dual band coil

No. 22.5211 -Dual padder
No. 24-8265 --3 -gang, 2. position band switch
No. 16.5740 -Input Ferrocart I.F. transformer
No. 16 -5742- Output

Ferrocart
RADIO

1.F.
&

transformer
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R.C.A.
1

I

I

,Ion'
511 ohm filament
W. resistor75,000 ohm
40,000 ohm I \V. resistor
.5 meg. 14 W. resistors
150.000 1 W. resistor200.000
W. resistor
100,000 ohm ;'e W. resistors -cric. an.C.)
50,000 nhm !4 W. resistors
10.000 ohm
W. roi -tor (cathode Fias for
6051
W. rcdstors (cathode first 3
400,11m
_
Centertapped

I

6A117/1853 no IA
6IC8 metal tube
6SK7 metal tubi
6116 metal trib,

2

nb,

1

1

y

6\'6

beam ponrr output nu tai
glas, teo1.
6E5 and mounting a..enlLl

I

80

JENSEN
Electrn -ds mode speaker. with
capacih. 1000 oint Ii, Id

2
1

3

:.I

1

hct.l

6

I
I

-- 350 -..150

V. 100 tua_

\..

.,uí1...5

1

(minimum) power Ir:utfornur

-Paper .5-ntf. 450 V. cathode 6C5
-Electrolytic 10- 25 -mf. 35.50 V. cathode 6V6
-Paper .f -nlf. 200 V. di-coupler. 1853 and 6C5
4
.05 -mf. paper 45(1 V. s.v.r. toypa -- and blocking
2-.006-mf. paper 450 V. A.,.
-.004 -mf. mica (padder shunt S.W. band)
2 .00025 -mf. mica
.00005 -mf. ( --c. itgput t (ri -rial .(1001 not fast
euougtt her,
I

-Octal socket-

I

2

-Fourm..1w

CENTRALAB
I
I

I

1

-10 -25 thon-..old taperod p Lilo
-.5 mcg. potent. with nap -,n a,
-.25 tneg. potent. (tone control,
47 STATES ON A

1

1-

ITCh

1

-TUBE

We Will Pay

TRANSMITTER
Frank Courtney, W4FDX

THIS little "rig"

was imilt and put on
the air in the shack (cithin an hour's
time, and was constructed from parts
found in the junk box.
Splendid results have been obtained,
having worked 47 states, all Canadian dis-

tricts (before

\V. resistor (cathode (V6)

Pasteboard 16-mí. 450 V. filter capacitors
l':ntcboard 8 -mf. 450 V. filter capacitor
Paper .25 -mf. 450 V. screen bypass capacitors
and h. frig.
Paper .I -Inf. 450 V. cathode bypass R.F. and

I

IOLI

AMPHENOL PRODUCTS CO.
.

1

CORNELL- DUBILIER
i-

ma., 2110.400 chut input choke
-tiniversal output single -end transformer fon
alxlve speaker (attach \'.C. t, mina], to 4.,,t

-15 henry

400.uhni

I

THOR DAR SON
I

-tage.l

ttan-

closing)

regular spare rates for good construction
articles giving novel and original ideas
for building such simple radio apparu.
Io- as short wave converters, receiving
-et., television and frequency modulation receiver -, recording equipment,
power supplie.. simple set and tube
testers, facsimile recorder.. etc.

XEl, K4, CM.!

and others on 40 meters. The reports obtained equal those of the regular rig in
the shack, which runs 75 watts.
The rig will work well with almost any
power -supply: the one used here delivers
250 volts at 100 mat. If strict economy
desired, the transmitter may be constructed
"bread-hoard" fashion. however, the cost
,if a small metal cabinet is slight, and the
appearance of the rig is greatly improved if
constructed Ill one of these.

Address all contributions to Editor,
RADIO & TELEVISION. 20 i-esey Street,
New York, N. Y. Enclose stamped, sell addressed envelope if return of rejected
material is desired.

The rig requires a separate crystal and
;oil, of course, for each hand worked, anti
performs well on 20, 40, 80, and 160 meters.
No further details are deemed necessary.
Is the diagram is self -explanatory.
A 0-150 ma. meter may be added in the
plate circuit to simplify tuning. if desired.
.4r a Neon bulb or flash light hull, and loop
-,1 wire may l e used as an indicator.

CAPACITORS
AEROVOX climaxes its r,LLt- ervative ratings policy in these Hl \ 01. oil -filled
high -voltage paper condensers. From the
store-than -generous paper sections and
the special Hyvol oil filling, to the hermetically- sealed metal container, the
AEROVOX aim is to provide that extra
safety factor so essential to builders of
quality radio and electronic equipment.
Note thl< choice of types

.

.

.

Series -09 Rectangular Hyvols are intended for heavy-duty continuous service at rated voltages, with ample
margin for unexpected abuse. Heavy
welded steel container; high- tension

pillar terminals: adjustable mounting
bracket permitting upright or inverted

mounting at any height above or below

chassis platform ; 600 to 5000 v.
D.C.W. I to 4 mfd. A quality product

-at

A one -tube transmitter hook-up which will
appeal to the beginner in amateur radio. This
rig is suitable for code transmission.

6A6

a

popular price.

-05 Round -Can Hyvols have
long been the popular choice of amateurs. Conservative ratings for continuous, cool. troubleproof operation.
Round aluminum can.
Adjustable
mounting ring. High- tension pillar
terminals. 600 to 3000 v. D.('.W. 1 to
J mfd.
Series

SO
MMF..

ANTENNA
CONDENSER
R.F.C.

Series -IU Inverted Screw Mounting.
Same appearance and dimension.. as
usual metal -can electrolytic. Ideal for
compact assemblies. 600. 1000 and
1500 v. D.C.W. .5 to 4 mfd.

CRY

/STAL

®`

Ask Your Jobber

R.FC

50

MINE,
TANK

COIL

latest catalog and about
Aerovox Research Worker

CONDENSER

005MF

TONa1J

-or

1

. . .

He'll gladly show you these Hyvol capacitors for
transmitting and telev:slon purposes. Ask for

PLATE

free

subscription
write us direct.

to

ÁtF

CORPORATION

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

AC

IN CANADA:

D'..

kA...,:o-

Mioa-'-., Wt.,-

.-..r a.
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A

High-Fidelity

Amplifier
for F -M
Herman Yellin,

W2AJL

In the last issue Mr. Yellin described

a

very efficient

"fre-

quency- modulation" tuner. It goes without saying that one
must use o good high -fidelity amplifier with such an F -M
tuner in order to realize the high quality transmission inherent in this system. Such an amplifier is described herewith.
The high -fidelity Jensen loudspeaker and its
cabinet is shown in the picture, together with
the F-M tuner and audio amplifier on top of it.

IF 'ou built the N - \1 tuner described
last month, you will need a good high fidelity audio amplifier and power- supply
to accompany it. An excellent amplifier,
specially designed for this purpose, will be
described herein. Since the amplifier contains a power -supply capable of supplying
filament and plate power, it can also be
used for other tuners. .\ unique method of
switching the power front one tuner to the
other, mentioned in the F-M tuner description last month, is employed here, and enables the economical design of a powersupply for use with two tuners.
Designed for simplicity and ease in construction, the amplifier consists of three
stages The first stage, using a 6J5 tube, is
the phase inca; rte r, needed for supplying two
out -of -phase voltages to the succeeding
push -pull driver stage. This stage employs
a 6C8G dual triode and feeds the push-pull
61.6G output tubes. About 18 watts of undistorted audio power is obtained here, more
:

than enough for a good sized home, but the
reserve poker is assurance of distertioufree operation. A 5.í"4G is used as a rectifier,
while a VR- 105 -30 voltage regulator tube
is optional.
The entire unit was easily accommodated
on a 7" x 11" x 2" chassis, even leaving some
spare roost in one corner. But this may
come in handy later on, if it ever becomes
desirable to install a high -gain input stage
to increase the overall gain, so that lowlevel microphones can be used. This, with
the addition of a modulation transformer,
will convert the amplifier quite nicely for
use as a modulator. The photos of the top
and underside of the chassis clearly show
the placement of the various tubes and
parts. Besides the tubes and power transformer, only the first filter choke is mounted
above the chassis. Inside, mounted on the
sides are the second filter choke and filter
condenser block. The two live -prong power
output sockets are mounted on the rear
chassis drop, where the three-terminal output receptacle is also located. The power
switch is mounted on a metal bracket

Top and bottom views

of the

F-M

fastened to the side of the chassis. An extension shaft allows the switch to he controlled from the front. Besides the switch
knob on the chassis front, we also have the
volume control and the two input recepa
tacles. It might be desirable under certain
conditions of mounting the amplifier to have
the input receptacles on the side of the
chassis instead Of en the front. The constructor should decide for himself as to
which will be the more advantageous position.
As we mentioned before, the power -supply is capable of rotvering an additional
tuner, say one for the broadcast band or
an all -wane standard amplitude modulation
job. The writer intends building such an
all -wave tuner and it will probably be described in an early issue. .-\ single six -pole
three -position rotary switch serves to take
care of switching the power to either tuner
and also turns the A.C. supply un and off.
Only the filament voltage is switched from
tuner to tuner, since no plate current can
be drawn by the tubes whose filaments are
not heated. If the co:tstructor has no desire

high -fidelity audio-amplifier.

o ^l

532
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hamlet \dieu meat turned ern. ineident:tlly, no output transformer was utcorPur:RC(l on the chassis, because the speaker
used by the writer has the transformer
built onto it. This speaker is the new and
already popular dual unit high -fidelity
speaker recently developed by Jensen. It
consists of two speakers mounted coaxially
on a single ltftecn -inch (diameter frame. A
built -in filter network separates the audio
frequencies into two bands, with the cross ovcr at 21)00 cycles. The larger speaker
handles the low frequencies, while the small
tweeter unit reproduces the high frequencies. Thus each speaker unit handles the
frequencies for whirl it is best suited. \\'ith
a response flat between 30 and 15,000 cycles.
the speaker and amplifier is a revelation in
clarity :nul lifelike reproduction.

tu use the amplifier with any tuner, other

than the F -A1 unit, then

WIRELESS

like a

can omit this
switch and the second power output receptacle as tvcll as one of the input receptacles.
Although not shown in the diagram, the
six sections of the rotary switch have been
paralleled to give a 3 -pole. three- position
switch of increased current carrying capacity. Reference to the diagram will show
that the switch is so wired that when it is
in the center position, the amplifier is turned
off; tchen moved to either side of center
the amplifier is an, and filament voltage
switched to one of the power receptacles.
Incidentally, the switch was mount((i towards the rear of the chassis to keep the
A.C. leads away from the input hires. necessitating the use of a mounting bracket and
extension shaft, but this :olds little to the
construction.
The phase inverter used is ui the type
in which the out -of -phase voltage is obtained from the cathode circuit. Actually.
the 2500 ohm resistor at the bruant end of
the 6J5 cathode is really part of the plate
circuit. Where additional amplifier gaie is
not needed, this forni of phase inverter is
preferable (from the suualpint of simplicity to the double -triode type. and was
used for this reason.
Notice the 250.00(1 ohm) resistors connected from the plates of the 6L6G tubes
to the plates of the 6C8G tubes. These are
the feedback resistors ( furnishing negative feedback) which contributes so much
to the excellent frequency response. and
to the hum -free operation of the amplifier.
This unusual method of teedLack was
purposely used, so that the constructor
would have no trouble in getting the amplifier to operate properly the first tinte it is
tried out. The polarity or magnitude of the
feedback voltage is not dependent on the
output transformer, so the "tan" need not
fear that the amplifier will squeal and hovel
lac

RANST
CASTER
HUNDREDS

Parts List

BUD
7" x

1

II"

x 2" chassis. Nu. 114:

n.,n,r

IPnmlra.li.a'

I.R.C.

z

1- tom ohm,
watt. type ItT'
I. ?unit olnu.
watt. tpa BT';
25110 ohm. ;r watt. type
l -50p00 ohm, ;:t watt. type IIT'
5nn.n0O ohm, 1 watt. type itTr,
4- 250.nnn ohm. !', watt. type itT':
1nn.000 ohm. I'. watt. type BT':
2
10 watts. type Ait
1 -150 ohms,

,;

2-

.

TRANS CASTERS

41
1

S2.95

AMPHENOL
metal Aeatitc
akets. type RSS -S
4
Octal sockets. type 12S-8T
5 perm;; socket.. typo RS -Ga
I- 5 peon, Plug. type
--i prong receptacle. tape 0 -F
1- t proue plug. type btt'\1
-input recela:ides. PC -I )I
1

2

-Input

connectors,

\I(' -1 F

CO RN ELL -DU BILIER
1-

x 8 x 8

R

mf., 450 volt electrolytic. Ni, KRU-

5888

.t

-.l
mf.. 400 volt condensers. No. DT -41'1
- -.05 mi.. 400 volt condensers. Nu. UT -4S5

2
2 --

IO

tuf.. 25 volt electruly tics. No. 11R -102A
50 volt electrolytic. Nu. BR-105
nui., 450 volt electndy tic, No. BR -445
(Continued on page 5341

i -1O mf.,
1

STANDARD MODEL

--1,1u0 ohms. 10 watts. type AB
nu,ohni volume coton.I. type I3 -137

-4
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THINGS A BOY CAN DO WITH ELECTROCHEMISTRY, by Alfred Morgan. Size 51kí z 8
inches, 199 pages, illustrated, stiff cloth covers,
published by the D. Appleton-Century Co.. New
York. N. Y.

T'he

lines

1

ni

,

t

of the Isrok deals with the outin radio. including the outline of

thorough home -,tndy course; the value of college
training in radin engineering; outline of the subjects in such courses. rte. There is a final chapter
on "non-engineering- opportunities in radio. An
1

ntndix i- given at the end of the book containing
list of all the principal engineering schnaps.

PHOTO RELAYS. THEIR THEORY AND
APPLICATION, by F. H. Shepard. Jr. Size 6 x 9
inches, stiff paper covers. 30 pages, published by
Allied Control Co.. New York. N. Y.

This liinrk will be firm.' of gnat value t. all
experimenter_ and engines. who have to design
Hf build circuit. involving the use of photo Cell,
amplifiers. and relay.. Numerous diagram. and
graphic eu eves showing the per fornutuuc, of the
v :uton. apparatus involved are given in this hook.
including several novel au 't hlent inns of photo relays.

N. Y.

SERVICE MANUAL OF WIRING DIAGRAMS.
by M. N. Reitman. Size 5% x 1014 inches, 240
pages, stiff payer covers. published by Supreme
Publications, Chicago. Ill.

Radio is so important today in the army and
navy. and with the tremendous inereasc in acticily
in the National defense, young men will be very
much interested in what Mr. Ifornung has to say
on radio as a career. lie i -:I %yeti known authority
on the subject and this honk font: another in the
Kitson career series. edited by Dr. harry I).
Kitson of Teachers' College. Cnlunlbia University.
\Ir. IIornung's book answers such practical questions as-What Does Radin Offer ?; Starting in
Radio; The Radio Operator and What He Does;
Radio Servicing; the Radio Engineer; Broadcast.
ing; Television; Government Radio Service, etc.

This b..ok will be found very usciul L" :crvicr:und also radio experinienters in guttural.
Aide front its value in servicing sets. it will
prova very useful to the general student. who
wishes to study the circuits of different commercial radin sets. This manual has been edited under
the caption of the "most often needed" radio diagrams, and includes circuit diagrams for sets
which are the most popular and widely used by
the public. The price of the book is nominal and
every thorough radio student will want a copy for
his book shelf; the serviceman will find it very
handy as a workbench C on. p:rn ion.
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RADIO AS A CAREER, by J. I.. Hornung.
Size 52 x 71/2 inches, 212 pages, Stiff 'nth covers,
published by Funk & Wagnalls Co.. New York,

a

1--7" x I I" bottom plate. Nu. 670

BOOK REVIEWS

Electrochemistry is one of the branches of applied
science which at one time or Snottier interests the
average young ratan who has a flair for technical
matter.. Mr. Morgan. who has written several
books of this type, tells in a very popular and
entertaining m :(finer arson the elementary electrochemistry and moue new t,nrls for the chemist.
Some of the chapters cover
'r Elect rochrmical l'rocesses and Products. tintine Productss of the Electric
Furnace. etc. Another section deals with lute-,
Traveling Atoms or Groups of Atmn s. Electricity
Produced from Chemicals including varimu. type.,
of butteries, latter chapters dial with Electroplating. Experiments with Electrolysis, Storage Cells.
the Electrolytic Rectifier. Fixation of Nitrogen.
Simple Polarity indicator, etc.

3frttag Gifts
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I
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LAST MINUTE XMAS GIFTS FOR BOYS
FROM 9 TO 14
Kit includes R.C.A. Tube 51.00
Kit (bat.
with tube
1.00
Short Wave Kit. abat. op.) with tube
1.50
Elec. Transmitter Kit with tubes
1.50
Bat. S.W. Kit with 4 coins and tubes
3.4$
Elec. S.W. Kit with
coils and tubes
.25
Radio Exper.

30 -pc.
1 -Tube
1 -Tube
2 -Tube
3.Tuhe
3 -Tube

Recast

.)

FOR YOUNG MEN
Senior Space Explorer Kit. Beam
Power, All- Electric. metal tube.. dyn. soler
6 coins
6-Tube 7-Band Communications it with tubes
5 -Tube

an

a

accessor.ea

:

$1535
$17.45

H. G. CISIN, Chief Engineer
ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

Dept.
85

S -71

Warren St., New York, N.

Y.
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0.IMF
MEG
MEG.

6L6G

MEG.

0.5-

2,500

OHMS

05-

0.25-

MF

MEG

INPUT

0 5-

MEG

lrI

`0.1-

MEG

OUTPUT
RECEPTACLE
TO

GL6G
N

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
SPEAKER

0.25MEG.

.05-

"oHIGH
FIDELITY

MF

PM. AUDIO
AMPLIFIER
& POWER

SUPPLY

2.500

50,0405

/0.25MEG.

25v.

ìSrrrTrrr
20HY CHOKE

30 HY,CHOKE

MF

GLAht
OHMS.
10W

5X46
POWER

OUTPUT

'

RECEPTACLES

Complete wiring diagram for the F -M "Hi -Fi" audio amplifier here described

VR-1J5

by Mr. Yellin.

Hi -Fi Amplifier for F.M. (Continued from page 533)

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CO.
l -Power transformer, 675 volts c.t.. No. 1'5059
1 -175 ma., 20 henry choke. No. C1410
-75 ma., 30 henry choke, No. C.1002

2
1

1

1

-6

pole.

-6L6G tubes

-5)(46

tube

ire (for antenna
122 twi.ted
system)
JENSEN RADIO MFG. CO.
1 -15"
Dual coaxial loud sprat,-r system
No.

-6CSG tube

1- .6J5 tube

MALLORY
1

CORNISH WIRE CO.
Super Corlac hookup .rite
5 Wire cable

NATIONAL UNION

3

position rotary switch, No. 32631

I

VR.105-30 tube

Do YOU Know How to Solder Joints?
FRANK COURTNEY. W4FDX

BEFORE being used the soldering iron
must be well tinned. The tinning process
consists of thoroughly cleaning the four
sides of the iron tip with a coarse file or
rasp. The iron is then heated, after which
the four faces are covered with a coating of
solder. The tip is then wiped off with a
cloth. Acid core solder should never be used.
as the acid will corrode, and will result in
possible noise or trouble in the completed
job. Only rosin core solder should he used
when wiring a radio circuit. The iron should
he rubbed on a sal -ammoniac soldering brick
(obtainable at any hardware store) from
time to time, to prevent corrosion of the
iron tip, and make the solder flow freely.
Figure A shows how to make a simple
twisted connection. If space or the length
of the wire does not permit the use of the
connection shown in Figure A, an alternative connection may be used as shown in
Figure B. known as a hook joint.
To hook one wire to some point on another wire, the connection shown in Figure
C may be used, but at least two turns
around the wire should be made. not just

in Figure E, in which case the wire is simply
hooked through the hole in the lug proFIG

A

FIG

B

FlG. C

FIG.O
FIG.E

)

°

a sloppy, ineffective h,s.k connection.
To connect several wires to a single wire,
the connections shown in Figure D may be
used, and two or three turns of each branch
wire around the main conductor should he

made before soldering.
Soldering lugs are another convenient
aid. A common soldering lug is illustrated

vided for that purpose, and the solder then
applied.
In soldering a connection, apply the iron
first, then a few seconds later apply the
;older to the opposite side of the connection. Allow the iron to remain until the
rider has thoroughly covered the joint.
The solder should not he applied by the
iron itself, but the connection or lug should
be hot enough to itself cause the solder to
flow. The soldered connection should be
thoroughly wrapped with friction tape if
there is any possibility of it making contact with any other wire in the circuit. The
use of excessive solder should be avoided.
And finally, don't forget to thoroughly
scrape all wires bright before attempting
to solder the joint. Twist all joints with
pliers so that they are mechanically rigid
before soldering them. Don't let the solder
be the conducting medium for the current
it will heat up and cause an open or at
least a high resistance joint when you least

-

expect it.
RADIO
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Communication
Receivers

from WHOLESALE RADIO LABORATORIES
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

W9GFQ

THINK OF IT!!
ONE YEAR TO PAY ON THIS FINE

HOIUARD

MODEL "435"

Quick Service

No Red Tape

Lowest Terms

Free Trial

W9GFQ

INOUJARD'S NEWEST CREATION
LOOK AT THESE

"MODEL 490"

FEATURES
14 Tubes
540 KC -43.5 MC
2 Stages R.F. Pre-

selection
O

Calibrated Band
Spread

e Air -Tuned I.F.

Transformers
Variable I.F.

Selectivity

Temperature
Compensated

Oscillator
Split Stator
Ceramic Insulated Tuning

An outstanding performer on all bands. 6 tubes
Electrical band S- P- R- E -A -D. Ceramic coil forms,
B.F.O., A.V.C., Built -in 61/2" Jensen speaker and
iron core IF's. Four bands from 540 KC to 43 MC.

TERMS
$2.11

$5.99

MONTHLY FOR

Condensers

Variable Fidelity
Audio
8 Watts Push
Pull Output
Automatic Noise
Limiter

DOWN
12

MONTHS

MODEL g436"

Complete with

ONLY

$1495

14
Tubes, External Dynamic
Speaker to Match and

DOWN

Crystal Filter.

MODEL

Write for Literature on Progressive

---

"437"

Series Plan and
Big New Catalog
Hundreds of Items.
Exclusive Items
Test Equipment
Parts.

FREE!
$3995 CASH
Terms: $7.99 Down
1.2 82

7

MONTHLY FOR

12

MO.

A

SENSATIONAL OFFER

A brand new two -color map of the United States -sire approx.
showing RADIO DISTRICTS, TIME ZONES,
3V2 ft. e 41/2
simply
MONITORING STATIONS and important CITIES
send I5c to cover postage and packing with NO OTHER
CHARGES. The map will be sent out fo you promptly. We
do this in appreciation of the many friends and boosters we
have throughout the country.

ft.-

-

LOWEST 6% PLAN AVAILABLE

Tubes

Noise Limiter
Fly Wheel Inertia Tuning

part, receiver or XMTR shown in
any catalog or advertisement at the lowest price shown.
WRITE
FOR QUICK SERVICE
WITH NO RED TAPE
(LEO) W9GFQ
On any nationally known

-

-

Controls

WHOLESALE RADIO LABORATORIES

Micrometer Bandspread Dial

W9GFQ

"EVERYTHING FOR THE HAM"

for January.

Council Bluffs, Iowa

W9GFQ

$

62"

CASH

COMPLETE WITH CRYSTAL

Terms: $12.80 Down
MONTHLY

$4.52
9

12

MO.

Tubes

R.F.
2

FOR

Preselection

I.F. Stages

Crystal Filter
Noise Limiter
Electrical Band

S- PR -E -A -D

Built -in Speaker

535
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Photo at left shows the titube
super -het here described. The
set has a built -in loop antenna
and it will drive a 5" permanent magnetic speaker.

nection to the grid of the 12A8GT. This is
known as a "gimmick." It is not necessary
to use this gimmick but its use results in
uniform sensitivity across the entire band.
It is made by connecting two pieces of
insulated wire about 3 inches long, one to
each of the terminals on the trimmer condensers on top of the two gang tuning condenser. Twist the two pieces of wire together about three times. The capacity between the two wires (the wires do nu:
touch) gives the effect mentioned above.
Aligning the I.F. Stage

Very little alignment should be necessary.
as the design of the coils and condensers
are such that stations should be heard inimediately, and just a little trimming is all
that is necessary. The set is first tuned to a
station at the low frequency end of the
broadcast band. The pointer is then slipped

Simple 5 -Tube
L. M. Dezettel,

Super- bet

W9SFW*

ONE of the latest and simplest of sets
for the home constructor is this 5 -tube
super -het. Easily assembled and wired. it
can be made into a factory -like, professional
receiver for the home. covering the broadcast hand and the popular 1712 ke. police
band.
The beep antenna is built in, and ample
pickup is realized for local broadcast reception. An extra coupling pickup is provided
on the loop for attaching to an external
antenna for DX reception. No ground is
required, nor should be used.
The set is designed to operate from 105125 volts A.C. or D.C.. 50 -60 cycles.
Five tubes are used, including the rectifier
tube. A 12A8GT converter tube is used
as a combined R.F. amplifier and oscillator, converting the signals to 456 kc. for
the I.F. channel. -\ 12K7GT is used as a
high gain I.F. amplifier.A 12Q7GT is used
as a combined diode detector and first audio
stage. A.V.C. t atnom: tie v ilt use control
voltage is obtained from this tube and fed
hack to both the 12. \gGT and 12K7GT. .\
351.6GT beam power amplifier is connected
to an output matching transformer for driving a 5" permanent magnet speaker.
Assembly of parts is straight- forward.
The location of each part tall easily be
determined from the diagram. If the
punched chassis listed in the parts list is
used assembly is made especially easy.
Mount the speaker and loop antenna last to
.void damaging them. The output I.F.
transformer connecting to the I2Q7GT is
in a small shield can and mounts beneath
e

gngineer Allied Ratite ,u4ioratlon,

the chassis. Its trimmer condenser (E) is
separate and solders directly onto two of
the lugs as shown in the pictorial diagram.
The input I.F. transformer is in a tall can
and mounts on the top side of the chassis.
The trimmer condensers (C & D) are
built in and are accessible for adjustment
through two holes in the top of the shield
can. The transparent dial is designed to be
mounted to the cabinet listed in the parts
list, but may be taped to the dial plat,
temporarily- with transparent scotch tape.
A black string with spring attached is
used as a drive belt between the tuning
shaft on the right and the tuning condenser
gang. This is supplied with the dial. Wrap
the spring itself around the shaft of the
condenser just in front of the drum, so
that the ends of the spring meet under the
dit on the drum. Bring the string up over
the drum and down to the tuning shaft.
\Vrap the string around the tuning shaft
three times.
Wire the set by following both the pictorial and schematic diagram. Use only as
much wire as is necessary for short, direct
connections. Small condensers and resistors
are supported by their own leads and any
excess leads other than is required to make
the connection, should he clipped off. Tube
filaments are wired in series and the connections should he laid close to the chassis.
The fifth lug on the oscillator coil is used
to mount the coil under the chassis. When
the coil is mounted, the fifth lug is automatically grounded.
In the schematic diagram there is a connection shown from one terminal of the
oscillator coil up to and around the con-

536

onto the shaft, so that the frequency of the
station corresponds to the pointer setting.
Condensers C, D, and E on the I.F. transformers are then adjusted until the station
is heard loudest. Now tune the set to a
station at the high frequency end of the
band. If the frequency setting does not
correspond to the station frequency, adjust
condenser B on the side of the tuning condenser so that the frequency setting is correct. Adjust condenser A for loudest response, and all your adjustments are completed.
When the set is operated from an A.C.
line, you may find that one position of the
plug will produce less hunt than the other.
On D.C. there is only one position of the
plug that will operate at all. Reverse th,
plug if no signal is heard.
The schematic diagram is marked with
voltage readings at the terminals of each
socket. This is handy information in case
of trouble. Measurements are made from the
terminals marked, to the chassis with
1000 ohm per volt D.C. meter, except the
No. 2 and No. 7 terminals of each socket.
These are A.C. readings, and require at.
A.C. meter, except when the set is used
on D.C.
This set also has terminal connections on
the back for phonograph use. For use with
any electric phonograph pick -up, remove
the connecting link between terminals R
and T. Connect the two terminals from the
phonograph pick -up to terminals T and G.
if one of the terminals from the pick-up
is a shield, connect it to terminal G. If both
leads are unshielded connect them whichever way gives the least amount of hum.
RADIO
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a book to have! Just open
it to the section you are interested
in-there's your radio, sound system, your choice of nationally
advertised parts. Everything in
radio is here. But that's only the
start of the story! Lafayette prices
are the lowest- saving you
money on everything you buy.
Send for your FREE copy of this
great buying guide today. Jusi
tear out and mail the coupon.
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BEGINNERS!

3523GT

LEARN RADIO
CONSTRUCTION..

COIL

12K7

building your own
electric short wave receiver. We furnish kit of
all parts for
$3.25
only
by

ar
CO.

ano0..4

I.F.
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CD

but A
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0t

twoo ilsire

includes all pari,
Kit
metal
binet, ready

T

and picture wiring diagrams showing how to connect the relatively few parts equired
in constructing this 5 -tube superhet. A loop antenna is used for reception and an extra coupling coil is
provided on the loop, which permits connection to an external antenna for DX reception. No

Above-schematic

ground is required.

REAL RADIO SET

Model STE
7ni.
type 760 tube as regeieor :,t,ve d lee ti r. lei
an
liner.
audio amplifier and type 76G t
tube
used, as the line cord dues the same
No ballast tube
work without giving. the appearance f an extra tithe.
.
.y 110 volt AC or DC house lightinñ
Operates from
4, 200 meter
L Covers the shortwave bands from
with four plug in roils, supplied with kit.
reception, we will supply
broadcastro
For those
i-

mounted
t

wire.

u
a black crackle finish
Inst,vction Sheet included

with all kits. (Kits do not include tubes or broadcast
isl
for three tubes. Wired and
If tubes ore desired add 51.50
a0 to sae l wroee
,á
tested. r. mete
11
roils front 0i, s u cá5 metro alla three
...
na
ìA
ronron+
price .'.. 51 X15 extra.
171; leis iu
k
Battery parme
when ordering sify If electric or battery operated

$6.50

.

,

u

model is desired.

Parts List

KNIGHT

1-Punched chassis
1- Broadcast band loup antenna
cudcn., r
1- Broadcast band dual tuning
oscillator conden -er for
have cut section

tracking)

untie
proper

1-Oscillator coil (designed for cut section condenser)

5

-Octal wafer

1-Standard

ckets

456 kc. output

KNIGHT
1

-T.1

1.K transformer

I.F. input transformer

matching transformer

KNIGHT

1

1

-1

megohm. 11 watt rr,i.tor
megohm. !: watt resistor
200,000 ohm, 1_ watt resistor

-10

11

for January,

-

ACCESSORIES
-I2A8GT tube
I
-12K7GT tube
1

-Type

TJ dial and condenser drive
1- 50,000 ohm. !, watt resistor
1- 20.000 ohm, !: watt resistor
-25 ohm. % watt resistor
1

1

1

type under ch:t,.i,
speaker

-5" P.M.
1-Speaker
1

ohm. I watt ri.i.tor
1
--2510 ohm. 10 watt reskt<r
I -50 ohm. ' _ watt r,- i -tor
RO ohm. 2 watt rc.i,tor
1
-- 500.000 ibn, volume control with -switch
4 -,01 inf.. -lnu volt c,mlemrr,
00 n,L condenser
I --.0' mf., 700 volt condenser
fiai., 200 fiat conden -er
I --.05
1- -.05 mf.. 400 colt conden -er
1
-20.30 mi.. 150 volt dual electrolytic condenser
1
-100 mm f.. mica condenser
1 --500 mmf.,
mica condenser
--25 -100 mmf., compression trimmer condenser
1
3 connection phono ,trip
Miscellaneous hardware and frire

1941

ACME

-250

1

L1
1

-3
1

-3

'

17GT tube

L6GT tube
7..GT tube

S -W

RADIO COMPANY
141, New Yak, N. Y.

Cortlandt St.. Dept.

SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS for
CAR RADIOS
1
,

Ca

be attached to any car
r

radio.

MODEL 500-A covers
rs 40.
31- 25.20.10 and 18 meter
bands. Designed for Amerishort
broadcadst ° stance rance
5.000 to 10.000 mues. List
Price
524.65
MODEL 700 long wave
e
135 to 410 KC. Repons.
goys weather
eceives
tc. List Price
524.65
& 500 -A
Models 6500
POLICE UNITS
MODL 100 100 -A with
fixed condensers,
to 200 kilocycles.
List Price
512.50
MODEL 600 Super Sensitive police converter with
fixed condenser. Covers 1500 to 2600 ke. `Two etal
tubes. exceptional distance nnfna. List Frite
515.65
MODEL 200 with variable
ndenser, covers 1550 ta
6000 kllocyrles. List Price
517.55
illuminated
MODEL 50041 with
dial
has° te"
6000 bec.
sse sity
metaltubes. lExce
List Price $21.55
ddist
tional
ace
1ge.

ü

Vey

KNIGHT
1

72

-Special Cabinet to fit
PA33s :; -e Whe,

ABC RADIO

Writi'g Advertisers
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255 Miles on 112 Mc.

A

New

2 -Way Record
Fitting the antenna for the

112 -mc.

the airplane used

transmitter and receiver onto
in

By

the tests.

LIKE the railn,a.l engineer who spent
his vacation riding up in the cab, Gil Laing,
announcer- technician at KSRO Santa Rosa.
California, took a day off from his regular
chores one hot day last July and proceeded
to help hang up a new distance record for
two-way communication for the 112 megacycle (2y,ß meter) band. Laing ( \V'613JI)
located one of his brother hams, Al Nuno
\VÓKIN) atop Mount St. Helena, 4300
feet elevation and loftiest peak in the vicinity, and loaded his own transmitter and
receiver in an old Stinson plane. Two -way
continuous contact was kept between Laing
and Nuno from the Santa Rosa airport
to Tulare, California, an airline distance

The secret of the record
breaking transmission on 112
mc. here recorded lies in the
special design of the transmitter. The details of the
special co -axial tank circuit
used ore given.
of 255 miles. At this point Laing was
unable to hear Norris self -excited transmitter, although Nun., sweltering under
102 degrees Fahrenheit, hung on to Laing's
voice for an additional ten miles. Laing
then ceased further transmitting and turned
Diagram of the

112

A.

D. Brandon

Lack. as he had no beans
he was being heard.

of knowing that

The unusual construction of Laing's
transmitter, built of conventional parts,
warrants attention. Starting with an ordinary- forty meter crystal, the frequency is
put through a series of doublers, eventually
emerging as a high -quality medium- powered
stabilized signal on 112 megacycles. The
crystal oscillator is a 6V6GT in an ordinary Tri -tet circuit with output on 20
meters. This is doubled with another
6V6GT tule to 10 meters. The second
doubler, a 611)G provides output on 5
meters and the final modulated amplifier
is an HK24 doubling to 2y meters.

mc. transmitter.

6V6

C16

01

D

R F.0

R10"
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C
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F
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Right -The complete 750 watt transmitter fits into this
2B" Par -Metal rack. Note the crystal which plugs directly

into the front panel.

Center -The entire R.F. and low voltage supply fit compactly on one 13" x 17 " chassis. The layout is such that
the longest R.F. lead is only 3 ".

Left -The completed transmitter presents this pleasing
view from behind the rack. The bias battery comfortably
fits above the Stance, Thnrobred plate transformer.

A

K"°W °"
Compact TRANSMITTER

DID you ever have a dream( rig? Probably no normal radio fan has not, at one
time or other dreanrt of some super layout. Such was the case here, and from our
low -cost high -power transmitter of last
month we have graduated to this superstreamlined transmitter. This "compact kilo wate' is our dream conte true.
No smaller R.P. lineup could exist for
general operating. a 61.6 driving a pair of
813's. Actually it isn't a full K \C, but 360
mils at 2000 volts is close enough. This
particular transmitter, as it stands, is not
in its final form. It is not practical to drive
the 813's from a tri -tet. which limits the
transmitter's operation to fundaulental
crystal frequencies. Driving the 61.6 from

Larry LeKashman,

W21OP

signal- shifter worked. although generally speaking there was a lack of excitation. It stouhl seem that PP 6L6's might
be the answer, with no additional tuning
controls. There will appear shortly a follow-up on this article, with our final solution to the excitation problem.
In the design of this transmitter several
factor here of prime importance. It must
he cotupact -uurk at manufacturer's ratings -and has e at least 500 watts output.
The obvious answer was beam- po:,er tubes.
While this made short work of the R.F.
problem the large high voltage equipment
my

was still a stumbling block. Stancor "florobreds hurt the standard of quality I hoped
to maintain and their physical dimensions
lent themselves admirably. as the photo-

graphs illustrate. The large plate transformer was not mounted on a chassis and
tit comfortably on the bottom of the rack.
Leads were brought out by drilling a hole
in the safety covering of heavy celluloid
which covers all the terminals.
The B & \\r coils mount directly on the
Cardwell XG 140 XD, making a very neat
and highly efficient assembly. The large
Millen R.P. choke fits directly into the high
voltage connector and likewise makes an
excellent unit. The 3000 volt Cornell -Duhilier filter is mounted underneath the

Below, wiring diagram of the transmitter here described; the power supply unit is shown at the right.
100

MMF.,

6L6

AB,W

C5
,t/ 100

MMF

WAVE

BAND
SWITCHING
TURRET

813

R. F. C. 4

CR DTAL

h

c4

x

01-

MF.

SQOOO
O%z`Iw

OHMS.

IOw

T

MA.

ó

MF.

M2

0-lhì

v

ó
o
ó

4

R.F.C,5

5000
OHMS
10W.

100

-
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o
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MA.
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chassis portion of the high -voltage supply-.
Adjusting the coupling is not very difficult. Both variable condensers, mounted ou
insulators below the chassis with their shafts
protruding, are set at maximum capacity
The 6L6 plate is tuned to rc,on :one and
each grid metered, which is made possible
by the DPDT switch in the grid circuit of
the 813's. This is obviously necessary under
these circumstaces. The condensers arc
then adjusted to give equal drive on each
tube, usually by decreasing the capacity of
the tube with more drive.
By-passing of the meters is very important, particularly in the final stage. While
the novice should not attempt it. the bypass is most efficient inside the meter case.
However, directly across the nutter terminals will suffice.
One coil to change in a transmitter of
this size isn't a bad average. With the
Guardian overload relay and tune -tip switch
the striking simplicity of the transmitter is
an outstanding feature. The 61-10 watt heating element is in series with the H\- primary and may be switched in and out at
will. Being small it replaces the usual 30(1
watt electric bulb to good advantage. This
transmitter is now (loing yeoman duty on
40 and 80 and has already proven itself a
worth -while investment.

33005 socket

-33008 socket
-77083 hash filter

QTI

What is your true course?
\Vhat is your .peed?

1- -77866 hash fiber

QTJ
(IT>I

QTo
QTI'
QTQ

What
What
tien
Have

QTR
OTT'

Qt".\
Qf"1t

mobile

r

station).

...

(oó1 signa( of

the information requested:

.
.

.

tien
Havee yon received the urgent signal trans(-aril .signal of the mobile
mitted Icy ,

I

..

xA,fi,on f'

hall signal of the mobile

Iwo

have received the urgent signal trait-'flitted by . . 6,11 signa! of the mobile

station) at

pat recrist i the list re -, signal sent

!

I

.rto-

\Will you he forced to conte down nu water

Ql"11

\Will cou give nie the present
pre. .0 re at sea level?

.

.

have received the distress signal sent
he . , (call signal of the mobile sh)ti..tt
ai

QCG

.

(time).

.

.

ant forced to conte dawn ou water (or un
l:uul at , .. (plate).
The present barometric pressure at sea level
I

(or on latid)?

I

barometric

is

Will you please indicate the proper course
to -tear toward you. whit nn wind?
(':at eau tell me the condition of the sea
coontinotes
observed at
.
Can eau tell me the .urge ub.erved at
(plue. or ,aordinate.$i'
I. the distress traffic ended?

..

-'.-Seale used

to

.

.

.

(unite),

The Proper cull rat ta steer Inward lits-, with
u., geint, i . .
degrees at
t tinter.
(place or roonliunts) is .
The sea at

..

.

.

.

.

The

surge at

The

listens

.

.

.

(place
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,,.rdimrtes)

traffic is ended.

,.rpess strength or legibility ,,f signals

Qi.\

-

= scarcely
= weak.

Q5.\

,:

=

fairly

QSA

4

= good.

I

Legibility
QRK

perceptible.

I

gr,nd.

QRK
QR

1

= unreadable,

2
3

= readable wise
= readal le. but

4

= readable.

K

and then.
with tiiiiculry.

perfectly readable.

1!iscel /a ueru.t abbreviations

Meaning

A' I revfat ion

('
\

pass may be paper
-(liV supply) TQ 3002n
C2 -TI.A 6040
-TI.A
6040
C3

W-

.01

by-

AA
Alt
Al.
AS
It

\

BQ
&

C"oies)

Cl.

r,toRoRREDs

CS

I

Dlt

T8005 platy trans.. T1

C2313 choke. CI11
1- 1'8023 HC fl.. T2
1-

DC
Duly. T3

P6289 fil. windings only. T4
1- C1421 choke. CH 2

DF
DG

DI
DJ
DL
DO
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the news from

s

What l is the last message cou received The last iiirstge 1 received inn)
,signal of the mobile station t i.
from
(roll ,signal of the mobile st,-I

Q1-t.

TAR .e 3.

Cl

for January,

i

.

,

r

QS.\ . = very good.

(Cc's)

GUARDIAN
1 -Model X 100 overload rrito
kvl
CORNELL -DUBILIER (Condensers)
(All condensers as indicated on circuit)

Plugs

This

..

QS.\

Model 27 illuminated meter,
0 -10 ma., Ml
0.150 nia., M2
0 -750 nia.. 513

AM PHENOL

nal..
The exact time is .
51y station i: open from

Strength

SIMPSON (Meters)

813 sockets

marine sound signals tu enable you to determine your rearing and your distance.

have left dock tar Itrt).
nun going to voter dock (or port,.
I ant going to communicate with cour station by the International Code of Sig-

...

TA1tt.F.

-zu

JOHNSON

...

transmitting radio signals and sub-

amt

i

are the hours during which your sue
is open?
gnu anv new, front
(cull signal

-

E. F.

degrees.
kilometers)

I

is the exact tinte?

HUN' base aseniblc

1-

..

all) certain aeronautical services. "truc conr,v' and "trite bearing" are called "geographic c,itr.e"

Type HD\L coils
CARDWELL (Condensers)
1- SG 110 XI), C4
2
100 AS, C3, 6

1-- 1'4081 6L6 plate. HC

I

1

.

knot. for

ogtaldtic bearing.'
and "geographic

front anels
1 -DL 2613 rack
2-B4536 chassis
2-SB713 chassis bracken
KENYON
1--T385 813 fil. trans.

STANDARD LINE.

.

s

i

i....

tllr
of the lnofiile station)'
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inf(irmat inn concerning: visibility. height
of cloud,- ground wind at ,
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2 -G3605

STANCOR (Transformers

true coursa

>ly .peed
per hour.
.

QI'>t

IRC (Resistors)
All resistors a, indicated on ci unit
watt, type BT',
10 watt, type .\It.\
100 watt, type H. \.\
PAR-METAL (Panels & Chassis)
1 -MG 3003 meter panel

1-

My

Transmit radin signals and submarine
signals to enable me to drternune my
bearing uni my distance.
Have you left dock (or port):'
Are you going to enter clock (or port)?
Crut cou communicate with my station by
the International Code of Signals?

Ql-I.

5

& WILLIAMSON
BTCT baby turret

.

dication)!

QUK

BARKER

.

le :,,.ngs?

fug

What i. cour position in Latitude and in
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1 -34150 RFC3
Type 31001 tand.li1 -33002 crystal socket

.

.
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.

1

.
.
longitude.
latitude,
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Is. ending with : lu. -rn,nd d:t.lt,
meters: so
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kilocycles tort
that you niai take uty radio directionfouling bearing -.
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'My position is
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(..r .1,-cooling to our other indication).
1

. take your radio direction -tìnd-

u

Gon)'

2- -33004 sockets

1-

.

.

I

to statement

The position of your -ta: io,n .u, !be basis
of Tearing, taken by the radio directionooattr.l i
finding stations which

.ou control?
\Will you transmit your call signal during
SU -ennds ending with a 10- second dash.
meters)
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kilocycles (or
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t, I- :uvd
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the radio directinmtinding station. which
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y ..,no
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Orr

JAMES MILLEN MFG. CO.
1 -10008 tuning knob
2- -37001 safety plug 4- 36001 safety caps
1-
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ill oll se, vires-CON Ils e ED

I

6L6G
81.í's
866's

1

lot

.\Llorvi:ttton

QUO

Compact Kilowatt Parts List
RCA RADIOTRON (Tubes)

1

r:

Nil.

Announcing private telegram in the mobile service (to be used as a prefix).
Word or words.
All after
(to Ie used after a question mark to request a repetition).
All before
(to be used after a question nark to request a repot it ion),
All that has just been transmitted (to, be used after a question nark to request a
repetition).
Waiting period.
,
(to lot used after a question stark to request a repot it ion J.
All between
Ati -wer to RQ.
I ani closing my Nation.
Call signal (to be used in requesting that call signal he given or repeated).
I cannot give yon a hearing. you are not in the Clibrted sector oaf this souboos
The minimmit of your signal is suitable for the 1x-tiring.
in the doubt fur sector ni this station.
. degrees,
.
(tint) was
Your tearing at
with a possible error of two degrees.
Please advise me if you find an error in the bearing given.
Doubtful bearing due to the had quality of your sign :d.
Doubtful bearing due to interference.
sector of this station.
. degrees. in the uncertain
(fine) was
Your bearing at
(tim).
Doubt fill bearing. Request :mother tearing later. nr at

...
...

...

..

..

.
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SAVE WITH

SAFETY
AMATEUR RECEIVERS
AND EQUIPMENT
Fastest service -lowest prices

-most

liberal trade -in allow-

ances- easiest time payment

-in

terms

the country!

It will pay you to write to me
about any Radio Apparatus
you need.
guarantee you
complete satisfaction and my
personal attention.
I

73,

Plapte -Owatded

#0h07

ßi// #attiJan,
W2AVA

* Send stamp

,ßuiy/ Javatteto, KA1LZ

for my latest
list of
NEW and RECONDITIONED

To

RECEIVERS

Herewith please find photo of my station
K A1LZ. The Xmtr is st kilowatt on phone
and CW, either on 20 or 10 meters. Line -up:
OF6G straight crystal oscillator, two 6L6G
parallel doublers. into u pair of 35T push pull buffers, and u pair of 256THs push -pull
final amplifier. Final modulation into a pair
of 250THs in push-pull.
Modulation with AVC, gain and tone controlled.
Voltage on Final RF: 2500, and on final
modulation, 2300 volts by RX21 rectifiers.)
Antenna: u four element atop 92 foot
tower, rotontatic drive.
Countries worked on phone: 94 (on 20 and

HARRISON
12

WEST BROADWAY

-

RADIO
CO.

NEW YORK CITY

dbdyCWavh

(

ACTIVE, ACCURATE
ALL POPULAR
AMATEUR BANDS
FOR

I

It:

.

1lystalin lacquer
nilcr Ilrah Grcen

BAND SWITCH -COIL KIT

S

35c
65c

Percher, Pre-

:.

Di

at

low cost.

MAIL ORDERS

FILLED PROMPTLY
DISTRIBUTORS--Get New Agency Plan.

RADIOCRAFTERS
1156 Commonweath Ave..
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Boston.

Mass.

-

Important
Enclose a good
photograph of yourself, if your
likeness does not appear in the
picture!
You do not have to be a
reader of RADIO & TELEVISION
in order to enter the contest.
Address all photos and station
descriptions to Editor, Ham Station Photo Contest, efo RADIO
á TELEVISION, 20 Vesey Sheet,
New York, N. Y.

v

i.

;

iIil1

Attach a brief description not
longer than 300 words, describing the general line -up of the
apparatus employed, the size,
type and number of tubes, the
type of circuit used, name of
commercial transmitter
not
home-made, watts rating of the
station,
whether for c.w. or
phone or both, etc., also name
of receiver.
State briefly the number of
continents worked, the total number of stations logged or contacted, and other features of
general interest.
Mention the
type of aerial system and what
type of break -in relay system, if
any.

o

t

-wardof Honor
(presented to

;

101

i

I

{t

;
!
X

!;;;

.

r=

11

E,

_

Submitted in the monthly

.

C)'s

'

of an
AMATEUR RADIO STATION

F

;
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Amateur Station Photo Contest
!
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RADIO & TELE /ISION ,,IÌ' !
¡ E;
MAGAZINE

PHOTOGRAPH

¡

i

Or I

for the
Best
4

,I,

KA111

41

;

i

TH I S

.Luigi Zavattero,

;
II
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.. .r-..,.-...fllli
1'

Q.O4h
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PRISMLAC
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Note These Important Rules

Smooth. Non -Slip Friction Drive: Rota.
Buffed Iwrt ro- }àched Nickel Silver 231"
Disc. hairline Pointer. Front or back
of Panel mounted
on
Plane or 1' li F lion able Commercial
Equipment.
1!§" KNOR, '." ROLF:
15c

"

in

P

Your Bliley Distributor will
supply you with descriptive
literature for the asking.

VL,riw.

5" x 7"

i

-

I

be suitably inscribed.

picea/fiom fag3S1Jv

.tir-Dry

is

size. It is
handsomely executed in colors
on metal, and is framed,
ready to hang on the wall.
The name of the winner will

ures

Meter,. I, A St Ate, \corked on funs
47 (need only Wyoming). Worked all continents several times, either on phone or
CW; also worked Greenland on phone.
KA1LZ was the 2nd high score on phone
in the general results for the DX World Wide Radio Contest of "Radio", November December 1939.
Receiver: RME 69 -DB20; Oscilloscope
a 3" Dumont type.
Luigi Za rattan), KAI LZ,
100 Mango Arenlse,
Manila, P. I.
(Representative of American QSL Bureau
in the Philippines)
1U

V..
- -- __. .e.rur.arur.teuaYtrewaa,iessaes's#ifsluWeieselesrBmaY

the new "Award of
Honor" Pleque which meas-

Here

DEPENDABLE

VERNIER DIAL 7Sc

HAM Station Photo

For Best

Moe

'l`

raw raw
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Larry LcKashman
W2IOP
AT least there are a
lot of fans who are in
complete accord with us
on the QSI- situation. \Ve
could start a "lynching
party" by giving the calls
of the \V2 who boasts of
his never answering a
single QSL out of the
5,000 sent him ; or another \V2 who wouldn't
even let the second district QSL manager send
-him his 4 -foot stack of
I
looked
1)X cards.
through that pile, just one
among thousands of unclaimed foreign cards.
and saw cards from
such stations as MX2B;
J8CA ; VS6AF; and more
in pretty much the same
class. So far, the good
reason for not QSL'ing
hasn't arrived until it
does we, for good or bad,
are going to fight for
100% returns on all verification cards Ham or
SW L.
\V2ML'O almost got

-

-

into the SS,

until

W2MXB borrowed his
ECO and \V2IOP his exciter. \\ 2FLL is now on
14 mc. phone. First night
on Marvin worked a K7
and since then hasn't
worked rut of his hack yard. \V21IP plans on
getting hack on the air,
if and when he gets a
new receiver.
\V2I-N 1"s new rig,
using an 813 final, worked
without any "hugs" from
the time it was first
turned on. R8 in the
Canal Zone early one evening on 40 was Ed's first
real trick. \V9RFA, now
permanently located in
New lurk, just came
back from a vacation in
California. AV2MHD is
working out very well,
using an 8117 final and
a home -built super.

record has been established by
both the "HQ- 120 -X" and the "Super-Pro."
They have been selected for service from Alaska
to the antarctic and their outstanding performance is continually making new friends. It seems
as though the more difficult the service the more
likely you are to find a Hammarlund receiver
doing the job. There's a reason for this too.
Our receivers are built of parts which are made
in our own factory where quality is more important than cost. Every "HQ" and "Super -Pro" has
that built -in quality which can only be appreciated after you have had the pleasure of operatAN ENVIABLE

1941

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC.

RT- I

City
Please send "HQ booklet
Please serd "Super -Prc

424 W. 33 St., New York

F

Narre

.

Address

Canadian Office:
West Ave., No.,
Hamilton, Ontario

41

City

.

nmm

EXPORT
W9DYG is operating portable from the
Choate School in Wallingford, Conn.
W6QMI /2 reports consistent contacts with
the Coast, using an .indoor antenna below
the ground level.
The first week -end of the SS has passed
at this writing, but it is still too early to
try and predict winners. Lots of "oldtimers." like W311ES; W2GSA, \V9VES:
\\'9FS and \V1TS were on.
Ilow many of y..11 have ever wondered
about the members of the DX Century
Club. I started to think about this group
of I)X men. unconsciously listing the occupations of those I knew personally. The
for January,

ing them. Try whichever falls into your price
range and you will see why experts use Hammarlund receivers.

.

State

.

ARLU flD

DEPARTMENT
100 VARICK ST REET
NEW YORK CITY
valuable prizes are to be offered. As pointed
result is this : (Omitting calls) 3 Broad- and
out by Mr.
in spite of the war, there arc
cast Station Operators ; 1 Grocery Boy : hundreds of Green.
-hors Crave stations still on the air
willing to verify! This does not include ama1 Movie Producer;
Radio Manufacturer; and
teurs, whose stations will be counted in this contest,
I Sales Manager for radio firm; 1 Governif you hear them and get their verification. This
is open to every short wave fan and points
ment Revenue Inspector;
Teacher; 1 contest
be compiled in groups of 100 for each 100
l'oliceman; 2 Doctors; 1 Fireman ; 1 will
miles between the listener and the station measured by the shortest possible route. Stations less
Lawyer; and 3 College Students.
than 500 miles away will net
counted. A station
Remember. if you will. that at this operating on more than onebe frequency
will be
counted
than
more
(MCC
only
if
specifically
verified
point "('Q" is still your column.
on more
1

1

NEW

S

-W "FAN" CONTEST

i- a ut
oat.t for -boil wave listener:,
submitted by ti the International Short Have
('lub, uf which \lr. -lrthur I. Green in the president. The conm -t close. July 1. 1941 and a series
of valuable prize- including radio set,. globe -,
foreign .tamp., and :: number of other interesting

Itl ;RE

P,ease IJ=_^!'r T^'s

-

N.ca_'-_ Wen Wrl!Irq Advert'sers

than one frequency. Amateur station
verifications must bear proof of mailing (such as
postage stamps) and must indicate in some manner
that the station was heard using voice.
The contestant having the greatest number of
pints will win the grand prize. Other priíes will
be awarded according to merit. Address all inquiries regarding the contest to -- Editor, ISWC
Short Wave DX Contest, Care of Rento & TELEVISION MAGAZINE, 20 Vv.cy Street, New York City.
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dome
the Amateur QSL!

Bringing

For Your
Personal Enjoyment
buy a

Harold

direct from the manufacturer and SAVE

MODEL MB
high. 6" deep.

7'."
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12"

6'í

lbs.

Check the NUMBER of advantages
Custom built.
V Built
in
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RCA Incensed.

5
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'
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tubes

Illuminated dial
Automatic volume controt

-

no
nee -

ssary

Tunes from 530 to 1650
K.C.
Walnut finish and beat

d'

all

of

FULLY GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR
Note our low Ir-ice (F.O.B. N.Y.)

$7.95

PORTABLE
PLAYMATE

way

3

radio
MODEL

G

P.," high,

J','

deep

The smallest Portable ever made
Operates on
or AC -DC

batteries
110 volt

house current.
Costs only 5c to
place A battery.

re-

Longer

Battery
life
lower operating

and
cost.
5

tubes

the

do

7-

Automatic
switch.

Chamber speaker grill.
Two tone tan grained
cabinet with simulat-

leatherette.
Weatherproof ease.
ed

Magic antenna.

On

power

Oscillator Circuit.

New

work

-1T5-

o. 'Mtn od It light
gln weight.
played anywhere. It's
real oaL
u

vW
wrght
only 8,,
eüli 1...1t1.1 it

cir

Superheterodyne
t.

V Easy reading dial.
Automatic Volume
Control.

1A7- 1M5 -IH5
of
M35Z5.
V 4" Heavy P.M. Speak.
er.
y

Isa

.

.

*1 1 .r9rh5
no

i

d

Automatic Record

xlinigont
Plays
10.
3

6

12.

12

tube

10

inch

or

inch records.
AC amplifier.

Inch

Speaker.

!

appeared in the September and October
issues of this magazine, I attempted to
describe the best tried methods of reporting signals to a short-wave broadcasting
station. Methods that would insure the
listener of a high percentage of verifications
in return for the reports.
But securing a QSL from an amateur
( "Hai') station requires an entirely different procedure. The reason for this is
simple. The broadcasting station is interested solely in increasing its signal service
area, and so any information -the more
detailed the better-which will enable the
engineers to get a clear picture of receiving
conditions in the listener's locality is very
much desired, and appreciated. On the other
hand. the amateur operator doesn't care
what happens to his signal, just so long as
a successful contact can be macle with
another amateur. If an amateur in Chicago
is in contact with an amateur in l'angoPango (American Samoa). the fact that
the signals may also be heard in Hoboken
is merely incidental!
Unfortunately. the average short-wave
listener starts off wrong. The S\VL has
"listened in" on a conversation between two
fellow amateurs, and while the air is free,
and there is no law against it, nevertheless
the S\VL is guilty of listening in on a conversation that was not primarily intended
for anyone except the two amateurs concerned Then, as if this effrontery were not
enough. the S \VI. actually has the "crust"
to write to the amateur and boast about
having listened in! To top this off. the S \\'L
expects the amateur to reward these eavesdropping efforts with a QSI. card. which
not only costs the amateur money, but
takes time and effort to address and mail
the card. The amateur certainly doesn't
want, or need the S\Vi. report (except its
some rare instances) and so looking at the
matter in this light, is there any wonder
that amateurs refuse to verify listener reports?
It all boils clown to this: If the S \ \'L
expects a high percentage of QSL card
replies in answer to reports, then it is up
to the S \VL to see that the amateur also
gets something out of the deal. This is the
secret of the whole business. If you can
give the amateur something he wants. then
you can be sure that a QSL card will be
forthcoming. However, if it is all a one sided affair, and you are simply begging
for a card. and offering nothing in return,
you can expect very meager returns for
your reports. Think that over Are you
giving the amateur something in return
for his
card?
It is difficult
'QSL to stake hard and fast rules
for reporting the signals from an amateur
station. but the following information should
always be included in every report.
1. Prove beyond doubt that you heard the
station.
2. Give a brief but accurate signal report.
!
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An SWL card is O.K. if it is complete
enough.
3. Enclose your report in an envelope.
Never send a card alone.
4. Always enclose return postage. An International Reply Coupon is O.K.
5. Be sure that you have affixed sufficient postage to your letter. If the
amateur has to pay a postage -due fine
he will not be very friendly towards
your report!
Now you must carol that QSL card. You
have probably proved to the amateur that
you actually heard his signals. and as far
as the report goes, you are entitled to possess one of the cards. But that is hardly
enough to stake the amateur sit down and
till out a card for you, is it?
Put yourself in the amateur's place. \\'hat
would make you send a card? I sit down
and write a newsy letter of a page or two.
and tell the amateur all about nn- hobby
of listening, I tell him when I started, how
many- countries I have heard, etc. I also
tell hint about several of. the local amateurs
(information he will not get through the
usual channels), and the times they are on
the air : their frequency, etc. I always enclose a picture postcard with each report.
This card is selected with great care, and
pictures an interesting local scene. If a
camera is available. some unusual snaps
could he taken especially for this purpose.
A picture of yourself. your equipment, etc.,
is always interesting to amateurs everywhere. Make your letter so interesting that
the amateur simply- cannot help sending
you a card.
But never send a report ii you are in
doubt about hearing the amateur. I would
like to quote several notes from popular
DX amateurs which I have in my possession. Otte, from VK7PA (Tasmania)
l lost of my listener retorts prove
only that the Sif'L ,egos a call -Gook and
has an active imagination! These reports
are discarded. of course...." And here
is one from a North : \frican amateur who
rarely uses phono. `
I received only
three correct reports, old of about forty!
The rest told ale- .eilll awa,iau accuracy
--what I said on phone! .
When reported this atnateur was on Cif- talking to
a \V9 amateur who was on phone!!!
Some amateurs. of course. send a card
for almost any kind of a S\VL report. Still
other amateurs refuse to verify a report,
regardless of how excellent it is. In fact,
there are actually some amateurs. for tunately in the minority, so discourteous
that they will not even send a QSL to
their amateur friends who have contacted
them. The great majority- of amateurs are
swell fellows (and girls!) and are happy
to send a QSL to those that merit them.
Gulden Rule advice is perfect here. If
you. the listener, will send the amateur the
kind of letter and report that you would
like to receive if you were the amateur. a
QSI. will be delivered by return mail!
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Semi - Portable Television Receiver
R.

H. Horn
the early slays. when a customer was interested in a radio
hear how good reception would
same with a /derision receiver.
However, the present clay television receivers require experimenting in the home with dipole antennas in different positions to get
the best results. For that reason I thought it a goal idea to carry
a small portab/c telet ision receiver to the customer's home and
check local conditions for actual reception of a television program.
\ \'lieu we receive a call to report vn reception conditions at a
certain locality. it is easy to take this pm -table receiver to make
a test in the home for proper installation of time dipole antenna.
Included in the circuit is a field -strength meter circuit. which
can be switched in to either the sound frequency or the video signal
at will. to further check the proper location of the antenna for
best results.
For those television technicians who would like to build and
duplicate this instrument. the following tvill give complete constructional details.
Looking at the front panel of the receiver-from left to right-beginning at the bottom, first row of controls are: (1) gain for
video signal, (2) gain for sound receiver. (3) gain for sound
signal in field strength meter. 14) gain in synchronization separator circuit. (5) horizontal sweep, (6) horizontal input. (7)
vertical input, (8) vertical sweep. The two knobs above the
controls six and seven on bottom row are the nut phi nib. controls
for Ii 'ri: mial and t eriieal sweeps.
Second row (I) oscillator control in video circuit, (2) gain
for sound receiver, (3) intensity control for cathode ray tube,
focus control, (3) spot control -right or left. (6I spot con14
trol-tip or clown. Above these are three toggle switches. one for
the A.C. line to transformers, one for high voltage to the cathode
ray tube and the other to cut in the field-strength meter. On the
left of the meter is the 200 ohm potentiometer control, to set the
needle of the meter to full scale before proper reading can be taken.
The toggle switch on the top right -hand corner connects the
meter to the sound signal and the one below to the video signal:
either one can be cut in or out at will. The two jacks below the
cathode ray window are for earphones. one plugs in the sound
output and the other to the ride output. Up in the left -hand
corner are four binding posts, the top two are for the lead -in
from the dipole, the one below is for the sound receiver and the
fourth is a ground. The third can be connected to the second,
instead of using a separate antenna for the son'..
Looking at the chassis layout. on the right can be seen the video
section with its I.I :. transformers. These transformers and associated tubes must In mounted in a staggered arrangement to limit
any magnetic coupling that might exist otherwise and cause
unstable operation.
Next can be seen the sououd section and then the power-supply.
The power transformer must be of such design that it is capable
of delivering plenty of current in the secondaries, without overloading and getting hot. The filament winding must carry at least
11 amps. and the secondary power winding 4(10 mills. (ma.).
The transformer for supplying the voltages to the cathode-ray
tube is mounted underneath the chassis, as well as all the chokes
and filter condensers. You will note that the by -pass condensers
and resistors have no symmetrical arrangement. they were soldered
in positi)nt where handy but as close as possible to their individual
function of the circuit. No trouble was encountered in balancing
the intermediate stages in either the video or sound sections with
this arrangement, and when completed it compared in results to
commercial receivers. except for the size of the picture. The detail
of the picture is very good and ally distortion of the incoming video
signals. such as ghost images or reflection could be plainly seen
)11 this 3 inch tube.
1)y necessity the mounting of the cathode ray tube in such close
proximity to the power- supply caused distortion in the sweep
circuits; this trouble was eliminated entirely by enclosing the tube
_\

.t. before buying he wanted to
be in his home; and today it is the
-

:

Three photos at left shove front and top and bottom views of the semi -portable

television receiver here described by Mr. Horn. This television receiver uses
and the sound receiver sect on is also included
3 -inch cathode-ray tube
in the description.
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CODE

Whether you wish to enter radio as a
career or merely add another valuable
and fascinating accomplishment to your
achievements, the All Electric Master
Teleplex Code Teaching Machine will
show you how. Teleplex records your
sending in visible dots and dashes on a
specially prepared waxed paper tape
and then sends hack to you at any speed
you desire. It does not merely show you

code. It is code. No experience needed. While
not designated as stand-

ard equipment,

Teleplex is used at

many U.S. Army

Posts, Naval Training Stations as well
as by the American
& Tel. Co. Also
by practically every

Tel.

private school in the
U.S. teaching code: and many foreign governments. We furnish you complete course.
including practice messages, the All Electric

Master Teleplex, plus a personal service on
a MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Low cost.

Easy terms. Without obligation write for
booklet "SI."

TELEPLEX CO.,
CANADIAN

67-69 Park Place, New York City
In Canada write:
ELECTRONIC INST.. TORONTO, ONT.

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES

l

Study for your liccn -es the -rhythm" way,
the A.R.I. way. Acquire code proficiency in
from 3!:. to S Weeks. Theory taught in understandable, non technical language. Classroom courses in New York, hume study
courses for outside students. Write for list
of calls of hundreds of licensed students

quarter-Inch thick innl wi c. I also
found it necessary to extend the spot controls to the rear of the chassis; they are
mounted next to the tube socket by extended
brackets from the chassis and controlled
from the front of the panel by flexible
shafts, such as those used ill auto radio sets.
On the right of the cathode ray tube win
dow is a green light, to indicate when the
Istwwer iS on: tilt other lamp on the left side
indicates Idiot the high voltage is supplied
to the cathode ray tube. The toggle switch
used in this circuit is a double -pole, singlethrow one side of the switch is for the six
volt circuit, anti the other for the high
voltage.
The type and make of trattsitirmcrs.
chokes. resistors and condensers are left to
the builder to decide: however. use nationally known brands.
In the center of the chassis can he seen
a metal strap, this strap is fastened securely
to the chassis anti extended up to the level
iif the front panel. so that when the chassis
is slipped into the cabinet the screws that
hold the Iruldle can fastest to this strap,
making a were secure jolt for carrying.
The Cal inet i'. made of half -inch plywood,
covered with leather.
The chassis is 17" wide. 12" deep and 3"
high. The front panel is 17" x 10" x
dur- alunlinunl.
It will he noticed that only one plate of
each tube in the output of the sweep eirruits is used: the push -pull circuit was
intentionally constructed, so that at any future date it can he adapted very easily to a
cathode ray tube haying separate dUdeet'ti
plates.

ill a
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Video Receiver

now

the 1.2 Coil -(grid end of coil)
1?
turns %" ilia. (inside) spaced thickness of wwire. which is No. 14 liar('
1.3 - -8 turns %" dia. ( inside) spaced thickness of wire, No. 14 bare
Cl-Across 1.2-15 nunf. V.C. (Cardwell
ZR- 15-:\S)
1.3 -35 mntf. V.C. (Cardwell
LR-35 -.AS)
C3 Across 1.4-25 nun f. V.C. (Cardwell
L1:-25 -. \S)
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and Servire. Broadcast Operating. Sound.
Talking Pictures. Television. Publie Address. etc. Flexltde plan to meet specific needs of those with or without
jobs. Transportation allowed to L.A. Earn room and hoard
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while learning.

Request Free Cat slog.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS

RADIO TEC HNOLOGY
I'I institutes
offer an intensive course of hish
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ision. Practical training with modem
of preen[ at New York and Chicago schools.
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bare copper wire
12
turns. single spaced, 12" dia. No.
14 bare copper wire- tapped 1I
turns
from ground end
1.3
turns. single spaced, t/." (lia. No. 14
copper wire
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The manufacturer of flu' video I.E. transformers is the .1. W. \tiller Company of Los
Angeles. The catalog number is 6.105 and
they tune around 13.5 megacycles.
D.C. coupling is used in the 1st video
stage to improve the low frequency response,
by obviating the use of a coupling condenser
and cathtxle -bias by-passing condenser. Grid
bias is obtained from voltage drop across the
diode load. Proper vertical synchronization
pulse amplitude is thus maintained.
The Inca transformers used are built by
Phelps -Dodge Copper Products Corporation. Their catalog numbers are: vertical
G -31. horizontal G -32. R.C.A. transformers
could also be used: their stock numbers are,
vertical 32898. and horizontal 32899.
Please Mention This Maria :i' e Wye- W -'t' -á Advertisers

RADIO OPERATOR'S LICENSE
GUIDE
By WAYNE MILLER
Here's a new ( : le Book that contain: ov r
1250 questions and a were which will help
you pass the new six element examinations
for a commercial radio operator's license.
It correctly answers all questions contained
in the study guide that was recently r"leased by the Federal Communications Commission for the use of those proposing to
take its examination. It will not only see
you through your examination. but will also
serve as a valuable future reference book.
$3.00

postpaid. Refunded if not satisfactory.
R. A. COWELL
PUBLISHERS' REPRESENTATIVE

411

7TH STREET, BELLE PLAINE, IOWA

RADIO
LEARN
TELEVISION
LICENSED graduates placed in
past 7 ye_rs in shipping, broadcasting,
aviation, police, etc.; we also teach radio
servicing and repairing; new beginners'
class now forming; 60 -page catalog
free; oldest, largest and best equipped.
500

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL
19 BOYLSTON ST.. BOSTON, Mass., Est. 1899

RADIO G,

E N G ! N E E R I N

broadcasting. striation and pollee radio. servicing, marine
radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy and
railway accounting taught thoroughly. 4R weeks Engineering course equivalent to 3 years of college radio work.
All expense,' low. Catalog free. School established 1857

Dodge's Institute, Turner St., Valparaiso, Ind
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7atevision

OPERATING HINTS: After cbustruction has been completed and all wiring
carefully checked, insert the tubes -BUT
put the 902 cathode ray tube in the place
of the 1847 "ike." Adjust the focus (R41)
and the beam (R40) intensity with the C -R
tube in the Ike" socket. It is not possible to
tell, by looking at the ike, whether the
beam is focused and of the proper intensity.
Adjust these controls until the raster
(which will be visible on the screen) is
sharp [focus] and quite dim [beam]. Mark
the positions of the knob pointers, so as to
preserve this setting -later it will be an
awful nuisance to have to re- insert the CR
tube because all the "trappings" (shields,
etc.) will have to be taken off the ike to
permit its removal. Now bring the beam
current down to a minimum Idimmest).
Always, when starting the ike, start from
minimum beam and bring up very gradually until the picture begin, to appear on

ehange to CERAMIC -BASE BANTAMS
7ot Jettet Reception
HYTRON ceramic -base Bantams
improve signal strength at higher
frequencies and increase circuit
stability. They are laboratory selected tubes, specially tested for
use in communications receivers.
Use them to take full advantage
of the expensive low -loss sockets
in your set. These tubes replace
metal and "G" series.
HYTRONIC LABORATORIES,

6A8GTX .._$0.95
6JSGTX .... 0.95
6J7GTX .... 0.95
6K7GTX .... 0.95
6K8GTX .... 1.30
6SA7GTX
1.05
6SJ7GTX .. 1.05
6SK7GTX
1.05
CERAMIC BASE

Metal base ring
grounded to No.

1

pin.

Supplied with shield.

80 Lafayette St, Salem, Mass,`
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RECORDINGS

vOKE Amp

Lengthy or continuous recordings
now possible with newly patented
" FILMGRAPH' . Over 13 hours of
indexed voice, radio, code, telephone recording on a single 500 ft.
reel of film costing $3.00 and up.
No other expense. INSTANTANEOUS OFFICE DICTATION, Recording Conferences, Speeches and
PERMANENT play -back. Can easily be synchronized with motion
pictures. Bulletins free.
MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC.

Dept. RT
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MIDGET RADIO CO.. Dept. RT-1. Kearney. Nebr.
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Videophone
3Conclusion

Ricardo Muniz, E.E., and Saul Morton Decker **
IN this final installment of the series
describing the RADIO & TELEVISION
Videophone, the authors give you the cum
plete socket terminal voltage chart, measured on the 25,000 ohm per volt Triplett
1200 -E niultimeter; the schematic diagram
of the power- supply- for operating the second Videophone alone; the parts list corresponding to this circuit; and some hints
on adjusting and operating the unit.
SOCKET TERMINAL VOLTAGES: The
chart giving the complete analysis of socket
terminal voltages as actually read with the
unit properly adjusted for its best operation is here shown. This information was
given with the idea of assisting the constructor in tracing clown any trouble he
may encounter. It will serve as a guide in
Localizing the difficulty. The authors felt
that this was the must concrete form in
which we could present the information
for your use.
This is perhaps a novel wary to give pertinent information in a constructional
article, but when we were readin 'em and
building from them instead of writing them
we found ourselves many a time and oft
wishing for just such a chart. Do you like
the idea?
POWER-SUPPLY DIAGRAM: The diagram for the power- supply shows a powersupply suitable for use with the single
videophone. Thus if your idea is to go on
amateur television OR if you wish to demonstrate rnly one -way .teeing telephone
then use this power- supply circuit. The
parts listed in the Parts List accompanying
the diagram gives the description of transformers, etc.. of somewhat smaller size
than those required for the two -way "seeing" telephone. This will result in greater
economy. The lettering in the diagram corresponds to the lettering in the diagrams
published last month. Thus you will know
just how to connect this power -supply to
the talking camera.
.Engineer RITE, Radio Instructor, R'klyr. Technical

H. S., Faculty adel.er Televison Club ::t It. T. H. S.
President Television Club and student R. T. H. S.
Please

Mertion This Mega:1-e When

Weieg Ad.et'se,

TO PRONG 3 1. 4 ON
MOUNTED ON

2.
I

l

PRONG PLUG

UNIT

Power -Supply Hook -up

the monitor. When the ike is in its proper
socket and you are using the camera, you
will find that excessive beam current will
cause paralysis of the ike and it will temporarily lose its sensitivity to light. In the
event this happens -shut the whole outfit
down-bring the beam control to minimum
-start up again
will have cleared up.
It will he found that each control has its
lest operating point. It takes a little time
until the best setting of each is found.
There are various combinations of "ike'
beam and C -R tube beam which will give
good pictures. There is a BEST point how
ever. When you have found it-mark the
position of the controls so you can re -set
the next time to this place. The C -R tube
focus control also was fot'.nd to have an
effect upon the quality of the picture. over
and above its normal function of focusing.
The optimal point for this control should
be carefully determined and marked. Naturally there is only one RIGHT point of
adjustment for the sweep frequencies. if
you are going on amateur television -the
amateur standard.

-it

PAD.'O

&

TELEVISION

QIQvidion AJQW9
They will be g!aul to answer reasonable
questions and to give advice. Address them
care of RADIO & 'PELF\'IStoN Magazine, 20 Vesey St., New York City, and
enclose a ,stamped self- addressed envelope.
Some post -card inquiries have in the past
not been replied to-we regret having to do
this. Please cooperate by sending along the
stamped envelope.
From time to time :l.a experiences with
the Videophone bring up points of interest
we will publish additional hints -on the

An audio osciilator cones in very handy
in setting these to the right place. You want
30 frames per second with 120 lines per
frame. \With your audio oscillator set at
120 cycles 1m should get 4 dark bars across

the screen of the monitor C -R tube, when
the vertical sweep is set right. These bars
are horizontal 3I1 x 120 = 3,1n) lines per
second. \\ ith our audio oscillator set at
14,400 cycle., you will get four vertical
bars on the screen of the nnnlitor when
you have the proper adjustment. The most
convenient way is to connect the audio sig- Unit-oft/tunic.
nal oscillator to the input of the videos
We have in preparation now a short
(where the signal electrlalc goes). for this write -up on hints and kinks for improving
Bat
test. The aanit,rs used RCA Audio
the R. & T. F -M ( Frequency Modulation)
Frequency Oscillator .fodel No. 154. It was Adapter and Receiver described some time
found very stable and accurate.
ago in this publication. Look for it!
The lead from the signal electrl de of the
new sysYou amateurs -nest month
"ike" to the first video amplifier was found
tem of anlatellr FREQUENCY `IODl'LATION.
lead.
This
lead
critical
to be an extremely
.Weyer before j'ul+lished in any publication
can nuke or break your videophone. It act,' principle. (R. \luñiz with Warren
must be as short as possible. It Hurst he as Oestreicher and Donald Oestreicher) Don
straight as possible. It must he triple is ham-Warren got the idea-together
a
shielded throughout its length right from we developed it to a Sensational Unit.
socket terminal to connection on ike. Use
heavy \niphen it Co-axial line for this lead.
Parts List
Slip over the outside of the insulation of th,
(Transformers)
THORDARSON
co -ax o'pper braid shielding (this is the
-- Power transfornxr. T4 (T13R15)
second shield 1. Run this in a sheet copper
lower Iran- firmer. T5 IT13R11)
tube about a quarter inch bigger than the 1- Filter choke I-2 (T68C07)
lead all around. Keep the lead suspended CORNELL -DUBILIER (Condensers)
in the middle of the tubing without touch2- -4 inf. at 450 y. (KR-504)
ing it. We made insulated support bushings 2- 16 mf. at 450 v. IKR-516A)
at 450 y. (KR- 5888 -A)
for each end of the tube. This supported 22 - -8.1 rnf.
mf. at 400 v. 1DT -4P1)
the lead without letting it touch the tubing.
Rouble shish! your ''ike"! Put shielding NATIONAL UNION (Tubes)
5 7.3 rectifier
inside the fibre sniiktnt light-shield and put
s0 rectifier
shielding utsidc it!
In all parts of the signal electrlale -video IRC (Resistors)
watt (BT"t)
200,000 ohm.
amplifier grid circuit when in doubt -use 1- R45 20.000
ollm -, type ES
R4ti
coax--tnd double shield!!
The authors will be very glad to hear ICA
from e ii tractors of the VIDEOI'IIONE. 1- T,ggle switch (N.,. 1233)
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Pocket Tester
FOR THE AMATEUR

atpLT
Model 666 -H

14.50
Net Price

s,

5000

VOLTS SELF- CONTAINED!

Mosel 666.1 Volt.Ohm.Milliammeter is a complete packet
tester -with AC and DC Voltage ranges to 5000 Volts
elf -contained). AC and DC Voltage at 1000 ohms per volt
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s type circuit.
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$14.50

Dealer Net Price
"For full cooperation with the National Defense era
gram. Triplett engineering and production facilities an
being rapidly expanded to continue the service and delivery
to which our trade is accustomed...
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rubber hall containing a miniaturn radi., transmitter was dropped into
a subterranean stream. thereby enabling
scientists in Bellevue, Ohio, to trace the
course of this waterway for about three
miles. The device, invented by Henry B.
i1cFerren. is solving a riddle which has
bothered technicians for more than 50 years.
Mr. Mc Ferrell. who is blind. said that this
radio ball was lost after it had taken an
unexpected turn at the end of a three mile
underground jourite'. The experiments will
be conducted again with more numerous
direction finders and a more powerful transmitter in the hall.
1941
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fxp¢zim¢ntal Xacfio
The editors have received hundreds of requests for data on a
facsimile recorder of the Finch
oscillating arm type. As facsimile
is being broadcast from a number
of stations in various parts of the
country, this facsimile recorder
will appeal to our many readers.
The special paper used is available commercially.

A

I

lome-Made
Type

72h

Facsimile Recorder
Above -Two views of the Finch type facsimile recorder, which is here described in sufficient detail
to permit the average radio experimenter to build it.

ALTHOUGI I a facsimile recorder is not
difficult to construct. it is harder to make
than the simple scanner described in the
November issue of RADIO & TEa.Evisrox.
This article is concerned with a recorder
which can be used to receive the signals
sent out by broadcast and ultra-short wave
stations now using the Finch system. The
recorder can also be used with the simple
scanner. The total cost need not exceed $10
including a 100-foot roll of dry conductive
paper, which may be procured from some
of the large wholesale companies handling
radio supplies.
The operation of a facsimile set is fairly
simple. The material to be sent by means
of radio is broken up by means of scanning
into a series of lines .01" wide. Each line
is composed of light and dark sections, according to its position on the picture. The
darker the section the greater the amplitude
of the signal sent out by the transmitter.

Carl Helber

the following line will not cover up its predecessor. Each line -including syncing.
printing and return of the arm-requires
one second; therefore, one foot of facsimile
copy requires 20 minutes. or three feet
(which constitute the usual nightly broadcast) require one hour.

q'

In order for the changes in amplitude to

be amplified at the receiver as well as at
the transmitter, it is necessary to cause the
amplitude changes to modulate a carrier of

audio frequency. The present Finch system
uses a carrier of about 2000 c.p.s. (cycles
per second) for printing and 400 c.p.s.
for the syncing impulses. At the receiver
the signals are detected and converted into
varying audio power. The greater the amplitude of the incoming signal, the greater
the power output of the audio amplifier.
The power output of the receiver is then
sent through an impedance matching transformer and the syncing impulses rectified
and used to trip a syncing lever. The 2000
cycle impulses are sent directly to the conductive paper through a small stylus. The
stylus is mounted on an oscillating arm
which is kept in synchronism with the scanner. Each time a line is received a paper
feed draws the paper up .01" in order that

554

:" hole. beneath which is soldered a bushing with a set- screw. At the other end of
the arm is mounted the stylus and its
holder. The holder is made of 4" bakelite
as shown in the drawing. A phonograph
needle may be used as a stylus, but the regular commercial one works better. The backing bar is made of a piece of lead 6" long
by 3í" thick by 1/" deep. A curved section to conform to a template of a radius
equal to the distance between the center of
the arm shaft and the end of stylus is removed. either by filing or by casting the
lead in a mold of the proper shape and then
smoothing it with a file and eatery cloth.
.\ gate to hold the paper on the backing bar
is made by betiding two strips of tin to conform to the shape of the bar. The bar is
fastened to two supports of 1/16" sheet
iron cut as shown.
Near the upper section of the supports
is mounted the paper feed. For the purpose
a piece of
pipe is fastened to a W
shaft by pounding slightly overlarge washers into the ends of the pipe, and then drilling the holes out to W. The shaft should
it very snugly to the washers and likewise
the washers to the pipe. At the end of the
shaft is soldered a 60 tooth gear and meshed
with the large gear a 12 tooth pinion gear.
The pinion gear is fastened to a small shaft
which connects with a 48 tooth ratchet
wheel. The gears may be gotten from old
toys or clocks. The 48 tooth gear was made
from the largest gear of an old alarm clock.
the teeth being filed so as to allow a pawl
to slide over easily in one direction, but
catch in the opposite direction. The pawl
is loosely fastened to a metal strip which
is in turn fastened loosely to the saute shaft
which holds the ratchet wheel. The lower
end of the strip is connected to a stiff wire
rod which is fastened loosely to the printing arm.

-

A typical sample of the facsimile pictures
recorded on the instrument here described
this one was sent to us by the author.
Start of Construction

Construction of the recorder was started
by making the printer arm and backing bar.
The arm is made of a piece of sheet metal
about 63/2" long and tapering from PA" to
W. The sides are bent down IA" at right angles, to reinforce the ann. About %"
from the wide end of the arm is drilled a
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Wiring diagrams and other details of the facsimile recorder are given
Mounting the Stylus Arm

The next step in the construction consists
of mounting the arm. To do this it is necessary to make a metal support as shown in
the drawings. The support must be placed
in such a position that the stylus moves
across the paper with fairly even pressure.
The arm is made to oscillate by means of
a rotating cam and follower arrangement.
The size of the cans will depend upon the
length of the stylus arm, the length of the
follower, and the cam offset. A little experimentation will be necessary to give the
stylus a sweep of about 4" on the paper.
The author used the following sizes as a
beginning approximation and with a bit of
filing was able to cut the cam stroke to very
nearly 4 ". The cam was a circle of 1/16"
sheet iron, 2" in diameter ; the offset from
the center of the cam was % "; the length
Please Mention This Magazine When

Writing Advertisers

in

the drawing above

of the follower was 23/16 ", and the length
of the stylus arm 6zA".
The shaft holding the cam is connected
to a variable speed phonograph motor of
the induction disc type through a cork

clutch. Cork, apparently, is about the best
clutch material available. All attempts to
use felt failed to give good results. Details
of the clutch are shown in the drawings. A
synchronizing catch and a switch cam arc
mounted on the same rod as the cam. The
positioning of these devices will be discussed
later. The syncing lever is operated by two
magnets taken from an old loudspeaker
unit.
Electrical System

The electrical system consists of a rectifier and a switch arrangement. The syncing
impulses are rectified by an OZ4 (used full
RADIO

&

TELEVISION

Expertimenta1 Radio
wave) and are sent to the syncing magnets.
Proper positioning of the switch -cam and
the syncing catch are necessary for best
results. The switch cant should be arranged
so that the switch is in a position to receive
the syncing impulse when the stylus arm
is at its maxims m distance to the left of
the paper. At this point the syncing catch
should also engage the syncing lever. As
soon as the syncing impulse releases the
lever. the switch should snap into printing
position and remain so until the arm is
about half -way back on its return stroke.
The paper feed is arranged so that tie paper
is lifted up .01" on the return stroke of the
arm. Adjustment of the syncing lever for
proper engaging of the syncing catch and
for proper spring tension are necessary for
good performance. The syncing lever should
engage only enough to stop the stylus arm
at the left of the papier when no syncing
impulse is coating through. The most efficient printing density was obtained by using
only one -half of the secondary of a 3:1
push -pall audio transformer. With this
arrangement the impedance ratio hetwecn
the primary and one -half the secondary
1:9 (assuming that the ratio of primary
turns to total secondary turns i. :6). The
average printer paper resistance is about
18.(100 ohms: therefore. the primary of the
transformer reflects about 20(R) ohms. A
single 61.6 with 250 viIts on the plate and
screen and -14 volts on the grid will deliver
about 6.5 watts into a 25110 Itni load. This
means that slightly less than 6 watts will
be delivered to the paper. Three watts is
about the least power that will print satisfactorily. Capacitive coupling between the
61-6 plate and the transformer is used to
keep the high plate current of the tube out
of the primary. The entire electrical system
is wired with shielded wire and the shield
grounded. Shielding is necessary in order
to keep interference out of the antenna of
the receiver.
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This nook contains a number .f
excellent Set' some nof which
have ' pt n d. in past Issues o
These sets hava
e ed. This
been carefully eu
,t experiments. Not o,i.
ro these sets described in lias
f
all
cl
hook. but It

Contains EVERYTHING that has
ver been
ded
those
famous receivers.

No.

1

has given very satisfactory results. Programs have been received frint many parts
of Eastern United States. \\ FIK. the local
Finch outlet in Cleveland. can he picked
p on Sunday mornings from 1:30 -2:30
A.M. Facsimile DXing is very interesting.
Programs from \\-11O. Des Moines. Iowa.
were received Saturday mornings from
1:00 -1:30 :\.M. \ \OR can be received from
:00-3 :00 A.M. on Saturdays: \\rGN. Chicago. 2 :30-3 :30 A.M. Saturdays: and
\COKO, \lbany. from :30 -2:00 A.M. Sat urtlays.:Vl these stations have been received
on the facsimile set just described. The receiver used was a tive -tube superhet of the
A.C.-D.C. variety.

,`r

ry
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2

MAKE THE MOST
POPULAR ALL -WAVE I- and
2TUBE RECEIVERS
HOW

How Towne

s

i

Operation
To operate the set it is necessary to tune
in a facsimile program and turn up the gain
on the set until the syncing lever trips with
t:'tch sync impulse. The motor speed is then
reduced until the syncing lever just tips the
catch. A speed of about 6l -62 r.p.m. is sat -

No

I

No.

HOW TO BUILD FOUR

,oMYT WAVE

amazed at the wealth of information
contained in these handy books. Ex.
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technical library. YOUR MONEY BACK
if you are not satisfied.
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BOOKS ARE ALL UNIFORM
Every book in the GERNSBAt4C EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY has 32 pages-with illustrations varying from
310 to 66
in number. Each title volume to tains over 15.1105 words. Positively radios greatest book buys! If you
will be instantly refunded.
return thee- h. ]I hours and your nit
.o nor think those books wartli the prix: i. ,ht

1

I

1

.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS. Dept. RT -1 -41
20 VESEY STREET. NEW YORK. N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send Immediately. POSTPAID. the book numbers circled below.
-each book being lhc.
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Don't miss
"Pull- Pull" F -M article on
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TIME
MONEY

BY BUYING AT SUN!

This is a new department. If you have a new Hook -b p, send it along; a pencil
diagram will do. Be sure to include a brief description.

The Largest Stock of RADIO
EQUIPMENT in the EAST

All diagrams and descriptions accepted and published will be paid for at
regular space rates. Diagrams may be for receivers, adapters, amplifiers, etc.
Send them to Hook -Up Editor, RADIO & TELEVISION, 20 Vesey St., New York City.
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YOUR DISPOSAL!

A Complete Source of Supply
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SEPARATE REGENERATION TUBE HOOK -UP
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for SUN will not be undersold' 11am equipment.
radio parts. test Instruments, sound systems. builders' kits
the latest and newest developments in
the industry -famous names. famous brands, and
much hard -to -get equipment. all will be found here
at ST'S. write us :bow your on particular requirement. We have it
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BUY ON OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN
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STOCK! NATIONAL NC -200

Come

SW

for Demonstration-It's Great!

in

FREE LITERATURE

-A

6+
9010
1í5v

s:e

A+

New York's Oldest Complete
Radio Url)o,, i ration

SUN RADIO
CO.
-Dept.
FULTON STREET
NEW YORK CITY

y

CHASSIS

SUN SOUND SYSTEMS
latishly illustrated
21
ar hooklt on t'.:a. 'gnipmeut.
TEST INSTRUMENT BULLETIN -Scores of
close -out values. New. u.eit and re- conditioned

212

CB

t

LIBERAL TERMS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

IN

C9

108GT

ss
CS

:

2

C7

R,FC

RTJ

LAST CALL at this LOW PRICE.
Makes a wonderful HOLIDAY GIFT.

Short-Wave fans need this
WORLD -TIME CLOCK

y

A- )
C+
B'

"HERE is it circuit I hare tried with very
favorable results," say- Eruo.t It. Miller of
New York City. One section of the 1G6GT is used
as a regeneration control and the other section as
a grid -leak detector: Phis circuit has proved tu he
very smooth, he says. The I115(íT heu a triode
used as an impedance -coupled A.F. stage; the
penn.de is used as a resistance -coupled A.F. out.
stage. The values of t' and R are as follows:
('- 100 numf. Var. Cond. Tuning
'3
mmf. Var. Cond. Band- Spread
C4 -100 mmf. Mica
C5 -.005 mmf. Mica
1

(6 -.005 mmf. Mica

The Only Clock for Universal Use
Throughout the Entire World!

e+ )
a5v

C-

3v

C7-0.1 nit. Paper

400 volt
C8 -0.1 nif. Paper 400 volt
C9- -.003 tat. Mica 400 volt
L1 -2.3

-d

R.F.C.

-

prong Coils
R.F. Choke

R1 --3 meg. Resistor

R2- -50.000 ohm Potentiometer
R3 -0.25 meg. Resistor
R4-0.5 meg. Resistor
R5- 50,000 ohm Resistor
R6 -0.5 meg. Resistor
CH- -500 to 700 henry A.F. choke (or

A.F. Trans.)

SW- S.P.S.T.

SIC. of

Switch

NOTICE TO CIRCUIT HOUNDS!!
Come on fellows, send us along some of your interesting I. 2- and 3 -tube hookups, whether
they are Parlor-Transmitters. Receivers or what not -just so long as they are good "working"
circuits which you have tried out. The diagrams should be drawn in ink but do not have to be
finished drawings as we redraw all circuits for publication purposes. Be sure to include a brief
description, giving the good points about the circuit and what it does -100 to 150 words is usually
sufficient, including your name, address, and in the event that it is not published please include
a 3c stamp for return.- Editor

A REGULAR
CLOCK
with A.M. and
P.M. divided dial
A WORLD -TIME

CLOCK

instantly indicating time in all
24

zones

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS DIAGRAM?

INTERNATIONAL
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M. 24 hour dial
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WILL BUY FOR CASH
OLD POSTAGE STAMPS AND

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
Thousands of dollars lying idle in old postage
stamps and collections! Dig yours out and Sell

at today's top prices. Especially interested in old
United States stamps (used or unused) and later
issues up to 1930. Write for references. or send
stamps for prompt appraisal and offer.

HARRY P. BRIDGE
1324
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Walnut St.

Philadelphia. Pa.
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to the answers on page 576.
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RADIO -PHONO

this Radio- PhonoChassis
In Your Present Cabinet...

_3.35

(MFCA)

ONMS

IFENtiGwr

M/DWFS

Put

15.000

R

PIISII-BUTTOH

.0001

net
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1-118E

RPC
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COMPLETE

Recorder (sent FREE for e
limited time). Big FREE catalog

RADIO -PHONO

To-You radio chassis and console
values -from 6to 18 tubes -up to

and SPEAKER

CHASSIS

pictures beautiful 1941 Factory-
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Diagram above was submitted by J. Roy Wolfsk ill of Reading. Pa.. and shows a transceiver hook -up
which he has been using on 112.114 mc. for the past year; he states that it works very satisfactorily. The
whole unit including "A" and "B" batteries are carried in a metal cabinet 5 x 6 x 9 ". Telescoping
half-wave antenna is used.
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Record - Changing Radio Phonographs, Home Recorder,
5

etc.Liberal Trade-I n! W rit e toda
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MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
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IMPROVED "MIXER" CIRCUIT
THIS

ELEMENTARY

circuit (left) of a "mixer" Which
superior to many others. Here the oscillator voltage is injected into the cathode circuit
of the mixer, but there is no drtectnr reaction.
Besides the "pulling" is quite negligible.
Coupling between L5 and L2 mu -t be tight. Also.
the detector -tube components must be grouped
closely around the socket, so that it will not be
necessary to shield the lead; going to this tube.
Although the capacity across 1.5 seems large,
yet the coil L5 can be so small that this capacity
in no way affects the performance. Oi Coli r -e, any
conventional tube could be li-ed in the oscillator
circuit, not only a pentode. Note that all the bypas -c, of the mixer are made to cathode.
Part, values:
1

121

R'R6

CINCINNATI. OHIO

G

is the

Sind

10.000 ohms
40.000 ohm-,

-- 10.000

CO- .01

0111515

(or 400 ohm

r 155'

"r

1851

MATHEMATICS
EASY

-

SIMPLIFIED

PRACTICAL

Bt

ERE is a book for the business man. the technician and craftsman explaining and answering
every operation and meaning with interpreting
Illustrations and examples.
It is the key to a simple understanding of many
perplexing problems In daily life.
In clear, positive and definite language, the author
popularizes and clarifies every subject and helps the
reader to overcome any apparent difficulty in the study
of mathematics.
A real home study -course In mathematics for the
student or the man who wants to achieve proficiency
or
to brush -up on his knowledge.

1

mf.

Entire Chapter on SPeeiaf Sloth. "mow
«maties for the Radio Technician TAI

C7 --.01 mf.

- -.01 mf.
RFC -2.5 mh.

-

CA

chukt

CONTENTS OF BOOK
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OLEO M LLxi NOCE,
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N1,. 4. Apt. 4.
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CHAPTER
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CHAPTER III. The
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CHAPTER
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Graphe
Curve Plotting-Logarithms-Cm of
the Slide Rule.
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Magazine Binders
Sturdily built and covered with black tabrtcold.

metal

Has two
ends

spring wire

stamped

with

12

separators.

Magazines can be inserted and r m ved In
a Jiffy. Noe fuss -ao
lost time -no labor.

- $1.50
$1.25
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Radio News. etc.
ith 3 -Inch back for
OST. Radio. Popular w Mechanics. etc.
No. 3. 8%-1654'. with 2 -Inch hack for
Readers Digest. etc.
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Radio- Craft,

R. &T.,

Here is the Satchel! Carlson portable receiver, which uses no "B" batteries. It also can be used on
110 volts A.C. -D.C. or 6 volt car battery.
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Box

Generator
jitlgrclill

of

the

genera for?

Condenser Markings

Reinartz harmonie

The Reinartz harmonic generator i, a two-tube exciter uit.
capable of supplying appreciable power output on frequencies a,
high as the eighth harmonic of the crystal frequency. Inductance
sizes will be dependent on the frequencies used. L -1 in conjunction
with its 100 mini. fixed mica condenser, ,houid tune to one-half
the crystal frequency. C -1 and C -2. when tuned to the operating

A.

802

807`

r 100MMF.
V

OaTpuT

I have a erica condenser zeithout any capacity markings on
it. but with three colored dots al nu an arrow-red, green and
brawn. Il'hat is its capacity.'
A.

Condensers arc frequently color -coded in the same manner

a, resistors. In this system, the condenser is marked according

to its value in micro- nsicrofarads, and takes the form of three
colored clots arranged along an arrow. The first color represents

the first number. the second dut represents the second digit, while
the third colored dut represents the number of zero, after the
first two digits. The colors, listed below, represent the same numbers as in the R.M.A. color code used in resistors. Thus the colors
red, green and brown stand for 250 puni.
Black
0 Brown
I
Red
2 Orange 3 Yellow
4
Green
5 Blue
6 Vi, ,let
7
Grey
8 White
9

Receiver

I -Tube

ee

14,
.005-

.005-MF

20.000
OHMS
IOW.

e_

15.000
OHM5

row.

15,000
+aoov. OHMS

-

MF

t 205WOHMS

tow.

Circuit for simple harmonic generator of the Reinartz type. No. 1243.

frequency, should contain about l nmtf. per meter-for example.
about 40 mmf. on the 40 meter band. L -2 should tune to the
crystal frequency with its tuning condenser, while L -3 is tuned
to the desired output frequency, which can he as high as the
eighth harmonic of the crystal frequency. Power output can be
controlled by the variable 100 mai. condenser. Note that L -3
and L -2 are inductively coupled and tiat ti,, coupling should be
adjusted for maximum output.

l Would like to build a simple one -trbe, battery -operated receiver that could be used on the short -waves, as well as on the

broadcast hard.
A. The simple receiver diagrammed uses a 1 h:4G tube with plug in coils. Use of a 360 mini. condenser necessitates only one coil
to completely cover the broadcast band. Tuning will be somewhat
sharp on the short waves. To provide for band -spread on the high
frequencies, a small 25 mini. variable condenser should be connected in parallel with the main tuning condenser. If regeneration
cannot be obtained, and reversing the connections to the tickler
doesn't help, try increasing the number of turns ou the tickler.

1E4

S MEG

/M

REGEN
CONTROL

1
.0001-

10.000

How to %quash -Midnight -- Radio

r

0..5

5

360

Please publish a ,Weans of producing BCE0h.11 of sufficient
to cause a midnight offender to turn down his volume
sufficiently for the neighbors to slop.
Ellsworth, Albany, N. 1'.

!tensity

Bi
45v.

F.

MF

'I

PHONES

G

0005

MMF

A.

A.

It is unlawful to deliberately interfere with broadcast programs. Since your efforts to persuade the offender to operate his
radio at a lower level have failed, it seems that the only recourse
would be to complain to the local police. In mars sections of the
country, loud playing of a radio at late hours has been held to
create a nuisance. and as such within the authority of the local
police. You Wright also try getting up a delegation of "suffering
neighbors" and pay the offender a "social" visit.

Adding a Noise- Limiter
Please show me ;,
to add a noise -limiter to my Ilallicrafter "Sky- Ruddy. " -li-. Heller, Holy City, Calif.
A. The diagram shows a modified Rickert type of noise -limiter
which can easily be added to your receiver. It is of the automatic
type and therefore requires no adjustment for different signal
levels. The tube used should be of the high mu type, such as the
6N7, 6: \6, 6Y7 or 79 with both triodes connected in parallel. The
unlabeled components are the parts already in your receiver. This
limiter can be applied to other receivers having the same general
type of duo -diode triode second detector.
607

I FT

001A+
lV2 v
A handy

I

-tube receiver for

use

with head phones. No. 1245.

Coil Winding Data
Broadcast band -grid coil -105 turns No. 28 S.C.C. Tickler
40 turns
200 -75 meters: grid -38 turns No. 20 S.C.C.: tickler 15
75 -40 meters: grid -13 turns No. 18 spaced to 1 ": tickler 8 turns
40 -15 meters: grid
turns No. 18 spaced to 1" tickler 5 turns
." diameter forms. Ticklers (plate coils)
All coils wound on
e', at gr,,und crud of turirl coil.
wound with No. 2s

-7
1

Troubles scitit

Iluerle

?
I recently
experienced

built the Roerle 1 ,_Si,'I utile receiver. but have
difficulty Te'itlr it.:lfter- tuning in a station and
removing my hand from the dial, tbte station disappears and another
station is heard instead. Also, 1 eamol apply more than 45 volts
to the plate; Tchen 90 Tnits is used a strong Teins.'!,' appears. Can
your suggest anything to eliminate these.'
Parce, Letcher, S. D.
soute

-I'.

A.
0.2-

MEG

y

The station drtuning i: caused by hand- eapacit effects and
can be eliminated by shielding the panel. You can do this by
applying some thin sheet cupper or aluminum tao the lack of your
panel and grounding it. Make sure that the rotary plates of the

MEG

0.3.

uEG
MEG

rr
Diagram above shows how to add

a

Noise limiter. No.

1244.

tuning condenser are grounded.
To eliminate the whistle with high plate voltage, (90 volts)
you can do one of two things. You can decrease the number of
turns of the tickler coil, until normal control of regeneration is
obtained. or you can apply the full 90 volt, to the audio tube
only and supply 45 volts to the detector tube.
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Receiver N-ou'1 Work
I hair attempted to build the one tube
portable shown in your April, 1940, issue
without success. .sly trouble seems to be
dun' the set i!1 not operate without a
ground and even then the signals are so
weak as to be barely audible in the earphones. By attaching a 90 foot length 110
foot high aerial to the set, I receive no signal at all, but if l attach a two -foot piece
of wire to a tether pipe and attach that to
the 140 ,nnf, condenser I can obtain faint
signals. Oct one spot of the regeneration
condenser, there is a sharp .whistle which
goes Out if 1 111o7V the condenser just a
little. It is not fhe usual regeneration
whistle. Is it possible to operate the set
toithout a irouiut, and could you tell nie
why I receive faint signals by attaching the
ground wire to the aerial port, but receive
no signal from a Yu loot aerial.' 1 have a
regular short .sin,' set that I use on this
aerial and receicr sigiwlr from all over the
world, so the aerial must be OK. I have
bought a complete new supply of fixed condensers and fired resistors because I
thought something may be terong with them,
without result. I have completely torn down
the set four times and rebuilt it with the
same results. The tubes and the coils test
OK. -E. J. Love, San Francisco, Calif.
A. Your difficulties probably are the result
of improper phasing of the coils. Try reversing the connections to the tickler or

plate coil. This should result in the receiver
being able to regenerate. Incidentally. the
two coils (grid and plate) should both be
wound in the same direction. Is your plate
voltage normal, that is about 90 volts? Try
using a different tube-frequently tubes
check OK in a tube -tester but will not
operate in a receiver.
If none of the above suggestions result
in pet per operation, try increasing the number of turns in the plate coil. The receiver
should operate without a ground. Make sure
the tuning and regeneration condensers all
have their rotors connected to the common
ground line.

Antarctic Station Halo
Can you furnish me with information
of stations A-C4U.ì. -1 and tiC4USB'
Woulfe, New York City,

-J.

A.

These stations are operated on the
amateur bands by the Byrd Antarctic Expedition. KC4US.\ is at the west base, while
KC4U SP is at the east base. A third station
KC4US is located on the mammoth snow
cruiser.

Coil Winding Data
Please print winning information for
two winding coils to be used on the broadcast band. They :rill be tuned by a 140
nzmf.

condenser.-C. L. Scary. Winnipeg,

.flan.. Canada.

A.

Using

a

140

nnf,

tuning condo,ser,

you will have to use two coils.
185 -360 meters

-125 turns No.

wire, wound on 1!4" dia. form.
350-560 meters -185 turns No.
wire wound on 1'. " dia. form.
The primary windings should
10% the number of the above
turns, wound at one end of the
for Jaruary,

1941

28 S.C.C.

30 S.C.C.

consist of
grid coil
coil form.

expeAimes

PuGlicatiotvs,
10

50c

FOR

PLEASE ORDER EACH PROJECT BY ITS PUBLICATION NUMBER, and use the special coupon below.

Here is a large number of radio, shortwave, and mechanical "how -to- make -It" designs.
Each Is a special publication originated by masters in
their respect:re fields.
For the low price of 50 CENTS. you buy TEN complete
pamphlets with photographic reproductions, complete mechanical layout, and full description to make It possible
for anyone to build the project in question.

accept

We

money -orders.

U.

new

cheeks or

cash.

S.

(No foreign stamps.) If you send cash or stamps.
register your letter.
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RADIO & TELEVISION
OFFERS YOU

6 COPIES R&T FOR
For

limited time only, and as long
as they last, we will send you six back
numbers of RADIO & TELEVISION
assorted, your choice, for 50 cents.
a

The usual price

be $1.50, and most

for six

copies would
publishers charge a

r

higher price for back numbers over one
year old.
We can supply only the following back numApril, Sept., 1981: July, 1932 ; Jan.,
1933; June, Aug., Sept., 1934; May, Aug.. Oct.,
Dec.. 1935; 1936
issues except Apr. ; 1937
all is4uee except Feb.; 1998
issues except
Nov.; 1939
issnes to date.
issues; 1940
we
will send asIf you do not specify copies,
sorted numbers to fill your order. Note, we cannot
been sent
the
copies
for
ones
that
have
exchange
to you.

bers:

-all

-all

-41
RADIO & TELEVISION
Vesey Street. New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith 50e (Foreign: Add
'c for postage). for vhich you are to send me six
bark numbers of RADII) & TELEVISION as follows:
I

20

-

-all
-all

Every copy of RADIO a TELEVISION contains information which you should have. Here
is a chance to get those copies.
As only a small supply of back numbers on

Name Nie-14on This 1V3ç3-ire When

50c

hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they
have been sold.
We accept U. S. stamps, U. S. coin, or money
order. Rush your order today.

Wrtirg
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Xadio kiKki
First Prize

LOW -COST VACUUM -TUBE
VOLTMETER

This cheap, but efficient little testing instrument may be constructed from parts
If the vibrator of an automobile -type found in the average radio junk -box, or
power supply is out of order,. here is an if desired, new parts may be used at a cost
of little more than a dollar. The low -cost
vacuum -tube voltmeter will render tests
otherwise impossible without the aid of an
expensive instrument, and will fill the needs
of the average Ham or experimenter.
Construction may be made in a small steel
cabinet with batteries self -contained, or
breadboard fashion will prove equally satisfactory, so far as performance is concerned.
0 -50
30

EMERGENCY SUPPLY

MA.

EXTENSION SPEAKER LINE
Here is the answer to that old problem
of running a three-wire or four -wire line
to an extension dynamic speaker. The
TI
LINE

I

VOICE
COI L

OUTPUT
TUBE

3

71

LINE

FIELD

2

COIL

1

MEGS.

BMF.

45
VOLTS

30

TEST

450 Vs/ v.

T

OHMS

I

PROBES

easy -to -make emergency vibrator. An
ordinary buzzer is procured and a strip of
Bakelite bolted on. Mount an angle bracket
on one end of the strip and insert a mounting lug as a contact (BP2). A strip of
copper or brass is then soldered on to the
vibrating strip of the buzzer, with a contact
on one end made of iron or steel. The
buzzer should then he adjusted until it gives

__L

C4-3 vOLT5

the most voltage.
Figure 2 shows how the converted buzzer
is connected to the vibrator transformer.
-Charles Maneri.

This little instrument will fully repay the
experimenter for the time and small outlay
for its construction, and trill prove a valuable addition to the work bench. -Frank
Courtney.

VARIABLE COUPLING

CONNECTING PHONE

An inexpensive variable link coupling can
be obtained from the varionteter assembly
used in sonic of the old RCA Radiola
models, such as the Radiola 20.

This simple kink will prove valuable
many times when lane or fan visitors conic

After cutting the link from the variometer
to the "Sensitivity' dial, dismount the assembly and strip off the tickler winding.
Rewind with No. 20 D.C.C. wire for about
three or four turns. Then take the leads and
bring then[ through the insulation block.
Fasten them there and connect a twisted
lamp -cord to the antenna, or antenna tuning
unit.
This coupling is versatile, because of the
fact that it can either be mounted at the
"cold" end of an oscillator tank coil, or at
the center of an "air -wound" amplifier tank
coil.-Donald D /cad, {Pl.tIL/i.

CORD TIPS

A

8+

n

method I use eliminates the necessity of
using a separate field current -supply, or a
different type of speaker, and will work
with almost any dynamic speaker and amplifier. By shunting the field coil of the
speaker with an 8 uti. or 10 mf., 450 w.v.
electrolytic condenser, and connecting the
output transformer primary in series with
the field coil, one may operate a dynamic
speaker at any reasonable distance from the
amplifier, using only a two -wire line to the
speaker. The only precaution which must
be taken is to see that the proper polarity
of the condenser is observed. The resonant
action of the field coil -condenser combination does not appreciably affect the performance of the speaker, because it has a
filtering effect on only the very low frequencies.-Bruce L. Meyer,

PI HONE

TIPS

CRYSTAL FREQUENCY SHIFTER
I have been a constant reader of your
Radio Kinks Department for fourteen
months and I think it is about time I sent
you one. The picture shows the method
I have employed to shift the frequency on
a 160 meter phone rig. even as much as
4 kc. on 1876 kc., which frequently proved
to be all that was needed to carry on a
QSO that would have been impossible
otherwise. The drawing snakes the arrangement clear. -11'. 1; iller.
CRYSTAL HOLDER
CARDBOARD GLUED

to the shack and you want to hook up an
extra pair or two of head- phones so that
they can listen in text. One phone cord tip
from each pair of phones is tied with a cord
tip from the second pair of phones in a
knot like that shown, and the metal tips
are thus held in contact so as to complete
the circuit through the two pairs of phones
instead of one. The same trick may he used
to connect tips from a second and third
pair of phones, so that three sets of head
phones may be joined up in this fashion
if desired. When you are through listening,
simply undo the knot and you have no wire
or tape bindings to undo.-.-!. Munro.
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ON TOP AND CALIBRATED
KNOB

SCREW
NUT
WASHER
SOLDERED
ACROSS

SPRING

DEPRESSION
IN SPRING

METAL
PLATES

REGULAR
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RESTORING WHITE LETTERS
Fretitnno the whit, indented lettering
m test apparatus and other electrical instruments becomes dim with use. .\ good
method of restoring these letters to their
original condition is to procure a bottle of
white writing ink, sold in most drug stores.
This quick drying ink may be rubbed into
the indentations of the letters and left to
dry; when dry, wipe off the excess ink with
:t ch,th and you will find your lettering as
nl a- 'eww.- Robert R. Schalk:.

CUTTING HOLES IN SHEET
METAL
in cuttin ,'ho'ot ,metal it i- easier and
more accurate to cut pancb with a hammer
and chisel, than the usual method of cutting with a hack saw. Even square holes in
SCRATCHEQ

DESIGN

DRILLED
HOLES

HOLD CHISEL
FIRMLY AGAINST

TOP OF JAWS

CHISEL

the center of a panel arc possible with east
and accuracy. First scratch the desired design on the piece of metal with an awl.
Next place the work in the vise in such a
way that the undesired metal to be cut
away is protruding above the vise jaws,
e; cu with the scratch made. Then with a
hammer and chisel, cut the metal, using the
vise jaws as a guide. In cutting corners and
square holes it is best to first drill small
holes in the corners to facilitate a cutting
tart and a good job.
In making awl scratchings on sheet metal,
they may be made easier to see by applying
a solution of copper sulfate (more commonly known as blue vitriol) and sulphuric
acid (oil of vitriol) to the sheet of metal
by means of a cotton wad. This leaves a
coat of copper on the metal and tt lien a
scratch is made the steel shows up through
the thin layer of copper. The proportions
are not critical, however, use only a few
drops of the acid per pint. CAUTION -the
concentrated acid is very corrosive -s;'
handle with care! In fact the solution workisn't absowell even without the acid
lutely necessary. One point is important.
Clean the metal free of grease and dirt or
there won't be any results. Proportions can
be: Copper sulphate, 7 -10 teaspoonfuls:
water, 1 pint. Optional (sulphuric acid. 10
drops).-Jos. E. Rudo7ec.

-it

CODE

111,

.'111111j

LINE EVEN WITH
TOP OF VISE

JAWS

HAMMER

cndenser. This will enable long wave code
signals to he heard. :\ little cxperimentill
trill determine just what capacity is best
for the desired irequencics. -Giles Phelps.

MAGIC -EYE TESTER

Recently I had reason to test some condensers and also some circuits, but having
no instruments on hand I threw this little
affair together, and it sure comes in handy
ar' Fund the shack. It consists of a 6E5 magic
tuning -eye tube and a few condensers and
resistors. f-he 3 megohnt volume controls
set the eye at a closed position. When the
test prods are shorted together, the eye will
open. Thus if the condenser is bad, the
eye will open. This rig is also very handy
in checking circuits to find a short, etc.
'rhe 1% megohm resistor is built right into
E. (bxoes.
the tube socket.

J.

CONDENSER
UNDER TEST
p

6E5

e'

P4,
1

ß-1-

t1/2MEG

HINT

E.3,

I

Many times code students wish to copy
code, but have no receivers to pick up code.
A solution to this problem is to take an
ordinary broadcast set and connect a small
fixed condenser in parallel with each tuning

3 MECS,
VOLUME

CONTROL

FREE- AND
THIS BEAUTIFUL
USEFUL Z
H1AY CAMP

wall -lamp.
Above. Used as
by the simp' twist of the
wth
Round

ALTHOUGH we have ((tiered many fine premiums in the past, we have never befor,
found one that can be as universally useful to everyone as this highly decorativ,
two-way lamp, which we now offer free to our readers.
Two-way lamp? Yes. because it can be used as either a vanity or occasional lamp in
ita normal position, then, with a mere turn of the swivel it becomes a bracket lamp,
which can be attached to the wall or woodwork of any room. A useful lamp of this,
type is highly welcome in any home- including your own. Just think what a handsom.
gift you can make of it to some friend or relative.
Here is the way to receive this beautiful prize. Fill in the coupon in the left -hand
corner -clip it out and mail it to us together with your remittance of $2.50. You will
receive a full year's .subscription (12 issues) to RADIO & TELEVISION -the world's
most popular radio magazine. In addition. we will send you absolutely FREE one of
these wonderful two -way lamps. Old subscribers may renew their subscription now for
another year following expiration of their present one and still receive this fine gift.
There are only a limited number of lamps available, therefore take advantage of thiotter without delay, in order to insure receiving yours.
RADIO 6 TELEVISION, 20 Vesey Street. New York. N. Y.
Gentlem.n. Enclosed ynn alit find my remittance of 520 (plus
rents shipping charge. for ((bleb enter toy subscription for RADIO &
TELEVISION for Ime year 112 Issues). This amount
,0 entitles me to a
Two -Way Lamp FREE.. with (] fluted shade;
round shade. (See
Paragraph next to minor) for shipping charges on lamp.)
I ant a new subeerlher. O Extend my present subscription.

Name

%d

d.

This beautiful little lame Is
an asset to any room. The
shades are gayly decorated
and are made of strong
lasting materials. The base
is a comb ;nation of pressed
polished
L ght
of
plated meotals. Height
lamp, 121V: shade 8'.

Left. Lamp in normal
position for use on vanity or
any other piece of furniture.
Fluted shade with attractive
At

sewer design.

MAIL THIS
COUPON

TODAY!

ire,;
RT-111

design.

eolorful ribbon

HOW TO ORDER YOUR
Simply fill to the toue
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RADIO & TELEVISION, 20 Vesey St., N.Y.C.
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A PRACTICAL GIFT

SPEED
Your Work!
Up

without

Typewriter

System
Get the "Feel" of Typing
Before Investing Your Money

Now. you don't have to own
typewriter to learn how to
The ingenious. patented "Tuch -Rite' board gires
'. 11
'ou all the practice you eed for speedy. accurate typing
R teaches you the touch system -the real. professional
',ray universally
used in business.
You may have been a "hunt- and -perk" typist for the
time or you n
t gest
ever haw
typewriter
ha
used
r
--it
of
dmsn't matter.l because the "Turk -Rite" teacher
somi pe nit you to master It.

till

Tuch- Itlte' rt is a scientific substitute for a typewriter.
,t is a life-size counterpart of a standard keyboard. which
s
real as to size. position, and "feel ". Each key has a
lepressinn in the
" thick board. In which the black
Plastic buttons slide. Printed under each key IS a nun)
ber whirls indicates the finger of each hand which strikes

it- simple

as .t It C.
"Tuch -Rite" fa highly recommended by the l'rinrlpal of
torace Mann School: Director, Iturcau of College Research.
s'oluntbia College: American l.onndat bn for the Mind:
Pn.fo,sur of Experimental !Mention, New York I - nlserDirector of Sea it, .. .,, School. Scarborough-oft
I

Rend what the L'.

,S.

By H.

W.

S.

\ ULl bitter receive usin hl'l
tubes of the dual hype. which gives results
equal to five tubes, is here illustrated. The
first tube, a 11)5 -GP serves as a radio frequency amplifier. An exceptionally smooth
and positive control of the regeneration is
thtained, utilizing one of the triode section:
i the first 1J6-G tubes; the second triode
if this tube serves as a de:cctor. :\ second
1J6 -G tube acts as a 2- stage audio amplifier of the resistance coupled type. This drcuit is a very- gut sine for the short-wave
listener and experimenter; the 200 -550
meter broadcast band may he tuned in by

e .\

- Quickly -

Master the Touch

Accurately

Tubes=5

The Battery Receiver for
the Experimenter and Beginner

Learn to Type
A

3

S'et iluilcliny

Office of Education

thinks of
TU CH-RITE
FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY
U. S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON

August 10. 1941
Mr. Philip S. Gross
509 East 53rd Street, Brooklyn, New York
Dear Mr. Gruss:
You asked me if I would be willing to state
exactly what I observed during your lemonstration here in the Office of Education on [last Saturday. August 3.
You gave instructions through two phonograph
records, supplemented with verbal explanations
by you, to an employee of the Office of Education
selected by me-a young woman who is employed
as a file clerk and with no previous experience
whatever on a typewriter. Within 45 minutes, as
to
result of your instruction, using the "TuchRite" device, she not only knew how to place
and hold her hands on the typewriter keyboard,
but she knew the location of each letter of the
alphabet on the keyboard and was able to write
the alphabet and simple sentences on an actual
machine without looking at the keyboard.
At the same time that you were giving ber
the instructions, I followed along on another device, but was not able to pick up the instructions
as rapidly as the young woman due to the fact
that I have been a "hunt and peck" typist for
my own personal purposes for over a period of
the past 20 years. While you were giving the
instructions, I was also attempting to evaluate
and analyze the procedures followed. However,
since you left a copy of the device and your
instruction book with me. I took it home the next
day and, with a half hour's additional practice,
was able to write on the machine by touch only
--a thing I have never been able to do in the past.
I am glad to be able to give you this statement
of the actual facts as I observed them. If the
rest of your lessons are of like efficiency. there
is no doubt in my mind but that your method of
teaching the typewriter will result in shortening
the learning period a great deal. in summin'
up, I would say that the superiority of your
initial lesson is due to the fact that you have
succeeded in concentrating the three senses of
sight, hearing, and touch on n single learning
difficulty at a time.
Sincerely yours, C. F. Klin ^fetter,
Assistant to the Commissioner

using coils with a sufficient amount of wire
on them, or by using larger tuning condensers. This circuit can be very nicely
built top into a portable style receiver, with
self- contained batteries. The plate circuit
regeires 135 colts for best results. The
sensitivity of this receiver has proven to
he very high: anyone who has tuned the
average regenerative set will he surprised
at the very smooth way in which this receiver behaves so far as the regeneration
control is concerned. The regeneration in
this circuit is controlled by means of a
200,000 ohm variable resistance inserted in
the tickler coil circuit.
By using an untuned radio frequency
stage, any undesirable reaction from the
antenna circuit is eliminated; also there is
a notable absence of dead -spots and the
tuning is remarkably smooth and stable.
The third tube serves to give a better quality signal with less tube noise.
The tuning and regeneration controls are
simple to handle; on the front panel of the
set the tuning dial is found at the center.
with the regeneration control knob on the
left. The control knob at the right is the
filament control rheostat. The front panel,
of aluminum or other metal, nlav be about
7 x 10 inches while the base measures about
7 x 8 inches and 2 inches deep.
Fur the plug -in coils a 5 -prong socket is
provitletl. In the original receiver the

Above- Appearance of

the receiver.

Below:

Wiring diagram.
Na -AId shortwave broadcast bald -spread
coils were used, with an excellent baud spread tuning effect. For tuning in the
amateur shurtlivre hands, hand- spread coils
covering the desired bands were employed.
If one desires to tune over the uvhole shortwave spectrum. from 15 to 200 meters, then
the 5 -prong gen; nil ',,, 'era il,' coils may be
used. All of these tuning range possibilities
may be tried out twithsiut making any
changes in the [wiring.

1

-

An
page Illustrated book of Instructions will shins you
bar best to use the "Tech -Rite" teacher.
Weight 3 lbs. Add ties' for
/1

350

$9.00

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
Grernw,h 3t.
Dept. RT.141
New York,
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fa1rJ Set
set is very economical on the batas the plate drain is only about
15 ma. at 135 volts, one of the newer type
desmall -size R batteries may be used.
sired, a 90 volt "W' battery may be em-

This

COMMERCIAL NOTICES

teries and

If

ployed, but stronger signals are of course
obtained \vith 135 volts. :\ battery supplying the filament potential of 2 volts may
comprise two #6 dry cells, the cells being
connected in series. The current drain here
is about % ampere. Where the set is to be
used over quite a length% period, it will be
desirable to use either a small storage battery or a heavy fluty 3 volt ":\" battery. Any
type of single wire antenna may be used
with this set, and it is suggested that a wire
about 100 feet long and as high as possible
be used, together with a gr.11ß :d connection
to water pipe or other good ground.
The circuit diagram shows the set to he
really very simple to build and extremely
economical. so far as parts are concerned.
The R.F. stage used a small R.F. choke in
the grid circuit and the antenna is coupled
directly to it through a small condenser
which can be adjusted to reduce broadcast
band harmonics on the MO meter coil. The
output of the R.R stage feeds through three
condensers before it gets to the grid of the
detector tube. In this case there is no
danger of any of the plate voltage of the
R.P. tube getting onto the grid of the detector. The plate of the 34 is shunt -fed
through a 2.5 nth. R.F. choke.
In the detector stage we have the two
triades operating, one as the detector and
the other as the feed -back tube. Two grid
condensers are connected in series and the
grid of the regeneration tube connects to
the mid-point. The grid -leaks of both tubes
are returned directly to the ".\" plus lead
instead of across the condensers. .\ high resistance rheostat is connected in series with
the plate supply of the regeneration tube
in order to vary the voltage and thus control the amount of feed -back
Alden Plug -in Coil Data
Distance

Meters

1Vat,

Grid roil turns
52 T. No. 2$ En.
Wound
32 T. per inch.
80.40 23 T. No. 28 En.
Wound
16 T. per inch.
40.20 11 T. No. 28 En.
3/32- between
turns
20.10 5 T. No. 28 En.

length

200-80

3/16' between

Coilfornl

turns

-25' Ling by
1

Si

dia.

-metal chas.i

-set
-2.5

Tickler turns

t/i'
T. No. 30 En.
Close wound (C. SV.)
19

11

C.

T. No.
W.

30

En.

Ç

T. No.
C. W.

30 En.

W

T. No.

30 En.

5fi"

9

7

C.

W.

C.

W.

= Close

wound

for Separate Reg. Set

Parts List
1

between
2 coils

and panel. see text

5 prong Plug-in coils. Nn -Alti
lob. R.F. chokes
3
nl f. try -pass omdensers
2- -.01 ill f. by put -s condensers
1 -.001
mf. mica condenser
1- ...0005 tilt. mica condenser
3--.0001 mf. mica condensers
150 nun f. truing condenser
1 -140 or
2_3 meg. resistors. Ohmlite
2- -1 meg. resistors. Olmite
2-50.000 ohm resistors. Ohnlite
1-- 200.000 ohm variable resistor (potentiometer
can be used/
1. -10 ohm rheostat
1-4 prong Isolantile socket
1- -5 prong Isolantite socket
I solantite socket
1 --6 prong
1- 6 prong Bakelite wafer socket
1- -016enna ground terminal strip
1 -- phone
terminal strip
1
wire battery cable
1 -type
1D541P tube. RC.\ Radiotron
2 -type 1J6.G tubes, RCA Radiotron
1

3
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Under this heading only advertisements of a commercial nature are accepted. Remittance of 10e
per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later than the 10th of the month
for the second following month's issue.
tnral test -hook bargains -get li -t. life
PATENT ATTORNEYS
DIATHERMY MACHINES
of Napole,at. 3 de luxe volumes ß3.90.
DIATHERMY MA- ß10.n1 Nutt Cycltpedi- .d Si irpu.
SALE
FOR
chine. mustela -bull[ by radio engineer. 1300 pp. f1.5u; Hopkins' "1!xp -rl- INVENTORS
ore disclosing dour, invention
Machine substantially built with high .e tel Science," 2 vols. $3.50. ¡harry rights

-

patient safety factor. 250 -300 watts out.
put. Neat professional appearance. Automatic safety time switches. All necessary pads and electrales. 16 meters.

1

Ramsey.

322,

"Evidence of Con-

Form

to anyone.

J.

N.

ception": "Schedule of Government
and Attorneys' Fees'' and instructions
eft free. Lancaster. Anwine & Rommel, 430 Bowen Building, Washington,
u, t'.

MOTORS

$350.00. Will sacrifice for $150.00.
Less than 1 year old. Will demonstrate.

Write for appointment. In Feldman, RECONDITIONED MOTORS, 1 /50
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
566 W. 191st Street. Apt. 15, New RI'. AC -DC. Nickel $1.511; 1.30 III',
black $2.50. Fully guaranteed. F.O.11.
York City.
-W KIT $3.50. PLANS.
aloe li mined
-'r1 I:l.
New Pork. \Vundrrtul
INSTRUCTION
Shield
25r
Laborur
"Ra?!
quantity. Act Promptly: Gold
77th r.\crnue, Oakland.
%'r t \ Nt
F :St :ISI<I :Rt
ß15.110
1

\

Cour.,

OR SALE
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NON COMMERCIAL

Under this heading we accept advertisements only when goods are offered for sale without profit.
Remittance of 3c per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later than the
10th of the month for the second following month's issue.
fer list. Iti-Lr'. \Ln1u.,1., t :nel :t 1, lu, .\L
DON'T BIT A RECEIVER UNTIL ins. Tine Payme lit t.
t.lt Vnttr
you get my free list of remnditinned,
k.
l

guaranteed
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ADVERTISEMENT TO EXCEED 35 WORDS. INCLUDING NAME AND ADDRESS
Space in this department is intended solely for the benefit
We m1 not serent responsibility for any statements made
coders, who
i h
ty BUY o EXCHANGE anyby the .- aders.
thing iini the Radio. Television nd ercharaphic tìeids
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In January, 1941
Visual Dynamic Servicing -Part

I

Relative Performance of Loop and Line
Antenna Sets
Fluorescent Lighting-Latest Sideline for
Servicemen
Converting 2 -Volt Sets to 1.4 Volts
A New A.F.-Drift Correcting. Signal.

-Vial (Vernier)
-tube

Box

ckerson,

rua

-6

1

uiidiny

RADIO -CRAFT
Balancing, Direct -Coupled F.M. 24 -Watt
Audio Amplifier-Part II
How fo Make a Modern Interference Locator
Voltage Multipliers and How They Work
Build This High -Gain 3 -Tube Phono- Oscillator

shield

fcr January,

1941

sr:

Me-tiot
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YOUR FRIENDS:
Pass 500,000
Vts. Thru the
Body! Light

rai
__:

'

-

-,_

Demonstrating the Barkhausen Effect

Astonish

Lamps, etc.
5 -ft. Spark Oudin Coil,
Condenser & 4 k.w., 40 k.y.
net 75c
Transf. data.

NEW!

_--

-

DATAPRINTS

Drawings & Construction Data Show You How

20c Each in Order for 10

TESLA -OUDIN

HI -FREQ. COILS

(Data and Drawings only: no parts included)
36' Sp'k Tesla -Oudin Coil
40e
(1 K.W. Exc. Tee. Data, included FREED
SpR Tesla-Oudin Coll
40e
(by K.W. Exc. Trf. Data Included FREE))
Sp'k (Win: 110 Vt. "Kick toil" type
40t
40e
3' Sp'k Tesla Works on Ford Sp'k Coil
1' Sp'k Violette HI -Fred. Coil
40e
FREE with order for $1.00 or toore-"20 Tricks with
Hl -Frey. Colle" (40e separate)

r
r

40e

TELEGRAPHONE -Records on Steel Wire

.

ELECTRIC PARTY
AND LODGE TRICKS!
Loads of Fun!

20

How to Do 'em l
New Electric Ore & Pipe

r-

40e

Locator

! ¡

q'

tllLLs

40o

1
-

Solenoid & Magnet Data -Gel Our List;

20 Telephone Hook -ups-Build Your Own .. 40e
RADIO CONTROL FOR
MODEL BOATS. PLANES
Data
Pholophone Data 40e

Ems

r... --oil

s -W DIATHERMY
(Artificial Fever)
Dataprint `Bing Constructional

1.1

and

i''N

data

Large

9Ap.

for

App.

AMedium

(All

3)

4nd

MIND READING" Radio Act
"Fry Eggs"

on cake of Ice!

dOc
Data 40e

LOOK at these DATAPRINTS ! !
Su Special Prices below
40e Each.
A.C.

Problems and
Solutions.
Va Meter Transe,. & Ree.
5 Meter SRn-rhet.
100 Mechanical Movements.
20 Motor Nook -ups.
Electric "Inductor" Organ
20

their

Welding Trans. 2 K.W.
Rewinding Armatures.
Water Wheels
Water Turbines
Wheatstone Bridge.
Photo -cell and Relay Data
20 Simple Bell Circuits.

Special Prices: 4 prints 51.00: 10 for 52.00:
single orders. Get New List 100A

40c each,

The DATAPRINT Co.
Leek Box

RAMSEY, N. J.
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"RADIO AMATEUR COURSE"
The Greatest Book Value in
Amateur Radio Books
See Page 539

Select Your Christmas Gifts
GREATEST SLIDE
RULE VALUES
EVER OFFERED
10 Inch enameled slide
ade of kiln ..
seasoned hardwood. has

rule.

inchr
a ntfll ^-v removable
pins to fit ,cursor, runner. This ride has Inch.
m,lnemmeter. sine
ent sr yes. Parked
sine log and
In Individual carrying
in
cal
case. This rule ais
Performance to a $10.00 nue. Our special
PM.. P.P. prepaid anywhere
T.nwrenre ARTR01.On1CAL elide rule with Q''
lare Ri page hook of Hile.. iltostrate.l, ``PP

ih

$ .00

R. Slide Rule
ne Page

30

Illustrated Rook of Instructions
Rule

30000gFasneinatiStanley's oles an
and

calrway.r. adds and

ire

book....

cor sot:
ras In

mt

rf"re.

Postage

GOLD
Dept.

RT -141

SHIELD
350

OC

hear the elementary magnets of iron,
steel. permalloy and other magnetic materials turn over within the metal and align
themselves. As each sub- microscopic group
of magnets turns over, a slight current is
induced in the coil and this is sufficient to
produce a loud rasping sound in the speaker
connected with the amplifier. The construction of the needed equipment is inexpensive
and will require hut a short time to
assemble.
As will be observed in the diagram above,
a small solenoid is made. This consists of
winding upon a %" I. D. micarta or other
insulated tube (a glass tube may be used)
sufficient turns of wire to make a coil with
a resistance of about 1,500 ohms. Nos. 38
to 40 enameled silk -covered, or enameled
cotton -covered wire may be used. The
length of the coil should be such that it will
lit between the poles of a powerful magnet.
The magnet, which will be needed for the
demonstration, may be obtained from an
old telephone magneto. This coil is connected to the input terminals of an audio
amplifier through a paired shielded conductor, the shield of which should be
grounded. Thin strips of the metals specified
in the diagram are made long enough to
extend beyond the coil for a distance of an
inch or so.
When a horseshoe magnet is made to
approach the metal strip in the solenoid a
sound will he produced in the loudspeaker

which will vary with the speed of approach
and also with the nature of material introduced into the solenoid. Then, turning the
horseshoe magnet in the hand, the spectator

SHIELDED CABLE

SOLENOID
1500 OHM

2

3 LONG

STRIPS OF
SOFT STEEL,

r

SILICON STEEL.
PERMALLOY
d NICKEL
M

PLIFIER

SPEAKER,

BARKHAUSEN

EFFECT

With the simple apparatus shown above, the

Bark

hausen effect can be demonstrated.

will hear the elementary magnets as they
turn over and realign themselves.- Courtesy
of Science Observer.

Simple Electric Clocks
MANY experimenters have an old pendulum type clock lying in the attic and
the pictures herewith show several ways in
which such a clock may be electrified. A
curved iron core or armature may be arranged to move into either one or the other
of the two solenoids, the windings of the
solenoids being placed on brass spools or
bobbins. As the pendulum swings back and
forth it is caused to open and close a pair
of spring contacts, so that one magnet or
the other is energized at just the proper
moment. The pendulum, of course, simulttneously operates the escapement mechanism of the clock movement.
Fig. 2 shows the use of one solenoid and
iron core only-, and a more balanced arrangement of the single magnet principle
is shown at Fig. 3. In this case the contact
should he arranged so that the swinging
pendulum opens it just before the iron
armature fastened on the pendulum reaches
the magnet. \ stronger magnetic pull may
!:e obtained by using a double magnet as
shown ill 3a. attd a very good design used
on some clocks is that shown on Fig. 4.
}Iere the iron armature secured to the pendulum is attracted by the magnet poles and
passes through the air gap at each swing
:f the pendulum.

f
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Several different types of electric clock movements
are illustrated above, these will appeal to the
experimenter.

1

All Three Items Prepaid for
Secret Code slide nue, with 10'pzage
u

.

.00
25c
10c

WITH this simple equipment you can

Prepaid

40e
30c
30c

PRODUCTS

Greenwich St.

New York

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTERS wanted! Be sure to send the editor a rough sketch,
together with a typewritten or neatly written description of 200 words or so describing
your favorite electrical experiment. Here is the place to tell the other fellows about your
electrical experiment, so that all may profit by their adaptation. All experiments accepted
and published will be paid for at regular space rates. -Editor
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flactrical fxraziments
SMALL CONTINUITY TESTER
THIS little continuity tester

was con-

structed for an electrician repairman,
electrician, or a radio experimenter, ill
which some parts could be omitted. The
small tester was built of /4" plywood and
has a slanting panel. A small wooden cuver
is hinged to the lower part.
The different tests are: 1. fffyá Continuity, into which is fed direct 1111 volts
A.C. (or n.c.) through a small 7% watt,
110 volt lamp hull). It is used for testing
motor fields, sweepers, heating pads, lamps,
switches, iron elements, and electric griddles. Also tapped behind the 7% watt bulb.
arc two iron points, round and square, in
which an iron cord can be plugged and
tested for broken wires. For radio it can
be used fur a point -t- -point test, and for
testing open or shorted condensers, by
using the charge and discharge method.
continuity test current is taken
2. Lo
from the secnndary of a small 6 colt radio
transformer. It has many esses. such as -testing 6 volt bulbs, bells, buzzers, 6 volt
and 32 volt irons, and in radio can be used
for testing 6 volt filaments. coils, switches.

SUPER SPECIALS
of the attractive items listed here are brand new. ALL are in PERFECT WORKING ORDER. In many
cases. the parts alone total more than the price we are asking. 100% satisfaction guaranteed or your money

All

refunded.
ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. Use the convenient coupon below. Include sufficient extra remittance for twee'
post charges, else order shipped express. collect. Any excess will be refunded. C.O.D. shipments require 20%
deposit. If full remittance accompanies order, deduct 2;ó discount. Send money order. certified check, new U. S.
stamps. No C.O.D. to foreign countries.

LIMITED QUANTITIES

ORDER TODAY
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any kind needed. Fits any
standard lamp socket. Made
with special filter glass per.
milting o n l y ultra violet
rays to come through. Brings

Adapts .air phmmgraph
Ixulr 31 I, a and 78

to

etc.
FLAT IRON
POINTS

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ASSURED
AMAZING BLACK LIGHT!!

PHONOGRAPH TURNTABLE

2 -SPEED

9C

ITEM NO. 86
YOUR PRICE

$1.00

$1.05

ELECTRIC

TURNTABLE
.\

BENNETT LABORATORY BALANCE

,Lund' electric turntable.

ideal for eye-catching win-

dow displays. A

PpNTEIt-1

PRI.

BELL BUZZER

TES SE/

CENTERING AND
ARP.
OAMo!

YNELITE
Cu.

SCALE

BATT
TESTS

Now

4N

-)
110v
A.C.

220V,,

100.000

o

OMM$

IFACN)::

3301
450v

®

NEST
TESTS
1

V20 W.
5

505..5m

NEON LAMP

The aura( buzzer test is for the electrician, where signals by sound are wanted
for continuity tests, and on new or old
house wiring, where switches and a general
check -tip is needed, Leads about 30 ft. long
were used here, with jack tips for long
distance tests. It may also be used in radio
for making continuity sound tests un low
change apparatus.
4. The battery test \vas supplied with
two 1% volt flashlight cells, clipped to the

IORTE EDGE

baseboard. Use for point-to-point tests,
where electricity is not available.
5. The neon tube tests are useful for finding different voltages in which several
100,000 one watt resistors are in series with
1/20 watt neon bulb. This test can he used

for determining which side of line is lust
and which neutral. One may determine
approximate voltages upon musing tester
regularly. Be careful and always start at
high voltage setting so as not to damage
the neon tube. This has many uses in radio
testing for open condensers, voltage, etc.
-Homer L. Davidson.
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building board.

EDGE

APO SEAM RELEASER

Ilwc priced r,Oleer scale. Will Pandit. up to
tro grants ,alxnn 4 m.l. Bakelite poll: ta.l steel knife
edge: agate bearing for long life at I accuracy. Ideal
h,u, usual

for photngl ophie work and lab use. Ilands,aue xveamGraduated either In metric or ap'therary
n design.
system. ShiIPing fowl. 2 lbs.

ITEM NO. 122
YOUR PRICE

tI

$7.20

100 POWER TELESCOPE LENS KIT

3.

for January.
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'PO

$W TSITCIOM

,Sin.ply 'teer the lightning
fast blade and see it
em
Ingle melt il; magic scat
trough wood. plastics and

iGNTs
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S
.
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I

NEW ELECTRIC MOTOR -SAW
you caul have all the

Nu of line. fast jigsaw work
without any of its dllBeully.

e LANCING

Nur

110V

$8.95

YOUR PRICE

/ 2V2V
LAMP
SW.

Ill

,

ztoo Po NT

3v;

6V

SEC.

plate al

eye

f

STROKES per

:1

thrill

rI. ems ,
or111¡te *grids
out in ataee.tr
the (rings
around Saturn, the mountains nt
the moon. Kit contains 3- dlam..
,:I
fadas length. ground
Std
polished objective leur and magnificat 1,.11 3Oz and Inn \,

aspiele kit with full instruct lws.

721111

MINUTE:

Average rutting smell I f1a'
per minute Itirnugh 9a Ille
Iliuul hard wax¡. works 3
times faster than any freehand saw. Operates a, 7,o -1141
cycle 110
v.
Alternating
Current. Screw adjusts blade
stroke front ''k" to i'IC,
Of -On Switch built In handle cauplele with
. e blades.
ml :out
ITEM NO. 97
YOUR PRICE

oua

JUST OUT

connect
't n r ¡MS f re l,l i ed. 311,1
plug int. 110 volt. 60 cycle

.\.c. outlet. Cullen, itnsmnpnon few rents a month.
Complete
mplete Stilt base -witch 111111 a fl. power cord.) élan.
wt. II Its. List prier 814.9 -, they a limited
supply on band.
ITEM NO. 125
YOUR PRICE

$4.95

40 West Broadway, N.Y.C.

IT'S EASY TO ORDER -CLIP COUPON -MAIL NOW
40

p
$4.85

Adds healthful moisture tO
air in Tinter. Evap,I'ateS ax 1111101 :15 ' pied of
natrr in 2I hours. Fountain
i
Sprays 8
t N In Ram.
streams of water 5' alone
fouulain head. 51ade of spun
aluminum. Comes to fire
,tlul'S: Bronze. chrome. ca,
water

HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO.,
HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO..

ft. prover

the

New Catalog
POSTAL CARD BRINGS IT TO YOU
SEND FOR IT TODAY

6

ELECTRIC HUMIDIFIER FOUNTAIN

$1.95

ITEM NO. 123
YOUR PRICE

A

MIST for

alert retailers. Frame made
of Ul gauge steel. 16 In.
steel tuneable makes three
huge. Turntable suplarcts load of 2W
lbu,luliwls Per minute.
inn. Itlrh black enamel tluhh.
s. Ikdlhrariug
v. .\.1.. furrtut
a tally 'De a day.
IPrlats
Size:514. Thigh, ha xe 3' square. Shipping mgt. I I Its.
NO.
124
ITEM

\\ei.l.s

,nI

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE.

West Broadway, Dept. RT -141, New York, N. Y.

(include
I hare circled below the numbers of the Items I'm ordering. My fall remittance o1 E
shipping charges) is enelnsel.
is enclosed (20% required). ship order C.O.D. for balance. No C.O.D.
OR toy deposit of E
order for less than 72.00. (New U. S. stamps. cheek or money order accepted.)
Circle Item No. wanted: 88. 87, 89, 97, 120. 121, 122. 123. 124. 125
Address

Name

State

City
Send remittance by cheek, stamps or money order; register
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these books
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publishers of It-Vl1O

_

the opportunity to all three ow.t:uouue I. k. t
your technical radio library. They mirk,. the dbr
ern more attractive by giving tilt,v books to you absolutely FREE. A subscription to RADIO tic TELEVISION for seven months at the cost of One I 'oiler glees
you a choice of either of the three hooks shown in this
advertisement. For To., its dlars you receive RADIO &
TELEVISION for fourteen month: and you receive any
two books absolutely FREE. To get all three books
FREE, enter your subscription for Monte -one months
for only Three DLdlnr,

ANOTHER SAVING FOR YOU -THE PUBLISHERS
PAY POSTAGE ON THE BOOK OR BOOKS YOU
CHOOSE.

All of the books

20111.111 In.wctous photographic illustrations and diagrams and have stiff, flexible covers.

\S

the loudspeaker replaced headphones, so may the new television system recently granted patent No. 2,219,149,
.

invention of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, permit any -tandard television receiver to he
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ABC OF TELEVISION

01.0110,0810 Of

Contains latest material on Television developments. It covers theory
of scanning: simple television receiver. haw the eye sees: the pimp -

>..,

MOM

nt:as10°'w:v

electric cell: neon lamps; need for
broad channel width in transmission
of high -fidelity television signals:
cathode ray tube and television receivers: Farnsworth system of televlslon transmission. and other important fritures.
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converted to large screen reproduction.
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:wer: tut transmitters, short -was e receivers, ultra short -ware receivers;
practical kinks. wrinkles and coil
winding data; novel hookups fur
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Dr. Goldsmith's invention, for Ile believes
that it is far more practical to use a multiplicity of cheap tubes and projection lenses
rather than one highly expensive tube and
:a costly lens.
In Dr. Goldsmith's system. the usual
cathode-ray tube (the largest of which in
general use have an area of about 100
square inches). is replaced with several
small projection tubes, each of which will
cover a portion of the picture. One of the
objects of his invention is to have each portion of the picture covered by a separate
projection tube which, clue to its small size,
can operate at lower voltages and should
therefore have increased life a, well as
lower production cost. He states that picture areas will thus possibly be measured
in square feet --or tens or even hundreds
of square feet- rather than in the present
square inches.
The patent also covers a similar system
for use in studio pickup, to permit more
efficient program transmissions. The patent
has 37 drawings (two cf which are reproduced herewith) and covers 38 pages of
small print. It is well worth reading by
anyone who is interested in the latest advance in the art of television.

INFRA -RED IMAGE DISSECTOR

S. W. RADIO QUIZ
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Patenti

LARGE SCREEN TELEVISION

FREE!
TLIE

o Xecent Xadio

(Canadian

14 months(31 books.

T. FARNSWWORTH has been
busy again with his television inventions
and the drawing herewith, taken from his
patent No. 2,216,265, shows a new type of
his image dissector particularly designed to
televise motion picture film and operable
I.v infra -red radiation. In this invention
\I r. Farnsworth uses as a cathode a thermionically responsive material instead of
photo-electric material.
In operation, the infra -red source 22
projects an image, focused by lens system
26. of the film 2 upon the hack of cathode
7, which thereupon creates an electron
image of film 2 by emitting electrons from
its entire surface, corresponding in number
a each element of area to the strength of
tI a radiation falling thereon. These elce-

SCANNING
COIL

I

trons are attracted toward the auxte elements 10 and 15 by the high positif e potential thereon. The negative charges on all
the elements of the moving stream tend to
spread it out, but the magnetic field created
by solenoid 16 counteracts the tendency and
causes the intensity of each elementary area
of the electron image to remain unchanged
as the stream passes along the tube toward
the anode.

The entire electron stream is deflected by
the currents set up in scanning coils 17 and
19 ln- the saw -tooth oscillators 20 and 21
so that each element of the electrical image
may in turn pass aperture 12, and the electrons constituting such elements of the
image may enter the aperture and strike
anode 15.

20
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X4dio Patent9
LAMP AND RADIO SET
(Cover Feature)

DANIEL J. CROWLEY of Grosse
Pointe. Mich., invented this ingenious
table lamp and radio receiver for which he
was awarded U. S. patent No. 2,218,327.
Very clever arrangements of the radio receiving set tuning coils and condensers are

of one inlet 6

1.

Midi

to the anode of th,

other inlet terminal.
"Fig. 1 shows two ways of preventive
electrons from passing directly or -h,,ttcircuiting for example from the cathode of
une of the inlet terminals to the anode of
the other inlet terminal. One way is to
place the inlet cathode and anode in compartments separated by a septuor or partition of dielectric material as here; the
anodes 31 and 36 are on one side of th,
partition 39, and the cathodes 34 and
are on the other side of it. Therefore, i,
stead of a direct discharge from Cath...:.
35 to anode 31, or from cath «le 34 to an
36, the discharge nntst first he betwe,'
cathode 35 and anode 33, then from cath
32 to anode 31, or from cathode 34 to an,
33, and front cathode 32 tu :Vitale 36; the
current flowing in the outside circuit from
anodes 33 tu the cathodes 32 is then unidirectional." (No. 2.216.2091
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ANTENNA SYSTEM
...
patented by Harold

THIS

.

I

O.

Peter-on N,,, 2.217.u23í, relates to antenna s steins :red, lei re particularly. t.,
transmitting antennas for radiating power
at broadcast frequencies.
t

shown in the various drawings accompanying the patent, only one of which is here
shown. Round ring members at the base of
the lamp and accessible from all sides, control the switch and volume control, also the
tuning condensers. The loudspeaker is
mounted on top of the lamp shade. One of
the principal objects of this invention is
the easy access provided to the parts in the
hase and pedestal of the lamp.

DISCHARGE TUBE

THIS invention

is for an improved high
voltage current rectifier of the hot cathode type. The inventor states: "I have discovered how a number of rectifiers of the

high vacuum type can be combined into one
unit, and therewith the same result obtained as with the much more cumbersome
and expensive old system, in which several
rectifiers must he interconnected, mechanically assembled and insulated iron each
other.
"Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically how,
with a diaphragm of insulating material,
and by operating at least one set of electrodes at voltage saturation, the short -circuiting of electrons from one of the inlet
electrodes directly over to the other can he
prevented.
"Fig. 2 shows, diagrammatically. how
with specially constructed anodes, alternating current can be rectified without the
electrons short- circuiting from the cathode

for January,
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Wm. common cause of ¡merit
at a receiver
results from the ree nubinm inn "i waves arriving
at a receiver over paths of different lengths, such
as the earth path and the k) path. In the earth
path are components of the wave which are transmitted horizontally. while in the sky paths are
components which are transmitted at a high angle
of elevation and reflected back to the earth by the
Heaviside layer. It has heren.fore been proposed
,, overcome this interference I radiating waves
t a low angle to the earth by employing one or
nil re vertical transmitting antenna doublets, each
having a length equal to half the length of the
communication wave. At broadcasting frequencies.
however, in the range of wavelengths of 200 to
o00 meters, it is impractical both front an expense
standpoint and because of the great height involved
to build a half wavelength vertical doublet.1
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The present invention overcomes the
foregoing difficulties and provides a transmitting antenna system which gives relatively low angle radiation without using
structures of great height. More especially
the antenna of the invention comprise', -t
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plurality of horizontal wave antennas which
are disposed radially with respect to a central point, and which have a length at least
as long as half the length of the communication wave. These antennas are at a relatively short distance above the earth and
are designed each to produce maximum
radiation in one direction, that is, in the
direction away from the feeding point. Such
wave antennas radiate vertically polarized
waves, and maximum radiation occurs at
relatively low angles with respect to the
earth.
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the playing of the record the original cost Position

Pocket Radio

tilt' new
G.E. latter,:
;nliu receiver.
which k complete u
,er
detail erith
selfcontained loop aerial built in the hinged lids %Chen
the switch controlling the set is pushed to the ria
position. the lid automatically opens up. This set
uses a four -tube superheterodyne circuit, m -ing the
newest type miniature tubes. which give a minimum
battery drain. The back cover of the cabinet opens
up on a hinge. su that all the batteries can be
replaced in a jiffy. Made by General Electric Co,
-

Radio -appatatus

-

a

in its

full dynastic range.

At the tinte of recording. it was

necessary u,

compress to some extent this dynastic range due
to physical limitations. This new expander or
"expressionmor" actually expands or amplifies
these compressed passages to a ]oint where they
incorporate the actual proportions that were in
evidence at the original rendition. Previous types
of expanders offered many difficulties in their operation. Thar function was not swift enough tu compensate
the swiftly changing tempos of some
compositions. resulting in the necessity for a
tinting control. and when this was not properly
operated. there was a noticeable tinte lag in the
expansion or in some cases a "chopping effect"
took place that was apparent. The David Bogen
Co. new Model \'E2 expander demonstrated that it
could operate perfectly. regardless of changes in
tempo- and functioned equally well on symphonic
and dance records.
The Model VE2 is a single compact unit, including its own built -in lower supply and a special
atttnuator network on its input, to compensate
for the various output voltages of different pickups. The expander connects between the pickup
and the phono input of any amplifier or radio
receiver. It has only one control, which varies
the amount of expansion desired. They are excellent
for music appreciation classes in schools and music
groups. For home use they may be readily connected to any radio or phono combination.
Needle Scratch Minimized. Because the expander does not affect the softer portions of the
record and only increases the volume of loud
passages. the needle scratch will be considerably
reduced.
Operation, The attenuator network of the expander is connected through a marked terminal

tir

oard for pickup connection. The expander

The tuning knob is very cleverly designed and
gives a vernier toning efleet. When through usina:
the set. the lid is closed :toll the snitch pushed to
the off position, thus opening the battery circuit.
A second knob controls the volume. In an ctual
test this sa -t gave very good quality on the broadcast stations and .showed particularly fine pickup.
It was trial in a steel frame building as well as in
many other locations. sial gave a very satisfactory
all- around performance. It is designed tu operate
on the broadcast band front 540 to I6(10 kilocycles.

18 -Tube, 5 -Band Chassis

HERE is a new Midwe -t Is -orbe 5 -hand radin
chassis. The new chassis represents a real contribution to the field of radio brcan se its advanced
and ingenious circuit deign incorporates many
new features and advantages such a 25 war power output. organ ionic filter. dual speaker-.

°Hann. ->

BUD RADIO. INC., is now ulferiug ir complete
new line of Code Practice Oscillators and
accessories containing many new, convenient and
desirable features. These new items are designed
to facilitate both individual and class-room codepractice. and are especially timely in view of the
emphasis our National Defense Program is placing
upon the necessity of having available a large
number of trained radio operators.

clarity of local.

Volume Expander
LLOYD SA)1PSON
the phonograph record sides during 1939
well over the 36.000.000 mark, it is reasonable
to expect that improved methods of reproduction he
devised. that will guarantee the greatest possible
satisfaction in listening pleasure. The New Bogen
volume expander is a decisive step in this direction
as it has been expressly de-icned to recreate in

WITH

New National NC -200 Receiver
THE new NC -200 \
-

receiver has a range ot 490 t
uw ktl- çeclywith six general coverage ranges, t nr amateur
ranges with uniform bxandspread are provided. and
all ranges have definite accurate calibration. l'osi
Live signal -dial control is provided. The chassis is
very substantial and the parts are carefully designed su as to be "temperature -compensated" and
thus avoid oscillator drift. etc. Other features are
automatic voltage specialization. series- valve- noiselimiter, at new flexible crystal t.lter. loudspeaker
upplied in matched cabinet, etc.
s The
sensitivity of the NC -200 is particularly
high, an input signal of only I microvolt providing
1
watt of audio output. New R.F. coupling circuits
have made possible the maintenance of full sensitivity tip to the highest frequencies covered by
the receiver.
A striking proof of the efficient K.F. circuit
design is the signal-to-image ratio at 10 meters.
This ratio is better than 30 db., a figure higher
than that found in many receivers employing two i

.

stage preselectors.

has

three tubes: a 6SA7 or control tube, one 6C8G
used as an amplifier and rectifier, and one 5\V4
used for the D.C. power- supply- The signal from
the pickups is fed simultaneously to the signal grid
of the 65.17, and also to the input grid of the
6C8. From titis signal grid, the impulses are
amplified and then through the remaining half of
the tube are rectified, providing a D.C. potential that is directly Proportional to the A.C. input
from the pickup.` This D.C. voltage is further
:effected by two time -delay networks that determine its speed of acceleration and decay of the
pa nsion. The D.C. voltage is then varied by
the expansion control, which regulates the amount
of D.C. potential impressed up on the control
grid of the 6SA7, which in turn varies the amplification factor of the tube. or the degree of
amplification of the signal previously impressed
on the signal grid of this tube. This resulting
signal strength is couplet} front the plate of the
oSA7 through a capacitor to the pltnno input of
y amplifier or radio receiver.

New Code Practice Equipment

fidel-a -stat (tone adjustor). adjustable loop antenna, stat -omit (static reducer), microphone provision, etc.
The organ Tonic feature is said to mark an
important advancement, because multiple resonant
acousti- chambers deliver the round rich tones of all
the instruments bring reproduced. Organ type
pipes of proper size :uul shape
,e directly connected
to the rear of the speaker
eakrr :rb ,e rb peaks and produce clear concert realism. according to its sponsors.
Of particular interest to those interested in
securing foreign distant reception is the fact that
this new I8-tube set offers 2. watts power output.
This unusual amount of power offers plenty of
reserve to faithfully reproduce crescendos and loud
passages in music even when played at home
levels. It is this reserve power which aids in
bringing in far distant yet a :r stations with the

-011

An Earphone Model Code Practice Oscillator
(CPO -122) capable of handling up to twenty pairs
of earphones or up to five small magnetic .speakers
i- offered. It has :a variable volume control and a
variable pitch control. so that both the volume and
tune may be adjusted to snit individual needs. Thi
oscillator is housed in a sturdy streamlined met:(
case, finished in grey crackle enamel. A neat rename plate is provided to identify the varinncontrols.

Another outstanding feature of this new NU-200
stability of the high frequency circuits. A
new high frequency oscillator design eliminates the
exasperating detuning effect of the R.F. gain control and the even more undesirable ntotorboating
or fluttering which occurs in most receivers when
tuning in strong high frequency signals. Perhaps
the best way to prove the exceptional performance
of the new circuit is in the I0-meter band w-lterea line voltage shift from 90 to 123 volts produces
less than 1000 cycles change in tuning. This is a
variation of less than .003 per cent:
Frequency drift has been reduced to a minimum
through the use of temperature compensating
condensers. not only in the high frequency oscillator
circuits, but in the R.F. and first detcct'r circuit as well. In connection with the high frequency
circuit design, it should be noted that the t,Ks
first detector tube is separately excited by the high
frequency oscillator circuit s. which utilize an individual 6J5 and are not. therefore. a part of the
is the

conventional 6K8 converter circuit.
A self- balancing phase inversion circuit is used
to couple the detector- limiter to the output tubes.
Other important features include an .1VC system that holds audio output constant to within 2
db. when the signal input varie, between the limit of 10 and 100.000 microvolts; a push -pill audio
output stage employing beano power tubes and
delivering 8 watts of undistorted audio power to a
10 -inch permanent- magnet dynamic speaker. and a
calibrated signal strength meter which provides an
accurate reading on any signal from below microvolt to 10.000 microvolts.
1

New All- Around Oscillograph for
F.M., A.M., and Television
THIS

up- to -the-

minute Hickok
Oscillograph for complete visual analysis
is designed for frequency
modulated.
amplitude modulated
and television servicing. It offers single
or consecutive stage
Model CPO -124

ul..vc

is like CPO.122 but
built -in loud- speaker. Provision is also made to operate up to twenty pairs
of earphone or up to five small magnetic speakers.

it is provided with

a

Both the tone and volume are variable.
CPS -123 is a three -inch magnetic speaker housed
in a grey crackle enamel case. This speaker is
intended for use with the CPO.122 and the
CPO -124.
CPO -127 is a Key and Phones Outlet Box and
is designed to provide a convenient means for
terminating key and phones connections in a classroom or group practice. Two appropriately marked
jacks are housed in a Bakelite box which can be
fastened to the bench at each student's position.
Each outlet l.,x is then wired to the master oscillator.
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Wide

Band F.M.
Oscillator for F.M.
r.nd Television Receivers and Narrow
}Sand F.M. Oscilla
for for AnitditndModulated Receivers. Al o. Demodulator, \'ide-t
Amplifiers. Signal Tracer. anti \ -isual A.C.
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 0.2 to 1000 volts.
The wide band frequency modulated oscillator
can be modulated from external sources such aphonograph pickup, microphone or audio frequency oscillator to provide a "frequency modulated" transmitter for your own laboratory check -.
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stage trouble

shooting from anten-

na post to speaker. It
has
self - contained

&

TELEVISION

Au/ nadro
New James Millen Products

-Onpatatui

ÌiiT

rq i IO' aì' o- :ratio- -hew ONE. -f
a new flexible coupling link developed by the
Mfg.
James Millen
Co.; it is particularly useful
in building ham transmitters. This apparatus provided a swinging link and also a pin socket for
plug-in inductance. The insulation used is f the
new high frequency It,w -Liss Iype. Suitable forms

6

D

©D

19' I16
32

o

or mounting strips with corresponding arrange
ment of pins. are provided by the manufacturer
for supporting air insulated coil.
two new designs of
The other picture show

BHP
'5
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wiring diagrams for the new
pentode amplifier tubes.

BASE

OCTAL BASE )

miniature

Note the extremely small size of the new Raytheon
pentode amplifiers.

New Miniature Pentode Voltage

Amplifiers
THE

Raytheon CK-505 and CK -SOSX
tubes are .miniature pentode-type amplifier tubes
designed fur use as voltage amplifiers in applica.
tions where extremely small size and low battery
drain are the primary tube requirements. such as
t

-

in hearing aids, etc.
The CK -505 is equipped with a special miniature
base. The CK -505X has tinned copper leads for
direct soldering and is supplied with a removable
standard octal base to facilitate retesting.
A pair of these tubes in a resistance coupled
amplifier using their suggested circuit values has
a voltage gain of atout 225 at 30 volts of B
battery. The total B drain for both tubes is 54
microamperes and the total A drain for the two
tithes in serie- i- 30 milliamperes at 1.25 s'.lts.

In addition 16 hearing aid application these
tubes may be used where extremely small size and
low battery drain are the primary tube requirements.
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES

Approximate)

t

Grid to Plate
Input
Output

0.25 ufsf
fsµ(
2.5
µµf
3.5
RATINGS

Max. Fil. Voltage Dry Battery Supply)
0.78
Volt. Must Never Exceed
0.625
Mean Filament Voltage
45
Maximum Plate Voltage
45
Maxims m Screen Voltage

volts
volts
volts
volts

TYPICAL AMPLIFIER OPERATION -CLASS A
Impedance Coupled
Steatite bushings of great value to the radio amateur. These insulators of the bowl type are used
to bring in the high voltage connection from the
antenna to the transmitter. A novel feature of the
insulator rod i- the screwdriver head provided at
each end, to permit holding it while tightening
the nuts.

Transmitter Kits

SIX new transmitter kits, engineered and designed in the Thordarsn laboratories and char-

acterized by modern simplified construction, and
efficient operation are now available. Kits consist
of a 20 Watt CW Beginners Transmitter, 35
Watt Phone or CW unit, 12 Watt Universal for
portable and emergency service, 55 Watt Phone -80
Watt CW unit, 12 Watt Mobile Transmitter for
operation on 5 and 10 meter bands, and a 50 Watt
5 and 10 Meter Phone Transmitter.
Free bulletin SD -464, completely illustrates and
describes these tine units.

Filament Voltage'
Filament Current
Plate Voltage
Screen Voltage
Grid Biast
Plate Resistance I Approx.)
Transconduct ice
Plate Current
Screen Current
Voltage Amplification

0.625 d -c
0.030
.10

45

30

45

0
1.1

140

Resistance Coupled
amp
volts
volts
volts

30$
30$

-1.25

0

2.0

-

150
0.2

0.17
0.07

volts

0.625 d -c
0.030

0.625 d -c
0.030

megohms

'mhos
ma
ma

.020
.007

0.08
15

The filaments of two tubes may be operated in series directly front a single small flashlight cell. If
larger cells are used or if other factors cause the mean battery voltage to exceed 1.25 volts computed
over the normal battery life, a series filament resistor should he tied to reduce the mean filament
voltage to 1.25 volts for the two tubes in series.
tGrid Circuit returned to negative filament. The d -c resistance in the grid circuit should not be
less than 5 megohms.
megohm. Scrum Resistor: .2 megohms by -passed with 0.01 u1.
*Supply Voltage. Plate Resistor:
Coupling Conden -er: 0.01 pf.
1

Preferred Tubes Reduced from 36 to 31
THE RCA Preferred Type Tube Program
passes its first anniversary this month with the
announcement that the number of receiving tube
types it covers has been reduced from 36 to 31,

and that two other types have been replaced to
coincide with today's receiver design trends.
L. W. Teeg:rdent Manager of the RCA Tube
and Equipment Division, made the announcement
after pointing to the program's first year of fulfilled promises of greater economy and higher
quality, to its reception by a total of 19 radio set
manufacturers. and to its direct benefit to tube
jobbers and servieenicn.
Three types, 1G4(;. 1GniG and 1,X74, have been
eliminated from the preference list as the result
of a swing away from type "B" audio systems
by design engineer- throughout the radio industry.
Type 2A3 is becoming less and less popular with
engineers, too, so that it has been dropped. The
fifth deletion was accomplished by the program
itself. It was found necessary to include both types
6J5 and 6J5GT in the original list because of a
price difference. Increased volume of orders for
the 6]5 has made possible manufacturing economies
to bring its cost into competition with the 6J5GT,
which has been deleted from the list.
Two changes of types on the list were caused
by a growing tendency in the A.C. -D.C. set field
for seven and eight tube receivers. The tube complement for such a receiver, if drawn from 150
milliampere tubes on the preference list, adds up

for

8't'y.

a greater heater voltage than the normal line
voltage. So 6.3 volt 300 milliampere tubes must
be substituted, although there have been no power
output and rectifier types on the preference list
useful for this purpose. Thus it is that types
25L6GT and 25Z6GT have been substituted on
the list for types 12SJ7 and 12C8.
"Sonie order has come out of the chaos in the
tube industry in the past year," Mr. Teegarden
declared. "Nearly a score of radio manufacturers
have supported the RCA Preferred Type program
by designing their receivers around the preferred
type tubes. Results have been importants in low-

to

costs all along the line. and in better and
more uniform tubes."
Mr. Teegarden said that currently nearly three
quarters of all receiving tubes produced by RCA
are concentrated in the preference list. Tube
part. are now produced by mass production
methods never ht-tore possible, and such parts as
Lases. .hells. heaters, and cathodes have been
standardized to effect further economies. In addition, manufacturers endorsing the program have
watched their own costs go down substantially as
they were alle to standardize on tube sockets and
other component parts.
erect

RECEIVING TUILE TYPES
PREFERENCE LIST

Table at right shows the
new

"preferred"

tube
by

recommended
list
RCA. The adoption of
this preferred tube schedule has permitted the
speeding up of production and also the reduction of basic costs, as
compared to "unlimited"

Rectifiers
5C4-G
SV3-G
oX5-GT

/indicator

Tube

C,),
verfers

1A7-GT
GSA;
n1'5'61;5

25Z6-GT
357.5-GT

schedules.

i'oltage

Single
1N5 -GT
oA117
615

.4 Dtplf'ers
with

Tceir.

,.:C

Diode(.)
1115-GT
oBs-G

',Su;

-:s72;

Power
Petec- .4mplf-

Diode
toe

1,1ll1

fiers
3Q5-GT
6F6-G

oKo-GT

6V6-6T

6SJ7
12S.A:

12SK7

_5.n;

25

L6GT

?5L6GT
SOL6-I iT
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Aue Nadio '19apatatue
Hi -Fi Speaker for Communications
Radio
fIIE

utility
l<c.\'. new Cenuuuwicatimi
Receiver (Mudd AR -77) for amateur radio
enthusiasts and ardent radio fans of every ,tripe,
has been heightened by the development of a new
"extended range" loudspeaker designed especially
for use with the receiver.

New high- fidelity loudspeaker and cabinet, which
is
ideal for use with "communications" type

receivers.

The new loudspeaker lias an extended -audio
range with large power handling capabilities. giving full expression to the performance of the
AR -77. It is available in an attractive walnut
cabinet which serves as a support for the receives,
and is sis-led for use in the living room or the
short wave listener's den. The saine speaker
mechanism is also available in a plain. grayfinished cabinet. for use in the amateur's station.
The loudspeaker has a frequency range of from
60 to 5.000 cycles. Power handling capacity i. 10
watts. and voice coil impedance is 2.3 ohms at
400 cycles. The speaker cabinet stand. 32" high,
24" wide and 14-1/3" deep.
The AR -77 provides amateur. foreign and
broadcast band reception of unusual quality. It
flees the exacting requirements for amateur and
foreign reception with its high siguad-tonoise ratio.
unusual selectivity and fine stability. A higher
fidelity audio system assures quality musical reproduction, while a band -spread dial hakes foreign
tuning easy.
Its performance.as : standard broadcast receiver tar surpasses the usual type of broadcast
receiver. A high -gain R.F. stage reduces image resl.msc and greatly increases the signal- tu -m,ise
ratio. Two 1.F. stages insure ample gain and
sensitivity while negative feedback applied to the
audio system greatly reduces distortion and fmproves fide!its.

New

F -M

Translator for Standard
Receivers

A NEW frequency-modulation "translator." by
the use of which the owner of a conventional

amplitude -modulation radio receiver can enjoy the
new F -M broadcast programs if they are available
in his service area, has been developed by the
radio and television department of the General
Electric Co.. and -will be ready shortly. Used in
conjunction with an A -M set, it brings in the
high -fidelity and relatively static -free F.M programs, thus protecting an owner's investment in
his present radio equipment.
The translator, housed in a well- styled walnut
cabinet standing 9 inches high. 153 inches -vide.
and about 8 inches deep is provided with a
shielded cable for connection to a conventional
radio. Terminals are located at the rear of the
cabinet for antenna and ground connections. A
special dipole antenna is recommended for best

't -Lilt.,

aitituugh ìu Many
an ordinary
,utrnna will Aerate satisfactorily. The translator
has its own dial scale, with a tuning range of
42 to 50 megacycles. and six tuning keys con.
veniently located below the illuminated dial. In
practice. the translator would be placed in opera.
tIon b3 pressing the F -M key on the "parent"
radio. or by otherwise tuning the latter set to a
point where there is nu station interference. as is
thme with an ordinary record player attachment.
Once in operation, the translator keys and manual

Double Tuned I.F. Transformers

e

tuning control are used for station selection in
the l' -sl field. The manual tuning control has a
friction drive which is automatically disengaged
when one ut the station keys is pressed down. The
translator may be attached directly to a public
address system. if desired. so that F -M programs
can be red directly into an external amplifier and
loudspeaker. In ordinary operation, the speaker
equipment of the A -M receiver is utilized.
A plug -its connector on the back of the translator chassis permit- easy attachment of a television picture receiver. A wired -type of record
player may also be used in conjunction with the
translator. These two features are provided s
that either of the other two uses to which an
ordinary modern radio is put- television sound or
record playing -cats be carried on just as always.
despite the fact that the F -M translator is connected permanently into the parent set. A manual
control to facilitate such operation is supplied on
the face of the small cabinet.
The new translator (model JFM -90) has a
lower consumption of approximately 55 watts.
and a tube complement consisting of first and
second converter. oscillator. two I.F. amplifiers.
two cascade limiters. detector, and rectifier.

Knight Tube Tester Modernizer

Kit
OLD tube testers can
be easily mod.
enticed to test new
tubes. Allied Radio Corporation, Chicago, lias
just placed on the nut,
ket a new Knight Tube
Tester Modernizer Kit,
1111680. This kit permits
testing the new high
voltage filament tubes with the older type tube testIt provides the following filament voltages:
25-30-35.50-70-85 and 117 volts. These voltages are
selected by means of an Anpphenol rotary tap switch
which can be conveniently mounted on the panel
or in a spare socket hole of the tube tester. Installation is very simple. there bring only two
wires connecting the kit with the tube checker.
Transformer size is 315 "x 173"x 1;4". It may be
mounted under the panel of the tube checker or in
the tool compartment. Full instructions are supnow

AFTER

considerable

research.

the

Rados

Engineering Department has developed three
new double -tuned 1.F. transformers which will

duplicate electrically any I.F. transformer, rued
in the majority of receivers. Provision has been
made to bring the grid lead out from either the

bottom or top of the shield can of the transformer.
This new design also offers another good feature
in that mounting is possible either above or below
the chassis.
This new design will enable the serviceman to
replace I.F. transformers of practically ever)
description with a much lower investment. Only
three different I.F. transformers arc needed to
cover practically any I.F. frequency and may be
used as either input, interstage, or output trans.
former. The frequency ranges are as follows:
150.200 kc.; 240 -300 kc.; 430.500 kc. Manufactured by the Radex Corp.

New Stancor Super Pack
THE Model 13'
Super -A tt t
I) e in u Is st ration
Pack

is

now

feted by the Stand.
a rd

Transformer

Corporation.
cago.

C

is i-

It is a wdl filtered unit. drlivewing 12.5 :unperrs
at 3 to 6 volts with a minimum of ripple. It evil]
operate the largest atttu radio set all day for but
a few cents. It is also very useful to the servicemen to test auto radios. The industrial and spe.
ciel users. too, will have many tues fur this unit.
It has many applications in the plating field
when small lots are being required.
The Super Pack is housed in a modern. streamlined case. The ureter indicates the correct voltage
on the output. A tappetI switch on the primary
of the transformer gores variations to the output
voltage. This feature is useful, particularly in
testing auto radios or in prating where different
voltages are required. A fuse in the primary circuit protects it against any shorts in the transformer. An overload relay in the output protects
the rectifier and other components against injurious
load.

.

plied with the kit.

Multi -Unit

Chassis Simplifies
Television Set

Il N. breaking clown the intricate details of tdevision reception into several units which go to
make up the complete receiver, the assembly. testing and servicing are greatly simplified. according
to Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith. Jr., director of research for the Allen It. Du Mont Laboratories,
Inc.
In the latest Model 195 Du Mont television
receiver utilizing the giant 20 -inch telet ran, points
out Dr. Goldsmith. there is a five -unit chassis
construction. The first unit is the power unit.
consisting of a 300 -volt supply operating the receiving tubes in both sound and video channels;
a full -wave rectifier providing 1500 volts -st low
carrent for operating the final amplifiers for the
sweep detdecuon; a halt -wave rectifier supplying
4000 volts negative from ground. operating the
electron gun; and a half -wave rectifier supplying
4000 volts positive from ground to operate the

intensifier ring.
The second unit is the R.F. tinier, a small
assembly with local oscillator and mixer tube, together with their associated R.F. resonant cirruit. Pruvisiots is made for five channels at present. but the structure i; such as to permit different
additional channels without obsoleting the remaining : sembl).
The third unit is the picture intermediatefrequency assembly with four stages of I.F. amplification and a detector. designed for I.F. operation
front 8.75 to 12.75 Inc.. with an overall band pass

New Table -type Radiocorder
CAREFUL engins-crin, Isis
sols it possible
for Lafayette to product is its IS -176 Model
a table unit which combines the functions of
radio, phonograph, recorder and public- address
system. Here is a partial list of features: 9.tube,
t

-band superheterodyne receiver; tangent -arms crystal phono pick -up; separate crystal recorder head
and arm; constant -speed. lseavy -duty motor and
10 -inch turntable; built -in, adjustable hap antenna; crystal microphone :und -stage preunplifier; recording level Indicator. etc.
The radio portion covers the complete broadcast
range to 1680 ke. and short -wave ranges of 125
to 7.0 and 7.5 to 24 megacycles and Includes an
8 -inch dynamic speaker. toning "eye," push -pull
6K6GT output tubes. automatic bass compensation,
3

1

.

of

New G -E frequency modulation "translator" which
permits the reception of FM programs on a conventional radio receiver of the AM type.

4

inc.

The fourth unit is the sound T.F. and A.F.
chassis, containing two stages of I.F. amplification
at 8.25 mc. Phonographic attachment facilities are
provided.
The fifth unit is the cathode -ray control assembly. containing the final stages of the video
amplifier. the coupling circuits and the D.C. reinsertion circuit to the grid of Nie cathode -ray
tithe. It also contains the synchronizing separator
tubes which pick off the peaks of the video signals
and. through suitable frequency discriminating
networks, apply them to sweep oscillator tubes.

572

manual tone control. and other features. The recorder provides for blanks up to 10 inches, records
from microphone or "off the air." and proper recording volume is indicated by a neon dual -glow
lamp. Because an extra rreamplifier tube is entpioyed in the microphone circuit it is not necessary
to raise the voice in staking speech recordings.
Records. hotlt commercial and home -made. tip to
the 12 -inch size. are accommodated for playback,
the tangent-arm crystal pick -up insuring good reproduction quality and reduced record swear.
This Table Combination is housed in a walnut
cabinet 21'% inches wide, 134 inches high and
14Y4 inches deep.
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Neu, Nadi* - Ìniatata5
Acoustic "Tone Guard" Improves
Reproduction

New Notional TMK Condenser
TIII,

National ( T\I

.

illustration sh, w, the new
comlrt -er with swivel coil. This

opant) ing

a

IC

.\ R.\DiC.\I,

new treatment of the acoustical
problem prrscntcd by recueil surface and mechanical noises present in all phonographs, has
been developed by RCA engineers at Camden. and
incorporated in the new Victrula honte entertainment in strums tut
Astonishingly ,imply in its operation. the new
method Its been chri-teurd "Tone guard" bvrut,c
of its remarkable adret iveness in guar11iug the
pttrity of tone reproduced front record,.
The ..Pore Gu:ud' is a simple system of
grooved wells :round the inside edge of the phonograph cunlpart anent directly beneath the lid. It
does not attempt to block out e -t ralleous sounds.
but tu capture them. It is actually a tuned acous-

ondenser is available in all the standard sizes in
:,paritii- lancing itou .;5. nunf. up to 250 mnlf.

.

tical filter.
Two grooved well,. one considerably larger than
the other. capture sound in the audio frequency
rayage where objectionable mechanical noises exist.
1 \'hen the lid is closed these objectionable sounds

enter the space between the cabinet lid and the
grooves. .\ large percentage of them fall into the
first groove. where their energy is spent. The
balance midi forward into the larger groove and
are likewise destroyed. Each of the grooves is
scientifically designed to destroy objectionable

;son.: of its io :ulri- are extra co,mpacl construction. pant l or stand -off moulting, swivel coil
make, use of
mount (coil mount- it 0.p or
form -. I.wvdos, construction
.\R16 coils or X
:md aluminum

Novel Soldering Iron

'1llh: "In- :r.- .l.hI p :iuri plc ,mud. y, a small
':arc" of low t.dtagr :md comparatively high curI

rent. instead of the resistance wire heating element
used in o dinar) iron -. .\ carbon electrode. supported on r the 'nos-able center rod, contacts the
upper end of the copper soldering tip directly. and
produces soldering tempraurte, almost instantly.
Roth the "off and on" condition and control of
tenq.rr :sure are provided by the ,h le switch. en,Ming difficult ...(during u. lee accomplished.
A bright, clean ,oldritg tip is a most important
equirenlent for coo.I ,o ddcring. Sitter nn current
is used and no hew is di. valopei until the switch
the iron brats mp in .t
is depressed. and
comps, thee tip oboe- mot have tittle to
nutter of
"burn."
:oil lidi" radio wire solder is
nil- from cold state of the iron
trlted in 1:
.. _..e t r the inn h:, hoer n -rd reeeltly.
a

"Ilaf

,omn, trtmtcucies.
The '''l'nne Guard." together with automatic tone
compensation, makes it possible for the first time
to reproduce records faithfully at low volume. free
from objectionable noises or distortion of the original tone.
Another e, neat i:d part of the "Tone Guard"
...tent i, a gteial soundproof cover which is
built in beneath the whole turntable motor and
automatic record playing assentbly. Thus all mechanical sound, are completely sealed in the record
playing comp, rouent.

New RCA Tube
5

For m,e iu :\. C.

VV4.GT

Ill(;11.v. \CI-UM RECTIFIER

Receivers having relatively low

current requirement,.
(Tentative Data)
Volt,
Filament Voltage (.\.C.1
5.0
Filament C'tr r, nt
1.5
Amperes
\laxinnuu Overall Length
\I: einmmn Seated Height
2- 13'16"
1.5/16"
Maximum diameter
litho
T.9
Igoe
Intermediate Shell Octal 5 -Pin
\looming Position
Vertical'
Full. \Vlne Rectifier
1400 ma.r. Volts
Peak Inverse Voltage
Peak Plate Current per
300 max. Milliamperes
('late
IIYth t', ouleu.re. 1 ti tut Filter:
.\ -C ('late Voltage per
('late (RMS)
350 ma.r. Volts
Total EtTect ive PlateSupply Impedance per

Plate¡
Output Current
With Choke -Input Filter:
I)-C

"Rolindex" Chart for Tube
Tester
.f11E incurpurat ion of a roll -type tube chart as
a built -in feature of some of the newest tube
re; tly increases their businesslike appear.
testers greatly
nice. in addition to speeding tip tube testing and
avoiding the use of separate chart -, often soiled
and torn from constant handling.
Th, se same advantage; can Le prov idrd for many
lder tube tasters through the iltrodnedun by Radio
Products Co. of their ucw "Hull ndex" tub,chart which, mounted in its own neat hardwood
case. can be easily attached to existing tube -testing
equipment.
The "Rolindex." with ease measurements of
11" x 334" x 3 ". consists of a highly developed
mechanical nwvenlent driving the roller chart and
actuated by a knurled disc projecting edgewise
through the trot pool. Set int this panel is a
window of transparent plastic 1, itlt a hairline engraved acriiss its center to make it easy for the
re to follow acres- the columns of'test- control
settings.
The chart roll is easily replaced by tjto -date
chart, which will be ;amiably fr,in R.C.P. as
new tube types require. Suit:;l.1e charts are now
tube
available fuir a number of the older
testers and for more recant models which du not
incorporate the roll chart a, a built -in feature.

R.P

"Commuter" Camera -Type Radio
THE Crn,ley Corporation

:nn ounce, the "Com-

muter.- a new camera -type portable radio. It
comes in a stylish aluminum case, patterned after
the design of a jewel case. It is quipped with a

handy gray leather carrying handle. Strcantli net.
the case has a polished trine, hinged snap cover.
,(rich when raised turns the -et on and places the
loop in operating husition. The- pct weighs only
three pounds and hvc ounce -. complete with batteries. Dimensions are it in. wide. 4' j in. deep
awl 1r, in. high.
The receiver use, a small standard 1.5 volt ".
battery, with all average life of 4 hour,. which.
can be purchased at any drug. hardware M. 5 -:má10 ,tore. and a new 67.5 -volt "It- battery which
has an average life of 40 hour,.
The ,et covers the -\ merit-an broadcast range
from 55tí to 1600 kiloc.cle, 11F; to 550 meters).

\'

25 111; II Ohre
100 max.
ill iamperes
.
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Plate (RMSu
500 etas. Volts
Input-Choke Inductance
6 ,,tin. Henries
I) -C ()Minn Current
100 ma.r. Milliamperes
Horizontal operation permitted if pins 2 and 8
are in a horizontal plane.
\\'hen a filter-input condenser larger than 40 of
i, used. it may be necessary to use more plates
supply impedance than the minimum value ,hewn
It, limit the peak current to the nard value.
Pin
Pin
,

THE
vet

c

u :p!,
nu.
nup ilr'l i-

I.

en
pre'tr.l

nu

of le,t equipment
or
edition of
1941 editio
Test Equipment

th

the RCA Radin ;und T,lt-n.tot
St et-rat outstanding firw
Catalog Nn. t 05
and tlevì.i,m test equipncits, and phonograph
modernization assemblies. are included.
The englue o1 _'g pages primed in two c,lnrsnpen- ,tilt n Lri -1t :tti,.0 of the poptd:r I)mmnic
Demonstrator. which dramatizes radio cirenit
rient nd action to shoote h,nv complicated circuits
itll another new feature -a
with
oper.it,. It c
listing of trail- miningr:nd pecial purpose IubCS.
'tilt new test equipnout tacon include the janitor
bare -1 ch emetic volrturternhnr
V nitUhnt. -q
meter; a I)e I.uxe Taint. T'e -ter and Pre -broom
the arch -ryled 3 -inch Cathode -Itav O,cillograph.
No. 155; and the .\ -C -felt Oscillator. No 107.
:\nothr r new feature i, the itclt,i,m of a complete serte- ut transmitting -tube ocket -. coinciding
with the :uuouncentent of substantially power prices
on its popular t) mess
-t u,aalt addition to the page, devoted to
p;.rt.:aid acc- -prie, i, a honte recorder and automatic record pla. et- unit ,i sign,( for phonograph
t

m

:

,

-

f,

!=,h.ney

1

l'IN CONNECTIONS
l'in 4 -Plate a'
Connection
Pin 6 -Plate -1

-Nn

-- Filament

Pin 8- Filament
Pin numbers are according n'

N EW
Test Equipment Added to RCA
Parts Catalog

I

MA
M. system)

Another personal radio set -very compact and
complete, with self -contained batteries and loop
antenna.

RADIO CATALOGS

modernization.
ment

R

In addition, the popular replace-

part, guide. included in the 1940 catalog,

has been brought

al-

up

to

tit

fact that there i, uo cement or Vitt-Ott :e,.alinn I.. Chip. turc( or crack.

in

date.

shoe- microphone,. radio, F \I.
'fit,- caudng
and television ante linen. radia and television parts
:old accessories. and devote, a full page to the
ne
. \R.77 Communication Receiver. plesigned for
ama te'ttr and genera cunmmnict inn services.

New Resistor Catalog

A NEW Konlohnt wire -wound resistor catalog
specifically iie,igncd for industrial users and
illustrating many of the unique economies and
design opportunities made possible by this cxcln-ive rr,i -tor ty pc ha. just been i ssued and ntabe
obtained from the manufacturer. Sprague
Products Comp :any.
Dar t" the fact that every bit of their wire is
solaced before winding with a special moisture edistant std heat- rtsi,unnt (1.0110° C'.1 material.
Kuolnhnt re,i,tor- are distinctly ditiu-rrnt in design
Layer windand construction and smaller in sin
ings are used for greater resistance in less ,pace.
heat dissipation i, noire rapid than than of any
other resistor of equal size and rating and larger

wire sizes provide an extra factor of safety. Moreover, these resistor, lend themselves to simplified
nnnnting. while providing still futility economy

New Sprague Condenser Catalog
NE \V apparatus include the Typa I. \1 cum
let sers with universal lugs for either vertical
,.r hnrì zonted mounting; new .\ tom condenser kits:
attW high unmake dry electrolytic,; new high volt
age fixed nti:as; various new Television condense
types: new interference locator: new le

caions .cher-.

Stancor's New Complete Catalog
No. 140 -B
um:

-

It

1,11 shoot. the

ntirt line of It nninnters fur the
.crater ncut. :11.1 611111-1 ria user. Other
ci'st're, in tint, catalog includes transmitter kit, and a complete line of power pack,.
.\ numerical index i included and complete techS1,11011.'

:on :ue :r.
:pq. :.rate,
:

nical

as

,cell as mechanical data

i,

given

111

each

unit. ('epic, of the catalog cum be obtained with ont charge from the Stand.,rl Tr:urformcr Cor
apparatus arc
pnratinn. The various 176.1
builder shout
ille,traled and every limn _
t'ai, catalog in his
-

.
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What Do YOU Think?

FREE CATALOGS and INFORMATION

From Chief Engineer of WJBO

carefully reading the advertising columns, you will find many offers to furnish literature
containing valuable technical information that will help you in your work. Use this list freely.
By

Firm

Adv.

Business

ABC Radio Laboratories
Acme S. W. Radio Co.
Aerovox Corporation

Set Mfr.
Kit Mfr.
Parts Mfr.

Allied Engineering institute
Allied Radio Corp.

Kit Mfr.

Offer

Mail Order

American Radio Institute
Radio School
Ayers. Automatic Code Ma- Code Machines
chines
Bliley Electric Co.
Parts Mfr.

Bridge, Harry P.
Bud Radio, Inc.
Burstein -Applebee Co.
Candler System Co.
Cannon, C. F., Co.

Stamps
Parts Mfr.
Mail Order
Code Course

Parts Mfr.
Chartered institute of Ameri- inventors
can Inventors
Organization
Cowell, R. A.
Publisher's Rep.
Dodge's institute
Radio School
Goldentone Radio Co.
Set Mfr.
Gold Shield Products
Mail Order

No,

Information
Circular
Catalog
Research Worker
Circulars
1941 Radio Catalog
New Radio Dictionary
Booklet
information
Circular
Engineering Bulletin
Bulletin
Circular
Information
Catalog
1941 Catalog
Book of Facts
Folder
Booklet

Set Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.

Literature
"HQ" Booklet
"Super -Pro" Booklet

Harrison Radio Co.
Harvey Radio Company
Howard Radio Co.
Hudson Specialties Co.
Hytronic Laboratories
instructograph Company
Kenyon Transformer Co.
Lafayette Radio Corp.
Lancaster, Al!wine & Rommel
Mau. Radio School
Midget Radio Co.
Midwest Radio Corp.
Miles Reproducer Co.
Millen. J., Mfg. Co.. Inc.
National Company, Inc.
National Radio institute
National Schools
Nelson Co.
Par -Metal Products Corp.
Radio & Technical Publ. Co.
Radio Corp. of America
Radiocrafters
RCA Institutes, Inc.
RCA Manufacturing Co.. inc.

Mail Order
Mail Order
Set Mfr.
Mail Order

Information -List
Information
Information
Catalog

Tube Mfr.
Code Machine
Parts Mfr.

Information
information

Record -O -Vox, Inc.
Remington Rand
Sprayberry Acad. of Radio
Sun Radio Co.

Teleplex Co.
Triplett Electrical Inst. Co.
Wholesale Radio Labs.

Mail Order

Patent Attorneys
Radio School
Set Mfr.
Set Mfr.
Sound Recording
Parts Mfr.
Set & Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Radio School
Used Courses
Parts Mfr.
Radio Textbooks
Radio &Television
Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Set & Parts Mfr.
Set Mfr.

Typewriter Mfr.
Radio School
Mail Order
Code Machines

Parts Mfr.

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Catalog
196 -Page Catalog
Booklet
60 -Page Catalog
information
1941 Catalog
Bulletins
Catalog
Folder
64 -Page Book
Catalog
72 -Page Catalog
Catalog
Circulars on each book

D -2
E-6
E-7
A -7

57

T-19

82

Catalog
Catalog

Literature
information
Catalog

Dealer -Mail Order Map
Catalog

u

533
529

Editor,

Free
l0e
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

544

S -1

540

558

Free
Free
Free
Free

is a

553
541

540
569

541

556
551

516
544
551

I.B.C.
546
549
515
558
551

553
535

Broadcast Station WJBO,
Baton Rouge, La.
W00 watt broadcast station, with

Editor)

Likes "Test Set" R.

Cr.

T. Described

Just a short note
,r.t know I have put
the Experimental Test n t together. It's a honey!
I had everything needed, but the neon tube. I
borrowed it till I could get into town to buy one.
.\rat I tickled to have the test sit I would like to
trite to Terrence Genes. and thank hint personally.
Now. gentlemen, you have outdone yourselves.
"R. & T." for October is the most comprehensive
number yet. This winter we oit the west coast are
planning much and "R. & T." will be our authority.
I have the honor of being head of a local radio
club; a small group, junior high school age, but
my boys are good workers. We meet in my garage.
M. E. Vas NATTAN,
Long Beach.

Calif.

541

Free
551
Free
551
Free
551
Free 553.53,
59.64,6'
Free B. C.
Free
545
Free
Free
544
Free
530
Free
525
Free
567
Free
552
Free
541
Free
539
Free
537
Free
568
Free
551
Free
552
Free
559
Free
552
Free
540
Free I.F.C.
Free
513
Free
551

Free
Free
Free

52 -Page Book

(WPM

ulirrrtc.l line.

531

551

t:ngineer,

Chief

537
537

Free
Free

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Literature

Sound Booklet, Test InEtrument Bulletin
Booklet
Catalog

page

10c

Information
Catalog
1941 Bargain Catalog
Catalog

Hallicrafters, Inc.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

Cost

Asia constant reader of your tine magazine,
RAuto & TELEVISION, allow Me to add my name
and support tu the great list of "R. & 7'." boosters.
It is truly "Radio's Complete Magazine." Your
articles by Mr. Ricardo Muni: on FM and Television are the tops. Mr. Herman Yellin does his
part by keeping the amateur radio end up to par.
WILRI'R T. GOLSON,

R. & T.
Editor.

Diagrams Appreciated

I think your magazine is swell, because of the
following reasons:
My buddies and I of our Physics Radio Club
at Lafayette High read and devour every bit that
we can. because of its enjoyable and practical style.
I and my friends are beginners. having acquired
in radio, we are yet to really get
arted. l think there are many such fellows. who
-finterest

nerd .ante sort of publication which would devote
some time and space in giving certain articles to

aidus.

Such articles may consist of radio fundamentals.
formulas and elementary building "kinks." These
articles can also help those advanced because of
their practical applications.
I enjoy your "Radio Kinks" and save all issues
for future reference. Your diagrams are well liked
because they cover a wide range of subjects, and
can be relied upon to supply accurate information.
73 and keep up the good work!
DAN El. EKSTEIN,

2337 -85th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Editor,

A Good Suggestion

While Ito it it here's
"Thi- anal That."
Congratulations on our last issue.
The earliest number of what is now RADIO &
TEI.EVISt,N, I find in my files is the April-May
.Short II 'atr Craft -1931.
\Lmy cars ago the radio technician or engineer
did nut hesitate to say "I don't know." Today he
answers most any difficult question with the
forninl:,
I) ribels2 f Amplitude
cgs X Kva = 100,000.000
which very probably nu-:ms about as much to him
as to the poor bird that listens to it.
And that was leading up to a kick in the pants
for your c, mst ruction article writers.
\\`e all know that the usual run of resistors and
capacitors vary (yes very) widely from their
marked ratings. We also kn.w that unless we can
reproduce conditions we can't duplicate the original
design. But there is a simple way in which we
could.
Every construct inn article sit till by considered
incomplete unless it contains a complete table of
current and voltages for each element of each
tube. Then a builder could have something to aim
al.
As I understand it you take a finished set into
lal.,ratun- and try it out. IÍ it works satisfactorily and you have reports from other locations
where the saute set has kern tried. you slap on
your stamp of approval. Sure that set is good.
Ind it's a lot better than :at even bet that your
readers can't duplicate it.
And now what du you think.'
IL I.. K!DWELL,
128 Batilla PL,
San Antonio, Tex.
(Thank you rrry much for your letter and ter
think your suggestion of plaeing the voltages of
the different terminals throughout the circuit in
the dmurarts a very good an.. ICe will endeavor
to folior, up this point i.s soon as possible.- -

mr

Editor)

( Continued on parar 576)
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RADIO

&

TELEVISION

THE FINEST

RADIO BOOK WE EVER OFFERED
With $1.00 sut icr/ption to RADIO & TELEVISION
FREE

YOU!

TO

- /940 -4/

Xactio -

Q/

Vii[vn l2eéetence -annual
J

compliments.
ompliments, we want to send a copy of the 1940 RA010. TELEVISION REFERENCE
you FREE. if you will simply take advantage of RADIO & TELEVISION magazines
special subscription offer NOW. This offer is being made for a limited time only.
The 1940 RADIO- TELEVISION REFERENCE ANNUAL has 68 pages. large sire 8'a a ll'a. with
over 170 illustrations. The contents of this book has never appeared before in handy book form. Its pages
cover practically every branch of radio sound, publie address. servicing television. construction articles
for advanced radio men and technicians, time and money -saving kinks. wrinkles, useful circuit information. "ham" transmitters and receivers, and a host of other data.
The Annuals have always been regarded as a standard reference work for every practical branch of radio
operation and service. This 1940 edition ably sustains this reputation. Every radio man wants a copy
this book will be of unquestionable value to you, so. too. will every
of this valuable book. just
monthly issue of RADIO & TELEVISION. This magazine brings you big value every month. It keeps you
intelligently Informed about new developments In radio and television. You want the news, want it
fully but concisely, want it first -that Is why you should read RADIO & TELEVISION regularly.
This very special offer is made for just one purpose -we want you as a regular subscriber. The Annual,
whose contents appears at the right. is not sold. but a copy is FREE to you if you subscribe now.

TV

ITH

our

Reod the summary of contents

in this FREE BOOK!
THE 1940 RADIO -TELEVISION REFERENCE
ANNUAL contains a collection of the best and
moat important articles. Covering as they do
nearly every branch of radio, they form a handy
reference works. In addition, many time and laborsaving kinks, circuits and wrinkles. tried and tested
by practicing Servicemen, experimenters and radio
fans have been included. This book cannot be
bought anywhere at any price. Yet it is yours by

u

merely subscribing. Use the convenient coupon
below.
BEGINNER'S SIMPLE INEXPENSIVE
CONSTRUCTION ARTICLES

SAME SIZE AS
RADIO &TELEVISION

, 940

VIII

Beginners I4iradboard Special - a 1 -'rube High-Gain AI!Wase Receiver \\iring Pointers for Radio Beginners-A
Watch Charm Size 1 -Tuba Set -Beginner's Simple Volt 1 -Tube
Broadcast Loop Receiver
Milliammeter-- Making
-A.C. -U.C. Power Supply for Battery Portables-A 1 -Tube
Short-Wafer with Band toil Switching.

"'

a

MORE ADVANCED SET CONSTRUCTION
The "High -Seas 4'' Broadcast Lamp Radio-flow to Build

ti'Tube 1.4-Volt Short -Wave Superhet for the "Ham'
'
Super Set Short-Wave Fan -Build the "Lunch Box
Broadcast Battery Portable -flow to Build a Plug Together 8 Tube Broadcast Set -The ""..in-4- All-Ware
Radio for A.C. Operation -An Easily -Built 3 -Tube Midget
a

ADIO -TELEVISION

ar

EFERENCE ANNUAL

Broadcast

Superheterodyne

Receiver.

THE SERVICEMEN'S SECTION
Bass Tone Control- Simpliffed Variable Selectivity-Praclieal Serfiring Pointers-Servicing Universal A.C. -D.C. Receivers- Killing the "Intermittent" Bug -A Service Shop
A.C. -to D.C. Power Supply -Sideline Money for Servicemen- Adding A.V.C. to any Screen -Grlsl T.R.F- Receiver
-Iron Particles In Speaker Alr Gap.
TEST INSTRUMENTS
A Useful Neon Famp Tester

-An

inexpensive Output Meter

-Making llilliammeter )lust ipllera- Ilene -Made Frequency
Servicemen's V.T. Volt- Meter.
PUBLIC ADDRESS AND AMPLIFIERS
Build this Combination A.C.D.C. Radio and Inter -(-omunicator- Speaker Placement in P.A. Work-The Design
and Construction of an Inexpensive All- Push -Pull 10 -Watt
Amplifier-Obscure Sources of Hum in High -Gain Anviltiers-How to Build a high -Fidelity 5.Watt Versatile
yfo,lulator -The Busy

l}U Wished

by
TELEVISION

Atiipl ltier.

"HAM" SECTION
(lira -Iligh Frequency

RADIO AND
MAGAZINE

Antennas -The Beginner's Low -Cost
Emitter- Modulator Meter-I hone Monitor -The Begin.
ers Ham' Bereiver -2'4 Meter Acorn Transceiver.

TELEVISION

How to Build a 441 Line T.R.F. Television Receiver -Usetut Notes en Television Antennas.

MISCELLANEOUS
Simple

Photo -Cell Relay Set Up-- Making a Burglar
to Build A.C. -D.C. Capacity Relay -How to
Modern Radio Treasure Locator.

Alarm-flow
Make

a

USEFUL KINKS, CIRCUITS AND WRINKLES

-

POPULAR

Making a Flexible Coupler- TwoTimin` Chime -A Simple
Portable Aerial-An Improvised Non -:lip Screw -Driver.
NOTE: The book contains numerous other useful Kinks.
Circuits and \\-Ankles, not listed here.

NE`N YORK

BOOK CORPORATION

(approximately)

45

III\

1

ARTICLES

(approximately)

170 ILLUSTRATIONS
68 BIG PAGES

THIS COUPON BRINGS YOU THE ANNUAL
RADIO & TELEVISION

20 VESEY STREET

NEW YORK, N.

Y

Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find One Dollar for which enter my subscription
to RADIO & TELEVISION Magazine for Eight Months. Send me ABSOLUTELY
FREE and POSTPAID, my copy of 1940 RADIO -TELEVISION REFERENCE

ANNUAL.

Extend My Present Subscription

This is a new order

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

-

DON'T DELAY

for ,January,

1941

RADIO & TELEVISION
20 VESEY STREET

STATE
MAIL TODAY!
Please

f-

1

NEW YORK, N. Y.
RT -1.41

Ve "c^
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GEOPHYSICAL

PROSPECTING OUTFITS

XQadatl
Editor,
1

r

,eettet!

A Voice from Australia!

have been reading your magazine since Jan.,
Wave & Television) and

A

My first S.W. set was the "Switch Coil Two."
described in the February 1938 issue of Short
Wave & Television and I worked quite a lot of
DX with this little set. I am now using the 6J7
and 6C5 with a 6K7 and 6B7 in a superhet.
There seems to be quite a lot of squabbling con.
cerning Hams QLSing SWL's over there. I am
happy to say that I have not found any trouble in
getting replies from any of you Hams or SV. I. s
over there, and I myself QSI. 100'; to any one
who would like to drop a line. Si, what do you

say, fellows?

R. If. ROCHE.

15 Tuscolum St..
Potts Point, Sydney.
N.S.W., Australia.

INSTRUCTIONS

-a

-a

-a

-

-one

1G4G ---one IH5G -one

1Q5-one

1G4.

With any one of the modern geophysical
methods described in the Blue -Print patterns,
Radio outfits and instruments can be constructed to locate metal and ore deposits
(prospecting) ; finding lost or buried treasures: metal war relics; sea and land mines
and "duds "; mineral deposits; subterranean
water veins; oil deposits (under certain circumstances) : buried gas and water pipes
tools or other metallic objects sunken in water, etc.. etc.
;

Each get of blueprints and instructions enclosed In
heavy envelope (916- x I2'6'). Blueprints 22" x
34'; etehtpaye Illustrated 8'. X I I" folder of Instructions and construction data
Add 5e for postage

500

The complete set of seven folders
Shipping weight 2 Iba. (add 25e for ship -

ping anywhere In U.S.A.)

$3.00

YF:CH\IIe'í1:(
1917 S.

STATE ST.

RT -111

TECHNIFAX
Enclosed herewith
address below:

CHICAGO. ILI..

1917 So.
3

.

Treasure Finder No. I. 2.
Complete set of seven folder..

State, Chicago, ill.
for
3.

which mail
4.

5.

6.

to
7.

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
RT -141

576

I have been reading your "KB." magazine since
Short Hare Craft and have no reason
to kick yet! I would like to see a picture contest
for SWL's, similar to the one ou are n w CoI)ducting for Hams. Also how about some "radio
it was called

For Building the Following Treasure
Finders and Prospecting Outfits
Folder No. 1. The "Radioflect3r Pilot " -conslats of a 2 -tube transmitter and 3 -tube
receiver. Principle: radiated Wave from
transmitter loop is reflected back to receiver
loop. Emits visual and aural signals. Tubes
used: two 1A5G -two 1N5G-one 1H5G.
Folder No. 2. The "Harmonic Frequency Locator"- Transmitter radiates low frequency
wave to receiver. tuned to one of Harmon,:s
of transmitter. Using regenerative circuit.
Emits aural signals. Tubes used: one 1G6G
-one 1N5G.
Folder No. 3. The "Beat -Note Indicator" -Two
oscillators so adjusted as to produce beat note. Emits visual and aural signals. Tubes
used: Three type '30.
Folder No. 4. The "Radio-Balance Surveyormodulated transmitter and very sensitive loop receiver. Principle: Balanced
loop. Emits visual and aural signals. By triangulation depth of objects in ground can
be established. Tubes used: Seven type '30.
Folder No. 5. The "Variable Inductance Monitor"
single tube oscillator generating
fixed modulated signals and receiver employing two stages R.F. amplification.
Works on the inductance principle. Emits
aural signals. Tubes used: six type '30.
Folder No 6. The "Hughes Inductance -Balance Explorer "
single tube Hartley oscillator transmitter and sensitive 3 -tube receiver. Principle: Wheatstone bridge. Em -ts
aural signals. Tubes used: two type la__
one type '32 -one type '38.
Folder No. 7. The "Radiodyne Prospector"
a completely shielded instrument. Principle:
Balanced loop. Transmitter, receiver and
batteries enclosed in steel box. Very large
field of radiation and depth of penetration.
Emits aural signals. Tubes used: two 1N5G

fiction,

such as you used to publish.
I QSL 100^,'o with all Hams and SWI.'s;
let's have some mail coming my way.

1

.

_9

551

.

540

a

Barter

&

Exchange Ad-

.565

Bliley Electric Co..
Bridge, Harry P.
Bud Radio, Inc....
Burstrin- Applebee Co.

544
558

.... ...

541
55.3

Candler System Co.
.541
Cannon, C. F., Co
....540
Chartered Institute of American InVemor- ...569
Commercial Notices
565
Cowell, R. A. ..

..

.....

551

D

Dataprint Company
Dodge's Institute..

556. 566
551

so

CHARLES MOURMer'als,

Washington St..
Denver, Colorado.

2121

ABC Radii, Laborao,rir Acme S. W. Radio Co..
Aerovox Corporation
Allied Engineering Institute
Allied Radio Corporation ..
American Radio Institute
Ayers Automatic Code Machints.

C

Picture Contest for SWL's
BLUE PRINTS and

Index to Advertisers

1938 (it was then Short
think it is 1002, F.B.

So.

F

Flight Magazine
For Sale Ads

569
565

6

.....

...,.....551

"Radio Kinks" Started Him in
Radio!!
Edit,

Guldentone Radio Co
Gold Shield Products

Last .August while visiting a magazine stand,
I happened
to glance at one of your RADIO &
TELEVISION magazines. I had just begun radio
several months ago. I was one of those fellows
who had a hard time catching on to radio. I was
looking for a magazine which had simple diagrams
that I could read and understand. From the radio
kink page I have built several gadgets like a code
oscillator, a test socket and other things. I was
surprised how much I used them. From simple
diagrams like this I was surprised how fast I
picked up the fundamentals and how to read large
radio diagrams
Glancing at the last page in your magazine I
noticed the SWL exchange. I had just had some
QSL cards printed and I hail been QSI-ing amateurs. Seeing that I did not get many returns I
quit this idea. Noticing the three names in your
exchange at that time I thought I would send them
lily card. I did so and received 100% returns. I
gradually picked up SWL stations and found that
nineteen out of twenty are 100% QSLers. Within
the two and a half months I have been doing this.
I have received cards from twenty -nine states and
seven countries. I have now started a club for
all SWLs who QSL 100' ;. If anybody would be
interested in swapping QSI. cards, letters or joining my clot, Piet drop me a line.

Hallicrafters, Inc
Back Cover
Hammarlund Manufacturing Co.. Inc
545
Harrison Radio Co
544
Harvey Radio Company
510
Howard Radio Co
525
Hudson Specialties Company
567
Hytronic Laboratories
552

mug

CHIRPS,
2719 Pershing Avo..

San Bernardino. Calif.

TO PUZZLE DIAGRAM ON PAGE 558

ANSWERS

No battery is shown in the microphone
and filament supply circuit.
2. Secondary winding of transformer Tl
not grounded.
3. No bypass condensers shown on either
grid bias resistor.
1. The 6SF5 tube has no screen -grid, although one is shown in the diagram.
5. The 6N7 tube shells are not shown
grounded, as they should be.
6. The plate and grid members of the 6SFS
and the 6N7 are coupled by a resistor
instead of a condenser; also this creates
a short -circuit across "B" plus and "B"
minus, and would burn out the plate
supply unit.
7. The second grid of the first 6N7 tube
should be connected to the first grid,
and not to the high voltage plate -supply
wire.
8. Single filaments are shown in both 6N7
tubes, instead of double filaments.
1.

ass Mention This Magazine When Writing Advertisers
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Instructograph Company
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Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc
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Lafayette Radio Corp.
Laners ter.. \llwine & Rommel
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Ma.,. Radio School

551
552
559

Midget Radio Cu.
Midwest Radio Corporation.

\files Reproducer
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552
540

James. M fg. Co., Inc.
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National Company. Inc..
National Plans Institute.
National Radio Institutr
National Schools..
Nelson Co.

Inside Front Cover

532

....51

551
541

P

Par -Metal Product. Corp.
Premino[ Distributing Service

569

R

Radio Amateur Course
Radio & Technical Puhl. Co
Radio Corporation of America

.539
551

516
544
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RCA-

HIGH -MU TRIODE
D -C Plate Voltage
1000 volts maximum
Plate Input
100 watts maximum
Grid Driving Power
3.8 watts (approximate)

(Class C Telegraphy, ICAS Ratings)

$2.50 amateur net
Radiotron

MORE POWER
LESS

$$
-a

winner in
3 years ago to the month
the 9th ARRL SS Contest -most used transmitting
triode by winners of the 10th ARRL SS Contest
RCA -809 continues to ride the tide of fame.
Announced

-

Employed for amateur use under the ICAS Ratings,
the RCA -809, priced at only 82.50 net, provides
you with a tube that competes, with ample safety
factor, with the "big fellows ". For example, one
809 in class C telegraph service will handle 100
watts input. Two 809's in class 13 modulator service will modulate 100% an r -f stage up to 290
watts input! The tube has a high amplification
factor of 50. (It requires, therefore, a bias of only

-10

volts at a d -c plate voltage of 1,000 volts in
class B modulator service.) Furthermore, the tube
will operate at its maximum rating all the way up
to 60 Mc and at reduced ratings up to 120 Mc!
Other features include the new, low -loss Micanol
base, the largest anode in its class for real durability under temporary overloads, special ceramic
insulation -the same as used in tubes selling for
many times the price of the 809 -and the famous
RCA thoriated- tungsten filament. And don't forget that the filament voltage rating is 6.3
volts
feature not to be overlooked in
emergency work for efficient transmitter

-a

operation direct from

a

storage battery.

LOW -MU RCA -1623. Similar to the 809, the RCA -1623 has an amplification
factor of only 20. Like the 809, it is excellent for use as an rJ power amplifier,
frequency doubler, class B modulator, or oscillator. Unaffected by ordinary
plate-load variations and grid-excitation changes, this tube is an extremely
stable oscillator. It performs smoothly at wavelengths as low as 21/2 meters!
RCA -1623

PROVED IN

...

AMATEUR NET PRICE, $2.50

COMMUNICATION'S MOST EXACTING APPLICATIONS

RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., CAMDEN, N. J.

A Service of the Radio Corporation

www.americanradiohistory.com

of America

0

NA again

40, 80 meter amateur bands
on the International short wave

Hallicrafters lead
the mateur communications
field with
ity and performance in
test values y
one of the
ffered.
The Ne 1941 15 -Tu '
er Sky rider
e best
quality corntions r
'er," gives you all
e features, even the ones usually
found on higher priced receivers, including electrical band -spread over
entire range of the receiver.
Check these points: Rigid girder
construction chassis, 15 tubes
6
Bands -Frequency range 550 kc. to
43 mc.- Large, calibrated main dial
Band- spread dial calibrated for the

1120,

:

--

oadcast Channels-Tone Control
$end- Receive switch -ANI. Switch
RF Gain Switch- AVC -BFO Switch
stages preselection
Improved
adjustable noise limiter Beat Frequency Oscillator
antenna trimmer
-AF Gain switch position selectivity control Bass boost switch
Wide Angle "S" meter
Band pass
audio filter
Phone jack! Cabinet

I

---6
- -

-2

-

-

"-

dimensions: 201/2" x 141/2" x 9%2
Price, with crystal and tubes, less
only speaker, $159.50. (HallicraftersJensen Bass Reflex Speakers Available.)
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